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Editor of The Courier -Gazette:
I read tn the Saturday Issue of your
paper that a man from Lincolnville
has copies of "The Boston News Let
ter" the first newspaper printed ln
America. He says there are only
three ln existence, so I suppose he re
fers to the first one which ls dated
Mcnday. April 17 to Monday April 2d,
1704 because I have the same thing.
If this be true. It is quite a coinci
dence that two of them Should be
owned within such a short distance as
I also have a copy, and oddly enough
mine too came from my grandmother
who brought me up Her family had
It before she did. but I don't know Its
history before that time
Mrs O W. Grover
50 Pine street. Rockland.

Subscription! S3 00 per year payabla tn
advance: single copies three cents
Advertising rates baaed upon circula
tion a id very reasonable
NEWSPAPER H18TORT
The Rockland Oarette was established
ln 1848 In 1871 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
In 1882 The Free Press was sstsbltshrd
ln 1853 and ln 1801 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March IT. 1897
— — — aa— . — . — 9
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Never be entirely Idle; but
♦ either be reading, or writing, or
♦ meditating, or endeavoring some♦ thing lor the public good.
♦—Thomas a. Kempls
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SENIOR CLASS PLAY

AND

“ADAM

EVA”

STARRING MARGARET DUNTON AND CHARLES MERRITT

HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM, DEC. 19-20

BASKETBALL

Brownville High School
vs.

Rockport High School

Monday, Dec. 16

at ROCKPORT GYM

7.M P. M.
Admission 25 Cents

Referee, JOHN Dl'RRELL

UNLISTED SECURITIES
Specializing

INCORPORATED INVESTORS
BANK STOCKS

INSURANCE STOCKS

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, December 14, 1935

THE MILLER FAMILY

A VETERAN HUNTER

The history of the Miller family,
compiled by the late Judge Prank
Burton Miller, representing a life
time of research by the author, has
been published ln book form, hand
somely bound, with 19 illustrations
j and complete index.
It concerns the descendants of
j Prank Miller, who settled in Waldo; boro in 1753.
I Other families represented: Abbott,
Achorn, Adams, Ames. Andrews,
I Barnes, Barrett, Barrows. Barstow.
' Battles. Bayer. Beckler. Benner.
Bigelow. Black, Blake. Bowers. Bowles.
{Bradford. Brown. Bryant, Burgess.
I Burnham. Burnheimer. Bums, Byerly,
Candage Canney, Carter, Carver,
Chapman. Chase Clark. Cobb. Co
burn. Cole, Collins. Creamer, Crock
ett. Cro.'bv. Crute, Cuba, Cummings,
Daggett, Davis. Day Dennison. Dey.
(Douglass, Dresser. Drew Elwell. Eugley, (Parley, Feyler. Fisk. Flanders,
Flint. French. Frost. Fuller. Furry,
Oenthner, Oould. Graves. Green,
Oross, Orotton Oustln, Hall, Harbolt,
Harriman, Haskell. Herrington. Hicks
Hodgkins. Hoffman, Hoffses, Holt,
Hovey Howell, Hubbard. Hunt. Hunt
er. Hutchinson. Irish. Jones, Kaler,
Keen. Kelley, Klepper. Kuhn, Leach.
Leavitt Lebroke. Levensaler. Lewis,
Llneham, Loomis. Louger. Ludwig.
Lufkin, Lunt. Martin. Mason. Mat
thews. Maxine. Merrill, Merrifield.
Marrow. Millin. Mitchell. Morse, Mus
grave. McShalne. Nason. Oliver. Orff
Page Parker. Penley. Poland. Powers'
Racqllff. Reed. Rice. Richardson,
Ripley, Rivers. Robb. Robbins. Rob
inson
Rund. Russell. Sampson,
Schmidt. Schwartz. Sherwood. Shu
man. Sidelinger. Sides. Singer. Smith.
Soule. Spencer. 8pramie. Staekpole.
Stahl. 8tone, Storer. Thing. Thomp
son. Tibbetts. Tilden. Tobey. Tufts.
Trombly. Tvler. Wagner. Walden.
Walker. Wallace. Walter. Waltz. Wel
come. Wellman. Welt. Wentworth.
Whittier. Wlncapaw Win«low. Wood
ford. Woodward. Young. York.
The price of the volume is $5 and
postage
Codes may be obtained
from Judge Edward K Gould.

In Regard To Fee For Importing
Liquor—Chapman Not Consulted

LINCOLN E. McRAE
INVESTMENTS
Rockland, Maine

Telephone 500

STATE OF MAINE

STATE LIQUOR COMMISSION
Augusta

Legal Notice

Regulations as to the Importation of Spirituous and
Vinous Liquors
Section 1. The State Liquor Commission, upon application,
may issue to any person who has not been convicted of violating the
laws of the United States or of the State of Maine relating to In
toxicating liquors, an importer's permit to import spirituous and
vinous liquors into this state, for personal use or for medicinal, me
chanical. scientific or religious purposes.
Section 2. The fee for an importer's permit shall be five dollars
per annum. Hospitals, dispensaries, druggists, doctors, dentists,
manufacturers, churches and those engaged in scientific work are
exempt from the payment of the permit fee. Tlw permit shall be
good for one year from the dale of issuance.
Section 3. No person shall import or cause to be transported
into this state spirituous or vinous liquors without an importer's
permit issued by the State Liquor Commission.
Section 4. It shall be prima facie evidence that the consignee
of spirituous and vinous liquors is not the holder of an importer’s
permit. If the package or eonUiner is not properly labeled stating
the name and number of the permit
Setion 5. AM spirituous and vinous liquors imported or caused
to be transported into thia state to any person not a holder of an
importer's permit shall be seized and forfeited as now provided by
law.
Section 6. Whoever violates Section Three of these regulations
shall be punished by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars
or by imprisonment for a term not more than eleven months, or by
both fine and imprisonment.
These regulations are promulgated under authority vested in
the State Liquor Commission by Section 5 of Chapter 268, Public
Laws of 1933, and by Sections 1 and 2 of Chapter 179, Public Laws of
1935. and shall have the force and effect of law.
Effective. Dee. 16th. A. D. 1935.
Dated this fifth day of December. A. D. 1935.
(Signed) DAVID WALTON, Chairman.
J. B. COUTURE,
State Liquor Commission.

Attorney General Chapman said
Thursday that a State Liquor Com
mission ruling that Individuals Im
porting liquor should pay a $5 annual
fee was made without his advice.
Chapman declined to give an opinion
on the constitutionality of the ruling,
1 which has been challenged bv Arte
mus Weatherbee. former 8tate senaj tor. who Dlayed a prominent part In
1 drafting the state liquor law.
"The Liquor Commission made the
ruling and dkl not consult me or
seek my advice or the advice of any
member of my department.” said
(Chapman.
“I will not give my
, opinion on that until requested ’o bv
some interested department, and I
, have not vet received such a request"
The ruling was aimed, said John P.
Carey of Bath, counsel for the Liquor
Commission, at those residents who
prefer to purchase outside the State
rather than patronize State stores
"We can regulate liquor, once it is
Imported." Carey said, commenting
upon purchases made by mail, tele
graph cr from carriers.
I Carey said summer residents would
not have to nay the fee for bringing
liquor Into the State nor would Maine
residents have to pay it If they per
sonally went outside the State and
bought IL The purchase order in
such Instances, he explained, would
originate outside the State and there
fore would not be within commission
Jurisdiction.
The commission's ruling would be
come effective Dec. 15.

DANCE
GLENCOVE
GRANGE HALL
Tuesday Night, Dec. 17
OLD AND NEW DANCES
LUCKY NUMBER DANCES
Music By
EDDIE WHALEN'S PRIVATEERS
Admission: Ladies 25e, Men 35c

150*It

READ THE ADS

A tnie copy. Attest:
FRED D. HARVEY, Chief Clerk.

149-150

THE ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
Pays Third Dividend

Edwin J. Kalloch. who is 87 years
old this month Is one of the oldest,
active hunters in the State Fiftynine years ago he trapped for 10
years, stopping at the end of that
time because beaver, which were be
ing rapidly exterminated, were pro
tected. During that time he trapped
fisher, otter, and bear as well as
beaver, going 25 or 30 miles Into the
woods beyond Ashland by canoe or
afoot, or sometimes on a logging
team. Usually he had a partner, but
one or two years he was alone Even
with a partner. It was seldom they
were together, as each had a trap line
of 50 or 60 miles to cover, and were
away from the home camp for a
week or 10 days at a time. Their
nights were spent ln "way" camps,
many of them with open fronts.
“I love the wilderness as a sailor
loves the sea," said Mr. Kalloch.
"There ls always something to see,
and always something new."
"What fresh meat did you use to
supplement your flour, beans, pork,
molasses?"
Caribou were plenty then ln that

S>n*knownn' there‘now

Receiver Payson, Rockland National Bank,
Makes 6000 Depositors Happy At Yuletide

Here's hoping that our bewhiskered
friend doesn't overlook anybody
TOMORROW IS DONATION DAY

Through The First National Bank of Rockland
This dividend of 10% will make 83 % paid to depositors to
date
RECEIVER’S CERTIFICATES MUST BE PRESENTED
FOR ENDORSEMENT
Edward C. Payson, Receiver

Winslow-Holbrook Post Asks Full Public Support

caribou have gone and deer are I
plenty there—and we carried our
rifles on the trap line until we had
our Winter's supply of meat. After
being skinned they were placed tn the
snow to freeze and would keep that
Tomorrow is Donation Day in
way until Into April. Other wild
Rockland
Winslow-Holbrook Post,
animals seldom bothered It.
"We also ate porcupine, and other American Legion, is again sponsoring
. . , ,
’ .
”
small game “
the greatest single charitable effort of
“Bear is particularly good eating.

In Filling a Thousand Baskets

Special Act Of Legislature Necessary To Extend

Time In Knox County

south of the Strand, formerly home
of Crockett's 5 * 10 cent to SI 00 store
.The checkln*
°f
President Fred C. Black presided pond Is a rearing pool for pickerel and
those to receive baskets, a huge task
[n itself, shows one more name than last night over one of the most suc- they come down Into Alford's."
Commissioner Stobie has promised
by the to have a look at the pond
Tn,,
> »«,s•Xir.ssrre executive committee and advisory
"Salmon will mature there," posi
the Spring ln good condition, but this
board of the Knox County Pish and tively asserted Clinton J. Bowley, who
_
___
_
.
—
.
erous
The
menchart's
have
done
fat leaves them very quickly after shows will be given at Strand Theatre and are doing splendidly by the LeGame Association. The session was thought the cost of a dam would be
that. I remember once some friends
950
of mine shot a bear they had found |± 21 18 *°’*d,th4t '7®?lent held in the private dining room of
“You can get all the large trout you
i
lar
fee,
any
quantity
of
foodstuffs
will
food
will
be
received
to
meet
all
reThe Thorndike, the attractiveness of want, but what about the transporta
ln a hollow tree. The fat on him serve as the admission ticket Those qulrements
five or six Inches thick, and I
Be generous tomorrow. Go to the which, and the menu, appealed for tion?" asked Dr. Walter P. Conley.
secured nine gallons by drying it who wish to pay at the box office lnPresident Black promptly voluiystead
of
supplying
food
may
do
so
Strand
and see the new first run cibly to the mighty anglers and nimout and sold It for 92 a gallon. His 1
teered the use of his four-ton truck,
rods
and
the
proceeds
will
be
used
to
purLou
Ayres
feature
"8ilk
Hat
Kid
"
'If
meat was delicious."
There was plenty to talk about. a.td but it was found that only a tew fish
I shot a 30-pound otter while walk-| chase essential supplies Those send- you prefer to send your donation, do the 20 members present spoke Iheir could be brought at a time, and many
ing
foods
either
Sundav
or
Monday
It.
for
this
is
the
last
call.
Donald
L.
ing along a stream five miles away
mind Edward T. Dornan especially trips would be necessary.
from camp. I had noticed a some may have them left at the store next Kelsey is chairman of the event.
advocating that Important matters
It developed that between meetings
what peculiar mound In the center
be threshed out in the open meetings Megunticook Lake fishermen wanted
of the ice and had Just said to my
Instead of all being .'♦tiled at the aid in securing a screen and President
A PLAN OF UNION
self. "There'd be some sense ln it If
committee sessions
He believed Black had guaranteed this There had
an otter would come out of that,
such a policy would call out a larger been some private contributions and
when out he popped I drilled him Which Would Bring Eight
attendance, and with this Idea Presi a hired truck had brought down some
right square through the head. I
large fish. Prank E. Morrow re
dent Black promptly coincided.
Million
Methodists
Into
the
j
carried him over my shoulder to
Arthur McDonald of Thomaston, ported.
camp and both shoulders were sore
speaking in behalf of the delegation
Clint Bowley. lusty shouter for Al
United Church
for a week afterward. The hardest
which had gone to Augusta lint day ford's Lake, advocated that something
animal I ever skinned was the beaver.
to consult with Commissioner Stobie be done to supply that "natural
News of the Week
A plan to bring 8.000.000 Metho
There is no stripping of hts skin, you
about an extension of ’he fox hunting salmon pond."
dists together Into a united church
have to cut every mite of the way.”
season, and reinforcing Its request
Mr Dornan. speaking in behalf of
"Deer were not too plentiful ln aUcr more than 100 years of sepwith a long list of petitioners, report a family which has been traditionally
The following delegation represent ed "nothing doing." as it is net pos prominent ln fish and game circles,
Knox County 25 years ago. It W8s j aratton was disclosed in detail for
ing the Rockland Chamber of Com sible to change the present law with promised that firm's co-operation, re
seldom that one was shot. As for || the first time today.
merce attended the meeting held at out a special act of Legislature. The marking that he had never seen a
seeing one. people made as much of
A Judicial council with power to Camden YMCA, ln regard to the committee also conferred with Judge salmon in the mill pond
it as they would now If they saw a
lion tn the woods How news of rule on the constitutionality of discontinuing of the Boston boat: Sanford L. Fogg, representing the
Ernest C Davis said he had never
sighting a deer would travel In those church conference actions is an im- President John M. Pomeroy of the Attorney General’s department.
seen 10 fish below the dam. "Leave
days. Now for the past few seasons, portant part of the plan. The Chamber, Mayor reforest A. Thurs"It’s the law. and all you can do the screen out and you will see better
ton, William Sansom. Maurice F about It," the visitors were told.
it ls not unusual for 25 to be shot in
fishing," he advocated.
council's
functions
would
be
some

Lovejoy. H P Blodgett. Walter C
Needlrss to say Knox County will
Warren alone, to say nothing of the
The proposed plan of stocking
surrounding towns.
Game must, what similar to those of the Su Ladd K C. Rankin and Col. Basil be heard from when the matter is Ducktrap 8tream with sea salmon,
H Stinson.
( brought up In 1937
however be rigidly protected Wild preme court.
found a verv skeptical listener in Ar
• • » •
P P Bicknell rendered a report thur E McDonald, who has sought
life is rapidly disappearing. I do not, The council idea is incorporated in
The Chamber membership drive is concerning the proposal to tiean lily these fish In Newfoundland. Nova
believe In posting land, but I am a “plan of union" to consolidate the
afraid It may be necessary if the three main denominational groups of on. This week the following firms Pond (above Alford's Lakei bu’d n Scotia and Cape Breton, and finds
game Is not to beebme extinct. Birds
are welcomed to the ranks: A. T dam and use it as a rearing pool for (hat they are being steadily forced
have teen scarce this season Time Methodists in this country under a Thurston. House-Sherman and C salmon. “As It Is now." said Put, "the eastward and northward.
new name—the Methodist church. Maynard Havener. Each week the
was when a lone hunter and dog
The plan recently was ratlted at
would go Into the woods for bird
names of the new members will be
| circle. Miss Smith's letter told of a
Cincinnati by representatives of the
STUDIED “BRAZIL"
hunting. Now it is nearly always a Methodist Episcopal church. South, published in this paper.
bazaar the circle was holding Dec. 14.
group with several dogs. They al
and the local' circle voted to send
and the Methodist Protestant church.
ways get their bird."
The
Methodist
Mission
Work

Details were announced Thursday by
An Merest Ing meeting was held at
several articles for the sale The
Mr. Kalloch was asked If he Dr. Harry E Woolever. secretary of
mayor's office. Thursday when
committee reported 51 calls
ers Found Much To Inter calling
thought pheasant could be successful the Joint commission on Methodist representatives from the Chamber
during the month. Mrs. Florence
game birds ln the State?
union
met with Col. Charles E. Nason of I
Pike, chairman of sewing, outlined
est Them
“I doubt If they will replace the
Every representative at the Cln- ®ray ,0 set th<’ datc for thc ° AR
the work being done for Knox
partridge, as It seems to be the clnnati conference. Dr. Woolever Convention This convention ls now
The Woman's Foreign Missionary Hospital and also announced a tack
pheasant is essentially a ground said, “expressed the belief that, after “hed“‘^d ,o
-i,l Rfck'an<1
ing at the next circle supper.
feeder," he replied. A bird that can 70 years of negotiation commencing Jbne9^ 10 and 11. 1936 I Leslie Cross Society of the Methodist church ha t
For religious current events Miss
Mrs. Edith Tweedie as hostess Thurs
bud Is necessary, and I understand soon after the close of the Civil War.
***” aPO°*nled chairman and his
Ellen J. Cochran gave a comprehen
the pheasant does not. Snows are the steps were about consummated «’»>»>‘“ee w‘11 be announced later. day afternoon, the meeting opening sive account of the 400th anniversary
", ■
.to hinder ground foedinir
aooui fQr
consummated
with the Impressive stewardship
likely
feeding, nf
of ure stepsa were chun?h
ritual. After business, Mrs. Evelyn of the Coverdale Bible, augmented by
course.
x. a -if. •• Mr called Methodists under the title
Orcutt took charge as program leader, a brief Item on the progress of work
AUDET
’
S
BATTLE
•Accurate shooting is a gut. sir.
Wethrwb.t z-hnrrh • ••
Kalloch wound up. "you can tutor %^ ^ plan can go
her assistants being Mrs. Lena dc- on The Cathedral of St. John the
Into ef- 1
Rochemont. Mrs. Esther Dolliver, anti Divine ln New York.
any man with reasonably good e5T!£an
Tiie feature of the program was a
sight so that after a few hours he ,lfct 11 must •* approved by the Proved Too Much For Al Mrs. Rebecc a Ingraham. The theme
splendid paper given by Miss Caro
— ,. .
hi, orciirarv I general conferences of the three deof
devotional
exercises
was
"The
Wilson—Ponzi Cochran's
™lld
I. » £lft thatnoi nominations. Two of these meet
Lord gave the word,” with Mrs. de- line Jameson on St. Peter's Cathedral
but real shooting Is a gift that not
church
at Rome, much of which was based
Rochcmont lr. charge.
Good
Showing
everybody can nave.
two years later. Then the local
Mrs. Orcutt Introduced briefly her on her own impressions derived in
visiting the cathedral the past sum
churches must ratify through annual
A one-flsted fighter who packs a topic "Brazil" as part of the year's mer. Several fine pictures were on
DO YOU FAVOR PLAN?
conferences. Church leaders are cerstudy
subject
'
‘
Women
Under
the
terrific left uppercut proved the undo,
display. Mrs. Angelica Olover told of
j tain of ultimate approval.
Congressmen Being Asked If They
ing of Al Wilson ln last night's box- Southern Cross,” and placed upon the unusual privilege of hearing the
the
large
map
of
South
America
a
Audet of Winslow. He had the betWill Help the Townsend Bill
Pope say mass at St. Peter's some
NEARING THE END
ing exhibition at the Rockland Ath map of Brazil ln yellow, yellow sign'- years ago when a Swiss pilgrimage
fying the yellow in the flag and the
letic Club. The port sidcr was Young
Townsend plan leaders have start
from the mines. Yellow was was in Rome. Mrs Gladys Morgan
Home Owners' Loan Corporation Wilsomy^tarninn S*ndr0,in<^'an£t°h>|Iy gold
nls0 used ‘n r00m decorations and as soloist sang Christmas Lullaby
ed a pre-session poll of House of Rep
Soon To Cease Lending Activities
Wilsons stamina and pluck saved him refreshments served later.
(Old Italian, with Miss Margaret G.
resentatives sentiment on the plan
from the K. O. route.
Stahl at the piano.
Mrs.
Ella
I.urvey
and
Mrs
Minnie
to pay a 9200 a month pension to
Ponzi Cochran made a fine showing Cross gave sketches of Brazil enlarg
Tea was served from a table laid
The Home Owners Loan Corpora
all over 60. The poll is the first move
against Frisco Dix. and sdme of the
tion is nearing completion of Its lend ' onlookers thought he shaded the Au- ing on missions ln that country, and with a dainty lace cover and bearing
in a new drive to crystallize opinion
as Brazil was founded by the holiday deckings of evergreen, poining activities, but officials say there gusta boxer just a trifle
Portugese, Mrs. Thelma Stanley sang settias and red candles. Mrs. Alice
j behind the plan.
Jabber Hastings of the Camden the Portugese hymn, "How firm i. Jameson as chairman was assisted by
( Members returning for the ye-con- will be no material reduction in per
Hills Camp, showing Improved form, foundation." The word ln South Mrs. Julia Gurdy. Mrs. Mabel Sher
' vcnlng of Congress In January re- sonnel for some months.
1 ported receiving a questionnaire
The corporation now has 20,000 em had the edge on Young Robinson ol America under evangelism was pre man. Mrs. Nellie Bird, and Miss
Thomaston, but it was the latter who sented by Mrs. Alice Brookes, and Myrtle Herrick.
signed by R. E. Clements, co-founder p]oyes, an increase of 1228 over last got the bulk of the applause.
At the January meeting Mrs. Sadie
Mrs. Orcutt closed the program with
with Dr. F. E. Townsend of the move January and about 500 fewer than
Mike Sutela of South Thomaston a paper on "The Land of the Ama- Leach will tell of Milan Cathedral
ment. The questionnaire asks:
{ which she also visited the past sum
November. 1934, the peak month. celebrated his initial ring appearance Zon."
"Are you in favor of the plan?
mer. Religious current events will
by
knocking
out
Early
Peters
tn
thei
As
coffee
was
featured
in
refreshThe
payroll
now
aggregates
about
"Did you vote for H. R. 7154 (the
be in charge of Mrs. Katheryn St.
second
round.
The
burly
colored
man
ments,
Mrs.
Ruth
Elllngwood
gave
a
McGroarty bill embodying
the 92.500,000 monthly.
Clair, and Miss Mary Bird will be
made
a
game
fight
of
it,
but
was
not
talk
on
coffee
which
was
served
Townsend plan).
As Jobs in the lending field are dis alr-conditioned.
soloist.
augmented
by
sandwiches
filled
with
"Can we rely upon your help to pass
Midway of the first round John yellow cheese and sma'. yellow cakes
continued.
officials
said,
employes
are
_____________
a bill embodying the Townsend plan
being shifted to collection loan servic Dudley of Augusta planked a hard with yellow Icing topped with Brazil
at the coming session?”
one on Red Smith's Jaw, and the fight nuts. The January meeting will be YOUR FAVORITE POEM
ing and similar duties. Those who was over.
on Peru and Uruguay, at the home I
_____
are not qualified for the new work
Don Peters and Eddie Hilsgrove put of Mrs. Brookes, with Mrs. Elling,, , hld
,,fe to „ve a<a|n , wouId
up a lusty battle for the curtain wood as leader.
are being replaced.
( have made a rule to read some poetry
---------------------- j and listen to some music at least once
The corporation plans to cease raiser.
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a
The bouts were well handled by
loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
lending operations ln 11 States Jan.
A VARIED PROGRAM
Hamlin and O'Brine.
1 and tn the remainder on various
DECEMBER
THE SEASONS CHANGE
dates prior to the June 13 statutory
And One Which Was Great "The »ea»on» change ' —eternity ad
COLCORD'S NEW BOOK
Sa Ma Ta We Hi Fr Sa
deadline.
vances—
ly Enjoyed By Universallst
The course of Time ls onward, day by
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
TMe corporation was formed to ex
Lincoln Colcord of Searsport, well
day;
Mission Circle
' The beautiful of earth, beneath hts
tend financial aid to home owners in known writer of sea stories, who is
8 9 10 1112 13 14
glances.
collaborating
with
a
friend,
Mr
distress.
Continue itlll to droop and fade away.
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
Chappelle of New Haven, Conn., in
The monthly meeting of the Univ
"The
seanons change"—the friends so
writing a book dealing with the ship ersallst Mission Circle at the vestry
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
fondly cherished
ping on the Penobscot river, was in Wednesday afternoon had an attend
29 30 3V
Remain to ue In memory alone;
Bangor, Wednesday, accompanied by ance of 30 members and two guests. The aspirations of our youth have
perished—
Mr. Chappelle looking up data for the
ALL KINDS
ALL PRICES
Bids wanted for fuel for schools work. The visitors were seeking par The decorations were small evergreen
Upon the rapid wings of time have
trees
and
baskets
of
evergreen
boughs
flown.
Order Now From the
of Warren. Wood to be 114 feet ticularly models of vessels and blue
and red berries.
long, mostly split, to be piled into
"The sranons change'—the days of
print plans of the same built along
Mrs.
Emily
Stewart
was
announced
sheds or cellar by Sept. 1. 1936. the Penobscot, and Mr. Colcord will
youth have fleeted.
as a new member. An interestln; j The springtime of Ou life has paased
Committee reserves the right to re i be pleased to hear from persons own- letter from Miss Gladys Smith was
A. E. Brunberg
away;
ject any or all bids.
414 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Ing such models or prints or having read, coming from Blenheim. Out., a Yet. In our Inmost heart we still secreted
Send
bids
to
B.
E.
Starrett,
chair

The
pleasant memories of a former
TEL 197-W
knowledge of the whereabouts of the small settlement which boasts a
day.
man of committee, Warren.
145-157
same.
I Universallst church and mission J
—James r. Fttta

wm

J

FUEL FOR SCHOOLS

Bald Mountain Co.

149-153

Perhaps the most interesting adver-, celved 83 percent of the money which
tlsement which appeared ln our they had intrusted there.
Thursday issue was the announceThe amount of the present dividend
ment of Edward C Payson, receiver.' Is approximately 9420.000, which will
that the Rockland National Bank will be divided among 6000 depositors, the
pay Its third dividend next Tuesday bulk of whom are ln Rockland, al| through the First National Bank of though practically every town In
Rockland.
Knox County will be affected.
The dividend would have been deThe last dividend was declared
dared at least three months sooner June 5, 1934. and a fourth dividend
but for technicalities with the depart- will be declared poasibly the coming
ment In Washington. The payment year making a clean-up considerably
Is authorized by the Comptroller of in exeses of what some of the deposttthe Currency, and while belated, it ors had thought might be possible,
comes at a time when finances are es-! Receiver Payson has held his prespeclally welcome to any individual or ent position since Aug. 18, 1933. He
concern.
modestly declines to be the recipient
With the payment of this dividend of any special praise, so this paper ls
depositors who had business with the unable to tell Its readers what splenRockland National Bank will have re- did results It thinks he has achieved.

THE FOXES ARE SAFE

CALENDARS

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1935

Volume 90.................... Number 1 50.

TURNING LOOSE $420,000

History Compiled By Late E. J. Kalloch Of Warren Re
Judge Miller Appears In
members When Deer Were
Book Form
Rare In Knox County

RULING QUESTIONED

21 Limerock Street,

THREE CENTS A COPY

CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE

The Courier-Gazette

At The High School

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Let all your things be done with
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WISH YOURSELF
A Merry Christinas for 1936

(By the Pupils)

——

decorations in the rooms. An espe
cially interesting poster in Miss
Brown's room depicts the pilgrimage
to Jerusalem of the Three Wise Men.
The border in Mr Libby's room was
put on by Sylvia Hayes and Beverly
Bowden and designed by Betty Beach
and Jes-ic Old3. Window decora
tions for 8-3 were Designed b.v Evelyn
Bartcll. and students having Christ
mas drawing- Include Shlr'.ey Allen.
Jessie Olds. Edwnrd HiUgrove. Bever
ly Bowden, Kathleen Dean, and Betty

NEXT WEEK

The manual training classes have
been engaged in making scenery, this
week for the s-nior class play. "Adam
and Eva," which is to be presented
Two Subjects In Which Our
Dec 19 and 20. A French door, a
Congressmen Will Interest
set of window blinds, window box H.i.il
chicken house, and parts of a barn
• • • •
We invite you to enjoy a
Themselves
scene have been constructed, and
A faculty meeting was held Mon
"new-fashioned" Christmas
scenery for an Interior and exterior day with "The Criteria of a Oood
Maine Congressmen will be found
scene painted, all of which predicts Assignment" as the subject. Speak
next year. The old-fashioned
ln th. thick of the fight revolving
that a good show is in store for all ers included Miss Haskell. Miss
around two major legislative pro
ticket buyers.
way was to wait until the
Salmond, and Miss deRochemont.
• • • 0
posals during the coming session,
• • • •
last minute to buy things—to scrape
fay» an Associated Press despatch .
Committees for thc Klppy Kami
In connection with the study of
A ship 'ubs.dv bill, ordered by the
val
have
been
chosen
this
week
up all the money you could out of
Shakespeare's "Hamlet." remarkable
administration last session, will loom
general chairman. Carl Spear, as notebooks have been made by Miles
December earnings—to mortgage a
large cn the restricted docket of the
sistant. Elizabeth Till: decorating Sawyer. Margfery 3artlett. and
WE ARE NEVER UNDERSOLD
expected short session this year
Olenna Rankin, assistant. Kent Marie Williamson The compilation
oood part of January earnings and
Stanley; advertising. Charles Merritt, included cili titles as "My Favorite
Representative Moran, foe of the
look back upon it all with a grate
assistant. Russell Nash;
dance Character." "A Short Scene Put In
Bland-Copeland bill which died on
Margaret Dunton. assistant. Robert My Own Words," "Thc Scene That I
ful sigh—"Well, Christmas comes
receiving Administration disfavor last
Merry Chrtttana*
Crane; clean-up. WlUiam Karl, as Expect To Remember The Longest."
session, is expected to take an active
but once a year.”
•
AU SUM
sistant Kenneth Morgan; entertain and "Historical Eyents," and free
TELEPHONE 170
part to promote a bill complying more
17 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND
ment. Vieno Kangas. assistant. Ruth hand drawings were made of Shake
The new-fashioned way leaves
closely with his views
a« much at you
(We
Call
For
and
Deliver)
pl*os*.
Marston This annual event, whicli speare. his desk, his sedan chair, his
The announced Intention of the
all the merriness in Christmas, and
ChooM tht plan to At
ts one of the most important of the home, and a plan of Stratford.
farm administration to seek liberali
your own notdt and
year, will take place in February.
• • • •
takes out all the weariness. You
zation of the potato control act. strik
pocketbook.
• • • •
ing at one of Maine major Interests,
At . the freshman social, held
Sore
j
Have
save a definite amount each week,
A stamp club has been formed, 'recently, the entertainment consisted
will (bring Representative Brewster
ISc Weekly..( 12SO
with Miss Hellier as faculty advisor ’ of a presentation of "Tlie Voice of
for 50 weeks. Before Christmas we
E. R. A. SOON CLOSING
with the Works Progress Admlnlstra-,
into a fight for conservation of thc
SOc Weekly.. 2S 00
Excellent collections have been made the People." with Patricia Hall askprotection Aroostook county demands.
tion having exceeded its employment |
SOW
(1.00 Weekly
send you a check, and the rest is
by Leland Turner and Herbert Oood
■ RIADOM
questions and conducting the
The form the proposed liberaliza100 00
quota in Maine, the ERA was pre- I
2 00 Weekly
win. and others are tn the maktn" program.
better WHY APS rcom\
Paul
Edwards.
Maine
emergency
re

sheer
joy
of
giving.
JOIN
NOW.
Various
pupils
were
will take has not vet been re
5.00 Weekly
ISO OO
pared
to
cease
as
ioon
as
routine
acby the 20 members Joining this week selected from the audience and were itef administrator said Thursday that counts had been cleared
vealed The opposition of small grow
• i • •
questioned by Miss Hall, whose
ers has led to belief lt might Involve
In
sophomore
Latin, in correlation answers caused great amusement.,
a larger exemption for small growers,
with the study of the Argonauts. especially those of Sam Glover. Jim
or perhaps more liberal exemptions
Charles Toner has made a large and Accardi. Charles Merritt. Eleanor
for shipments ln restricted areas
clever pencil drawing entitled "The Mattatall. and Mazie Joy.
The
Backed by Aroostook county growers
ROCKLAND, CAMPEN. VNIOX. VINALHAVEN, WARREN
Argo passes through the Clashing second half of the program was de- ■
who have stood firmly in support of
Rocks."
voted to a style show, a takeoff on
the present measure Representative
• • • •
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
one given recently at an assembly.,
Brewster is expected to oppose any
A Christmas party for members cf Roger Perry was master of cereliberalization which might mean a
the faculty is being given next Wed morAes and the models who wore the
material increase in tax-exempt po
nesday evening by Miss Hellier, Mis latest of fashionable "gowns" in
tato marketings.
Salmond, and Miss Stahl at Miss cluded Elmer Lufkin. James Bostick.
Brewster was one of the outstand
Hellier’s home.
WITH THE BOWLERS
CAMDEN BOWLERS
Frank Steeves. Grant Davis. Joseph
ing lieutenants of Representative
Dor.dis. Robert Hannon. James Skin
Warren (D—S.C.i in securing House
approval of the potato bill and its in- Abbott* Has His Eye On the Close Competition Is Being recently by^memben' of the junior ner. George Condon. Solomon Cohen,
Frank D.Wolfe, Donald Chisholm.
rrrtion in the Agricultural Adjust
ci______ i ah rv.• ;
nt business class to the Rockland SavPir.s—Camden Puo Has
bhown ln All Divisions Ot ingS Bank. First National Bank. Stanley Condon, and Richard Karl.
ment Act amendments last session
As a part of this program. George
The Administration order near the
Y M C A I
Knox County Trust Company, and Huntley rendered two songs.
Walkover
i . its. v-. ca. League
t|w Rockland Building and Loan Asend of the session opposing the
....
Bland-Copeland ship subsidy bill ap
_ , . . „ „
..
soclatlon.
They were courteously
Perry's
Marketeers
rose
in
their
I
The
lates.
compilation
of
statistics
shown
thru
all
parts
of
the
building
"The Eternal Triangle." was thc
peared at least a partial vindication
cf Moran's stand against the bill. wrath at the Star alleys Thursday in the Camden YMCA. Bowling and Instructed in the use of th subject cf Tuesday's assembly pro
Before the committee, and during a
Ac Co to league finds the Giants leading in ''aults. burglar alarms, safety devices gram given by the geometry class,
long floor fight in the House Moran night, and smote Armour
__ American
__
.. .. the Red Tri-- CUJTency. and checking systems. I! tinder the direction of Miss Tower,
the
Division,
‘
‘
“ “'"7 .
*“ was a rare opportunity made possible which proved to be one of the most
argued that the measure tended to the tune of 170 points One reason for
A
4n<
'**
ln
th
*
NaUonal
Dl’tek)n “d by the officials of these Institutions interesting assemblies of the year.
perpetuate abuses tn past operation of
the
deluge
was
s
tall,
Scoo-looking
,j,
e
violets
in
the
Women's
League
....
The bible selection from 1 Kings. 7.
the merchant marine, as revealed in
j-Unners-up tn those respective
The foods class, conducted by Mis read by Betty McAlary. concerned S'
a Senate investigation. He urged a bowler by the name of Abbott, who
rubetitute measure which he offered opened the ball with a string of 115, ^visions are the Braves, the Shells Stevens, last week made a variety of the building of Solomon's house, with V
The amendments he proposed in con- and followed it with 143
Naturally and
luiles-ail close enough to cakes' bear‘,ng sueh names “ tru. mention of cubits, bases, and handbreadths. A brief history of the
Junction with Representative Wearin he i
f(] cff the evening's honors.
_____ __
_______ ...__
..__ sponge, creole sponge, orange spong
give zest to the competitors.
Here hot milk cake, chocolate and fudge triangle by Sylvia Tyler and a de
<D—Iai were rejected
g
are the figgers:"
loaf, plantation marble, golden spice li onst ration of the Egyptian method
Renewed consideration of a sub The summary
c'
finding
right
ancles
<
known
as
the
Perry
s
Market
—
Howard
254;,
economical
gold,
and
Lady
Baltimore
I!
sidy bill will give him a new oppor
.American Division
This week they have been busy mak- three-four-flve method! was given
tunity to push his measure His bill O'Donnell 246. Maloney 277. Abbott'
W L PC
ing pies—apple.
mince.
lemon by Robert Crane. James East, and
provided for private operation of eov- 341. Mitchell 314. total 1«O
Oiants
___
_______ 32 8 .800 "5- meringue, banana, fruit salad, squash Charles Dorgan.
David Curtis'
ernmen’-owned vessels, the operators
Armour & Co —Higgins 211. Flagg Braves .......
. ..... ....... 28 x 777 1370 and chocolate
speech on the strength of the triangle
♦o be given contracts awarded on the 256 Black 271. Jackson 225. Glidden YMCA.........
______ 25 11 694 1349
• • • •
was supplemented by a demonstra
basis of competitive bidding.
___ __ _ 20 16 565
299 total 1262
Firemen ---The French department was inter- tion by Willis Anderson and Kenneth
....
Lions ------______ _ 16 30 444 1302 ested h, looking over a copy of “La Morgan, a wooden model of steel
15 21 416 l_8.a p.eine Lune." a French paper pub- radio tower by Roger Bronkle and
, I Legion -----SIXTH GRADE WON
_____
Rockland get the short end of a camden Mill
13 23 361 J386 lished monthly by Camden ngh Sam Olover, and a talk and demon
13 23 .361
, , , i
r->
. d
.
dual ducl at the Star Alle>’s Wednfi' Rockport
School, and issued on the day when stration by James Hayes on the use
Had Largest Parent Kepre- day njght when Stevenson and Boyn- ah Stars
5 35 .121 1“40 the moon is full. This month's copy of the triangle ln aircraft construc
TVinmAston ton defeated McKinney and Thcmas High single. W Richards 132
was especially Interesting since it tion. Margaret Rogers gave a brief
sentation At
1 nomaston
i884-a mere matter of 160
High total. P Grover. 325
contained an account of the French account of the natural expression of
P T. A. Meeting
P414
Stevenson was g°1!18
• High team single. Braves 528
Christmas story and of French thc triangle in trees and mountains,
____
house afire, winding up hts perform- High team total Braves 1464
while Malissa Bostick explained its
I Christmas customs.
• - • •
Prior to Thursday's meeting of thc
ylth a string of ^2: *hpharHc
use tn art and architecture. Vieno
National Division
Thomaston Parent Teacher A'socta- high for the match.
“
In the popularity contest being run Kangas explained the triangular
W L PC pj.
construction often used in plots for
tion. word had gone around to thc Lawry cut in California
•
Triangles
24 • 750 P46 bl' the Highlite in which is being novels, and Barbara Orff, with her
effect that Fifth grade -Miss Luce, port he will
after reading the Red Triangles
selected the most popular boy and
29 11 .725
committee cf Margaret Simmons.
was going to have pretty tough sled- Thcmas ecore. that c0
‘ '
Rotarv
5 1 625 1123 girl ln both thr senior high and Mary Ulmer. David Hyler. anJ
1223 Junior high, the leaders are: Senior
ding if it expected to hcld on to the JohnT7ie hwres.
qcc Camp
.583
14
M
—88. 101. 94 _ I®5
Meredith Dondis. had a display to
banner awarded to the class having 98Stevenson
15 17 463 .j70 High. Margaret Dur.ton and Catb- show the use of triangles in designs.
117 120. 132 1075: Boynton-100 Smokeeaters
ertne Chisholm. Charles Merritt and
the largest representation of parents
27
.250
9
99 103 92 103 96 98 86 *3. 109 979
Business Men
This display consisted of a quilt. •»
McKlnnn^n 97. 99 lit 101. 84 Mystery Five
ot the meeting Fifth grade has come
ALL PRICES
187 1109 Sam Olover; Junior High. Sylvia three ccrnered scarf, pennant, novel
M
SF
Hayes and Patricia Allen. Albert
through as the winner month after
High
single
Richardson
127
ty
box.
and
lettering.
Eleanor
Look
86.
95
111.
94
965:
Thomas
—
86
w
ALL
STYLES
Pease
and
Kent
Olover.
month, even back in the days when
High total. Bennett 311
! with a group of four -assistants.
It was cnlv the Fourth grade, in spite 102 . 87 91. 102 99 90 89 929
High team single. Red Triang.esEye and ear tests are being given to Francis Havener. Mary Havener.
The Famous Lane and Roos Chests.
of the fact that it is a class consid
Shells 457.
IJarvcy Crowley.* and June Cook.
High team total. Red Triangles 1316 a11 PuP‘!s in ‘he budding
erably outnumbered by most of the GANDERS' SWAN SONG
I demonstrated how the individual or
other clashes.
Graceful, Beautiful, Eminently
Women’s League
Winifred
Pinkham
is
school even a group arrangement suggests a
When the smoke of battle had
triangle.
Russell
Hickman
explained
Birds
Were
Well
Cooked
In
W L PC PF stenographer this week
Practical
cleared away Thursdav night, and
a simple demonstration for measur
______ 9
3 .750 685
after several recounts, it was found
Their Second Match VI ith Vl0,eU
ing
the
height
and
distances
iwhich
A Junior High social was held last
Lilies .................. 13
5 .722 738
that the advance rumors had been
| Daisies ............... 9
6 .600 767 evening, with each division putting ls the basis for surveying! while Kent
correct, and that Sixth Grade <Miss
The
Skippers
Buttercups
__
8
7 533 781 on a fifteen minute program. The Stanley, Paul Chapman, and Harold
Robertson i had obtained possession
Dandyllons
........
3
9 .250 683 7-4's program, under the direction cf Spofford measured the height of the
of the banner by the narrow margin
pretty
The Ganders
* o*
Srapdragons .... 0” —
12 —.000
659 Miss Tapley consisted of a tap dance. curtain. The program ended with a
of one vote over xum
Ol
Fifth m<iugrade, with
i»«w. (
--------------- were
—
Mary Reynolds; colored boys dia miscellaneous display of objects,
Fourth grade (Mrs. Libbvi only two cooked at the end of their ..conn Hlgh jing,f Oiive weaver. 91
logue. Paul Stevens, and Clarence triangular in shape, explained by
votes behind Fifth.
The return
match of the season with High total. Olive Weaver 169
Carlton Brault.
Frederick Mac
match ln January should be worth
,kinDPr, whiCh took place at the
Htfh team single^Buttercups 40G Butler; gypsy dance. Doris Gatti. Donald and Ruth Pike were property
Ruth Seabury. Shlrlcne McKinney.
going miles to see The contest was
• pp ''
vinalhaven Wednes- ”
High team total Buttercup? 810
Priscilla Brazier. Lena Cuccinello managers, and Meredith Dondis.
only one of a series of interesting Cascade Alleys. Vinalh
Frederick
Kenney, and Oordon
_______at______________________
Legion's Donation Day. Sunday. Marian Harringtpn; violin solo. i Thompson were stage managers.
events
this December meeting.
’ __
day______
night, and to make things a nui
Thc program arraged by Mi's Al- 1 mcre uncomfortable «'erc verbally Df<. 15 a, gtrand Theatre. Admis- Shirlene McKinney.
• • • •
eada Hall was very well receivedi. It roasted to a njCe brown by their tri- sjon
foodstuffs or cash, all going
The holiday spirit is being reflected
NORTH HAVEN
147*150
tn the blackboard borders and i
dren. a poem by Joseph Richards, and takc great delight in pointing ou
W. S. Hopkins was in Rockland
a reading bv Lewis Johnson. The that although seme of thelr team had
Thursday on business.
TRAlfU
speaker of the evening: was Supt
Ued a ball down the alley since
At a special town meeting Tuesday
F LS Morse, whose account of old j
{heir ^-ores were
night ln Crockett hall. H. T. Crock
CEN
time schools in Thoma'ton and Knox th
vtohir than some of the
ett was elected moderator. Articles
•OWll^ztOMR
POWl
Countv proved to be extrcmelv inter- considerably higher tha
Every Style
Every Size
acted upon were those relative to
esting. Sunt. Morse promised to re- Qandcrs.' who had practiced iaunabatement of taxes on the houses of
From
Scatter
Rugs
to
11.3x15
turn at some future meeting with fully every day. The poor old
the Improvement Society occupied by
s?
the doctor and High School principal
more detail along the same line.
"Goose " veteran leader of his flock.
Mrs Wilbur Strong had on exhibishowed
Also, taxes were abated on the Golf y
Here’s a simple compact inexpensive appliance
tion a display of handcraft and draw- . was ln an awful slump
links. It was voted the town buy a y
ir.gs completed as part of the regular I far from championship form, out nt
V plow at a cost of 8635 delivered
courses in the Thcmaston Schools. | nevcr gives up. just sticks his bill out
to enjoy the marvelous benefits
There were 59 or more voters present.
Exercises were hcld in the grade
ond a candy sale, which was a com- i an<J keeps goin?
plete sell out. was handled by Mrs ' por awhi]f n was a moot question
schools Friday afternoon under the
of electric cooking
Ouv Lermond. Mrs. Charlotte Gray with thc Skippers whetDer or not
direction of the teachers Mr. Law
rence Miss Nickerson and ?4iss Net
and Mrs. Fav Stet'on. Each Parent- they would be able to bowl, for how J
tle Beverage.
Teacher meeting shows an increased could the Skippers get under weigh
The local stores are showing fine
attendance, and this cne taxed the without an "Anchor Man?” Their
What Could Be Better?
enterprise in Christmas decorations
capacity of the High School Audi old standby Gene HaU was on the
See Our Great Array!
and display of goods.
torium
bench with an arm that creaked like
Christmas health seals are on sale
a rusty gate, but “Rabbit” Winslow j
at the local stores and at Mrs. Lester
PLEDGED TO "FRATS"
was drafted, and filled the bill very!
Stone's. As they did not arrive in
More Than 200 Freshmen Will Join nicely for Oene. in fact. Ills score
season for sale by thc school children
looked
so
much
like
Oene's
that
you
it is hoped there may be a generous
Fifteen I. oi M. Organizations
could not have told the difference.
purchase of them through thc storer.
Past
master
Drew
came
to
the
front
Worship Sunday at 11 a. m.. with
More than 200 freshmen have been
to
lead
his
team
mates
for
high
total
sermon b.v the pastor "Happiness. I
pledged to 15 University of Maine
What it is and where it may be
fraternities. Three houses. Sigma and thereby to win another dinner
regularly $12.95
found." Singing by the chorus choir.
Alpha Epsilon. Kappa Sigma, and off Frank Grimes. He agreed to beat
Church school at 10 a. m. There were y
Theta Chi. had 21 pledged each. Thc “sawed off" 15 pins and managed to
96 present last Sunday. The Friend
remainder were divided from nine to double his bid. Scotty Littlefield and
ly Bible Class invites all young men
Iron Sanborn did good bowling for
20 to each fraternity.
Duplicates the performance of the finest
to Join. Last Wednesday night 15
Students from this section are the Ganders. “But." they sighed. "It
members of the class were enter
electric oven . . . cooks a full size dinner,
is pretty hard to win with three drags
pledged to the following "frats:"
tained at the home of Deacon Fred
ThetaChi--Carleton Payson.Union. out."
Patterns for every room in thc house—a huge new shipment just in
8-lb.
ham,
6-8-lb.
turkey
.
.
.
roasts
meats,
Carver. There was a fine treat of
With cne game apiece now the boys
Stgmu Chi—Ellis Ramsdell. Rock
choice apples, fudge, chocolates and
are jockeying for advantage to take
land.
fowl, bakes wonderful cakes, pies and bis
pop-corn cakes. The class was gTeatKappa Sigina—Richard Thomas. the rubber. Word has been expected
ly Interested in Mr Carver's draw
cuits . . . fries steaks and chops, cooks com
from some of the Rockland boys who
Rockiand.
ings cf sltios and there was given him
Sigma Alpha Epsilon—Elmer Hart. have been invited to sit in. but so far
Give the family one of our R. C. A. Radios and make it a truly Merry Xmas
bination dinners and'excellent for the buffet
and Miss Carver a vote of thanks for
only a report that the proposition
Scuth Hope.
thqjr hospitality. The band will as
Delta Tau Delta—Richard Hopkins. “was under advisement” has been re
suppers . . . economical to use, especially if
sist with several selections at the
CASH OR EASY TERMS
Camden; Alton Thorndike. Camden ceived. If they only knew what good
service Sunday night.
you're already on the 2c step ... no special
Alpha Gamma Rho—John Burns, things those bowlers havc on the table
Miss Marion Howard went Tuesday
when they put their feet under the
Union; Robert Farris. Jr., Union.
wiring required. May we suggest it as a
to Eagle for a short .
Phi Kappa Sigma—Richard Buck table, at one of their "feeds" wind,
George Brown returned Monday
weather, nor high tide would not stop
lin. South Warren.
fine Christmas gift?
from Plainfield where he was guest
Alpha Tau Omega—Edward Hutch them from coming across the Bay.
cf Paton Dyer.
Following is the swan sor.g of the
inson. Little Deer Isle.
A surprise party was given Tuesday
Ganders:
On Sale Week of Dec. 16th
night for Mrs. Vena Curtis in honor
Ganders—B. Grindle 250. Littleof her birthday anniversary.
I field 274. Grimes 249 Sanborn 270, L.
No mail cr phone orders
Neal Burgess and Kenr.’th Oillis
313-325 MAIN STREET,
TEL. 980
ROCKLAND, MAINE
150&152
Goose Arev 254, total 1297.
are cutting firewood for F S. Carver.
Skippers—Winslow 241. Peterson
W'U Sampson recently butchered a
367. Dyer 260, Drew 279. Skip Arey
lar; steer v e'ghlng about 575 pounds.
266, total 1313

SHIPS AND SPUDS

DRY CLEANING BARGAINS

MEN’S SUITS
COATS
DRESSES

j-

THE PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

•

Just think of it—a liberal long term credit plan plus lowest prices
ever on Guaranteed Goods. Our huge business is based solidly on
friendships made by that combination—
HIGHEST QUALITY GOODS
LOWEST REASONABLE PRICES
LIBERAL, LONG TERM CREDIT
THIS IS YOUR CHRISTMAS CHANCE!

-CEDAR CHESTS-

THE IDEAL GIFT

J8.75

UP

BRIDGE LAMPS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $1.98
SMOKING SETS.. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $1.00 to $10.00

EVERYTHING FOR JOY

AIME
"OMPAMY

BIGELOW SANFORD RUGS

y

AT DRASTIC CHRISTMAS PRICE CUTS

WESTINGHOUSE
ELECTRIC
ROASTER

y
if
if
if
if
if
if

$9 .95

A DESK FOR CHRISTMAS

gov. winthrops'

SECRETARY DESKSKNEE HOLE DESKS
SPINET DESKS

if

9x12 RUGS—by “Congoleum”.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $4.95, $5.95

AND THE GIFT FOR EVERYBODY

Stonington Furniture Company

Sunshine Society will meet Mon- '
day afternoon at Central Maine j
rooma. There will be work for Christ- j
inas and It is urged that all members
attend.

M
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3 4 5
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8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 1920 21
22 2324 25 2627 28;

29 3031

The stamp window at thc Postofflce 1
will be open this afternoon until 6.
instead of closing at 3.

-

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIcnilORROOD EVENTS

Dec
is—Warren
Cantata.
"The j
Herald Angels " at BapthU Church
Dec IS—Legion Donation Day Strand
Theater.
Dec. 20-Rubinstein Club haa "gueat
Dec 16—Postponed meeting of ParentTeacher Aaaoclatlon at High School,
Dec IS- Thomaaton—Christmas fair ot
St John's Church.
evening"
Dec 25 Christmas Day

The Auxiliary to Anderson Camp,
6.U.V., will meet Wednesday with
cards In thc afternoon as well as
| tacking, supper In charge of Mrs, 1
[ Nellie Achorn, and a Christmas tree
at the evening meeting.

teams.

Yes'erday's Rctgry Club speaker
was Howard Davies of Portland dis
closing current events. A detailed
I etcry of his remarks ls deferred until
Tuesday.

The name of Miss Hazel Marshall

The Maine Central Railroad ls rein
forcing Maine Central wharf, which j
will be used during the coming year
for docking purposes, by a number of
torpedo boat destroyers, sent here for
trial. The improvements are being
made at an estimated expense of
about 810.000.
The Missionary Society of the Con
gregational Church will be enter
tained Wednesday at 3 o'clock by Mrs
Harriet Frost and Mrs. H B. Fales
at the home of Mrs. Frost. 8 Summer
street. Mrs. Buffum will present
"Christmas Thoughts' and Mrs. Al
dana Spear will read a Christmas ser
mon WTltten by Dr. Farder of New
York. There will be special music
All are invited.

Here’s a
Handsome Gift

Rockland High basketeers open
thelr season Tuesday night with
Morse High of Bath. There will be
games between both first and second

Hermon Llssok, a former resident
of Lake avenue, ls very 111 In St.
Luke's Hospital, Pittsfield. Mass
Rockland friends plan to give him a
postcard shower for Christmas. Cards
should be addressed as shown above,
adding Room 218.

cast of The Burglary’ at Browns.' |
Miss Marshall whose work In amateur productions has won no small
attention brouoght to her small part
finished Interpretation.

OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL CHRISTMAS

Dance lovers will bc<pleased to learn of a Tuesday night dance at Olen-1
cove with Eddie Whaler.'s Privateers
providing old and new music.

Dec
14 So.
So
Thomaston
Limerock was inadvertently omitted from the
Dec.
IS
Tbomanon
Limerocx
Valley Pomona meeta with Weaaaweakeag
", ..IT iyJ?
. „Om
„

Orange

Senter Crane

Miriam Rebekah Lodge ls to hold n
benefit dinner and supper Friday, |
Dec 20. with Mrs Maude Cables r.:
chairman.

Included among the refreshments
at the reception to Orand Patriarch '
Luke S Davls was coca-cola furnished
through the courtesy of Proprietor i
Donald Hanley of the Hewett Bcttling ; 1
Works.

DECEM[BlER

s
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Every-Other-Day

Many Practical and Useful All the Year Round Gifts
May Be Found At Our Store. See What We

Have To Offer

Pianos, Grands, Uprights, used $50.00 to $550.00
Radios, best makes, all models,
$19.95 to $250.00
Guitars, Spanish, Hawaiian,
$5.95 to $35.00
Violins, Ukuleles, Accordeons, Harmonicas, Jews
Harps, Occarinas, Fifes, Kazoos, etc.
Popular Sheet Music ar.d Records
Speed Queen Washers,
$44.50 to $69.50
Guns, Air Rifles, Ammunition
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Flies, etc.
Brand New and Complete Stock

SLEDS, SKIS, SHOE SKATES, SKI POLES,
HOCKEY STICKS, PUCKS, ETC.

Candidates for city offices are ap
pearing. It ls rumored that Robert
. U Collins would not object to being
I tax collector, an office which he ably
} filled some years ago.
U. 8. S. Dal? completed her offi
cial trials yesterday and returned to
the builders' yard tn New York. The
new torpedo boat destrtiyers Phelps
and Monaghan will be on the Rock, land course next week.
1

Mr. and Mrs. Al Plourd. and Miss
Lillian Pelletier of Al's Hairdressing
I Salon, attended the hairdressers
;
show at Lafayette Hotel, Porti la"d Tuesday, Mr. Plourd receiving
private Instruction in hair cutting.

What's in a name? Charles F Can
ning. district manager for the Lucky
8trlke cigarette, struck a moose above
Belfast yesterday, smashing his car i
and so badly Injuring the moose that
Chief Warden Bradbury had to kill
I the animal.
I
Kora Temple of Lewiston and
Anah Temple of Bangor Join forces
ln this city next Monday night when
thev have a banquet and get-together
for the nobles of Knox. Lincoln and
Waldo Counties. Supper will be
eerved at 6.

Buy her a ticket to
SERMONETTE
God's Purposes—IV.

Men are moved by mystic forces
inexplalnable by cold reason.
Cornelius saw the angel, and like
thc woman at the tomb was sore
afraid. The angel presence said,
"because of thy prayers Ood sent
me." "Now send men to Joppa
and call for one Slmcn whose sur
name ls Peter; he lodgeth with
another Simon, a tanner, whose
house Is by the seaside; he shall
tell thee what thou oughtest to
do." When he had finished with
his mcr.ag; and the certain dlrcctlons, the angel departed and Cor
nelius was alone
Ccrnellus was a Roman centurian, trained to act In emergency
promptly. He now called two of
his household and a devout soldier
out of them who waited upon him

Senter Crane’s Stocking Club

continually.’
First, he declared all these
things unto them that they might
fully understand the reason for
their Journey, and then he sent
them to Jcppa forthwith. On the
morrow, the narrative tells us, as
these men went on thelr Journey
and drew nigh unto the city, a
strange thing happened to Simon
Peter.
Simon the disciple of Christ was
a “hard boiled'' Jew. we would say
today, cbedient to Jewish tradition
and scrupulous tn observance of
Jewish ceremonials. He was to
feel the same mystic force that
moved Cornelius.
WUliam A Holman

YOU GET THIRTEEN STOCKINGS

(Any make you like) for the price of twelve,

and she takes them as she wants them during

| Mrs. Oliver R. Hamlin of Old Coun. . ty road came up out of the ba'ement >
the coming months.
There will be a Sunday school
other dav in a state of excitement
workers' conference at the Methodist b^ire of the strange creature she
vestry Tuesday evening following
fwn
holM ln the ceUar
* * * *
See Our Goods—Get Our Prices
ptayer meeting.
i
of t^e means of entrance
Rockland
Lodge
of
Elks
learned
------- , „
.
land exit. and explained also what
Remember, the Best Quality Priced Right
Thursday of the death of Fred W
At the meeting of Knox Lodge
^ome of apples and vegetables.
The “Stocking Club” is not just for Christmas
IOOF. Monday night there will be
$ a larRe cabbagc
Mathews In Bedford. Va . where he
is Economy in the End
was an inmate of the Elks Home
a rehearsal of tbe Initiatory degree.
that the cellar stairs might
£
giving, however
Mr Mathews was a well known hotel
All officers are asked to be present, 'dlfappear next. Mr Hamlin set a trap
clerk,
and
resided
for
a
number
of
„
„
,
, _
_
and into lt yesterday walked—a large i
Good for workers or players
years In this city. His death was
Ute services at Holman Memorial
Oecrge Harrison of Portland afleckrat
Ivery sudden.
Chapel will be conducted on Sunday
tionately called "daddv" of the Rock-1
_____
Actually it’s a saving of about I l/i ,
by Alfred Yeung and Ansel Young at
land Kiwanis Club will be thc speaker 1
Rpublican city committee perCol. Charles E. Nason of Orav, rep- 2 30.
at the meeting next Monday night at . , . ortranization Thursdav night
Presenting the Department of Maine
....
Come in and let us tell you all about it!
6.15 at The Copper Kettle.
i
Orne of Ward 3 as
GAR. was in the city Thursdav and
"Why Worrv About Missions?” will
chairm&n and Col. Basil H. Stincon
after
a
conference
with
Mayor
Thur'be
Mr.
Olds'
subject
at
the
Congrega

Children of the Junior Department f w d 4
secretary and treasurer.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
te. representatives of the Chamber ; t:onal Church tomorrow morning.
-away-JA C/7/VT/TD CRAMP COMPAMV
;
of the Methodist church school are Augustus B Huntley was elected to
of Commerce, and Division Com- The Berean Class of adults will meet •—•JC/V J f-/\
Wlrfl Z12V I
to have a Christmas tree party Tues-'. Zu’.he wa"rd 7vacancy caused bv thc
l.3.XkS.kkkkXSX,>.k>
day at the vestry at 3:45 with Miss ™ Xnt of Carl Nelson Mr. Orne
mander I. Leslie Cross of the Sons at 11.45, and the discussion will be on
i of Union Veterans, announced that 'Morals, and Moral Freedom " Com
Madeline Lary young people s work- m hu prevl0U5 connection with the
er. tn charge.
The first meeting of the Alpha the annual Grand Army Encampment rades of the Way will meet at 6 30 and
J committee has demonstrated his
Only one more Saturday before
....
.
,
.. 1 ability as a keen and earnest political Christmas. But the really wise shop- Chapter of the newly organized . would be held In this city June 8, 9 after the devotional meeting preparaAlpha Omega Society for young |ard 10- wlth Col Cross as general tion will be made for Christmas
A subscription order of one month orfcer and
find abundant cp- per will not wait until then.
people will take place Sunday at 7 chairman. The Sons of Union Vet- Sunday School will meet at 9.30.
and 25c in payment for Dorothy M lrortunlty t0 exercise his talents next
-------OI)I» FELLOWS BLOCK
16 SCHOOL STREET
TEL. 511
....
left at cur office
Richards, was ien
oince Tuessues- ; •
three elections are held.
The Christmas rush has not actual- p. m.. at the Universalist vestry. All evans, Woman's State Relief Corp'
ROCKLAND, MAINE
No address
day afternoon. No
address was
was given
given 7
,y
al the Po5tofflce> but poSt
boys and girls of Junior and senior Ladies of thc GAR. Woman's NaAt First Church of Christ. Sclentlonal Relief
, lift.
of Cedar
and------------Brewster
thereby making it impos5!b;0 for us Sunday Strand Theatre is being master Veazie reports that business High School age are Invited to at- i «•
. Corps. Daughters ofi
----- corner
---------------------------to send this paper. Please telephone
, b • Wm£low-Holbrook Post for has
g00d
lhrcu8h the month tend the “®«Ung. Interesting plans j Veterans and Auxiliary to the Sons of streets. Sunday services arc at 10-39
this address to 770.
T ,
fcod show and the feature
°
_____ 6
flrp afoot
I Union Veteran*
’«n bold
co- 1
Veterans will a
also
hold tb«ii»
their I <*nd
and the ***>««/*»
subeet of the Lesson-SerState conventions here at the time.
mon tomorrow will be “Ood the
. . . .
picture will be “The Silk Hat Kid
Henry Harriman of Thomaston
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meeting p
- ■—1
-------Preserver of Man." Sunday School Is
Tuesday, will have a card
Members of Ruth Mayhew Tent at 11:45. Wednesday evening testithe afternoon, at 2, with
D.U.V. cf Civil War and guests arc mony meeting ls at 7.30. The readSmith tn charge. Supper at
promised an especially pleasing pro- ing room is located at 403 Main
gram Monday night preced'rg the J street, and open week days from 2
be followed by a Joke Christmas tree. !.“.,^faOre'at'life,' starring Joe Mar nail.
Have just received a new lot including Raccoons. Hudson Seal (dyed
sented the all-Maine team at the regular meeting In G AR. hall, the ! until 5 p m.
also a tree for children of members 115 “
Reith; phday and
muskrat). Blark Caracul and other desirable furs. AH High Grade
Members without children may take ^aturday -stars Over Broadway."
Baraca Cla’s held a Christmas so- A.A.U. play-offs ln New York last oeQMton being th? 50th anniversary
....
winter. He also played baseball ln of the organization, under the guld- | "The Christ of Experience” will be
and Regular Merchandise.
a child for the occasion
featuring the
Ciai Wednesday evening —
at the
icaiuring
me reigning favorites of the
_ «<•»
—- [ne
lree ue
ague. rnciaeniauy
the rlrle
Pine Tree
League.
Incidentally
h.H an | screen. Out of town folks find
here
for Mcthodlst
Methodist vestry, attended bv 50 he would like to know the prospects ???„
Maj r W'U-®"' M Kinley th? Sundav morning sermon tcp!c of
Edwin Libby Relief Corps had
” the
Make your selection now. They are not expensive
Ti”* V'ii,— ‘‘Tv, " d a! Ichrlstmas shopping, will find the members. Singing of carols was led of getting employment ln Rockland
uCIi Congressman, later Pre.siden; of Rev. Charles E Brooks at the Pratt
t0 thClr by p‘‘rker Wcrre“- and Mfs Ruth
employment
Rockland. the united States The entertainment Memorial Methodist Church
Thc
and are a sound investment. Will be very happy to
In charge of Mrs. Priscilla SntUlr The
Ellingwood told Christmas stories and
The local sale of Christmas health is open to the public and consists ol Friendly Men's Bible Class will meet
call at your home at any time and give you my best
afternoon card party completed the j - • •
-------read Christmas poems In her charm- seals, ls being conducted by the such artists as Oeorge
_ Wong
_ and his at 9 30; Baraca Class and the church
series, and Mrs. Streeter Webster j
Many articles were Itooevik Club. Mrs Leola Flint Noyes famous dog. pupils cf Mrs. Corner, school at noon and Epworth l eague
advice.
next ThurXy VuTrtjsenc
The the^anmeeting 1 Tht olurt^r^tte1 office ye^erdav brought for the Christmas baskets the chairman. In 1907 the first Christ- George Huntley, Nathalie Edwards, at 6.15. Evening wcr.'hlp ls at 7.15
ne ,
* a> UUI
inc “n Tne vou
.
th .ranKest scund cia«s is to send out.
joke Christ- mas seal sale in the country was with Mrs. Ida V. Huntley at the when the pastor's evening topic will
toUkTan inex\»^
ferenoen.e
g •
• - mQtor car
trfc furnished merriment. Miss instituted and conducted in Dover, piano. Miss Harvey trumpet, and a be “Making Christ Our Christmas
A very few cloth coats left at prices much below
to take an inexpensive gift.
^.,,1 fou^id that <me cf the wheels Madeline Larv. young people's worker. Dela.. by Miss Emily P Bissell, »a "surprise reader." Mrs. Eliza Plum Guest”
• • • •
regular—pleased to have you call, anyway
mer
Is
chairman
of
the
occasion.
No
summer
resident
of
Parts
HUI.
and
There wUl be a rehearsal of the was not turning. A newspaper em- conducted
games.
Refreshments
The subject of the sermon at thc
each year since these cheery little admission.
Rubinstein Club Chorus Monday at! pioye phoned to a nearby garage, and were served.
_____
First Baptist Church Sunday morn
Christmas stickers have made their
the home of Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn the man from California drove away
.
,
Fur Repairing and Remodelling Expertly Done
Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S., held ing will be "Christmas In Prophecy."
to work on numbers for the guest happv. He said it was his first visit, The supoergiven bv Pleasant \ al- appearance and been purchased by
The church school with classes for all
literal^- millions of people through
evening program. Dec. 20. The re-; to Maine, and he expressed something ley Grange Thursday night for the out the country. The money derived its annual inspection last evening wllh ages will meet at noon and the Enhearsal is called for 6:45 sharp as agjn to amazement to find such mild benefit of the Citizens Civic Commit- from the seals is used in the cam more than 250 at supper, under the d^ivorcr's Inspiration Hour will be
chairmansh'p cf Mrs Matie Spauld
some of the members have to be re- weather Dec. 13. His cnly complaint tee. Ward 7. brought cut sizeable pat- paign against
tuberculosis.
In* ing, and which received high praise held at 6 o'clock with Virginia Egan
leased to attend churchrehearsal | .ecmed to °abestrong
that aopthe ’tit
atmosphere
praise
for the
excellent
1'Tnd that !ronage,
repast. with
Myron
Yeung,
as master
of Maine the Maine F'lblit’ Health As- frQm lh? worthy grand matron, Mrs
t™ ,"P'C*nPU ^S Briggs
Church School comes at [ Fish; Mrs Helen Cummings. Little
Chorus members are Miss Gertrude gave bim
aincd 1" pound'sine" com- ceremonies, conducted a spirited sale stx-iation and its affiliated organlza- Eunjce Larrabee cf Belfast. While c,hfut In,° Christmas.
The peo- noon, also Knickerbocker Class cfjSls Hopkins; Mrs. Sadie CunningSmith, Mrs. Eva Green. Miss Mar- ■ he bad gained
W
of thc remaining food, and also saw
are working to overcome the assr.T-)Un? at aupper Mrs Vivlan P-e s evening service will open at L15 men. Mrs. Glover's women's class , ham. Miss Stelly Snapper; Mrs. Bessie
garet Simmons. Mrs. Esther Berman. in2 jnto n.MC
ie state
°
Hivoach
’
disease. !Tv*rv
Every «/»a1
seal purchased mnans
means __" „ "
'.. ’
with tbn
the nmhirU.
prelude and
and birr
big clrvrr
sing. Vr
Mr
Mrs. Damie Rose Gardner. Miss
s
_____
to it that a nice warm room was pro- an additional penny for such work SX c“Le was ?n charge of 7?e I MacDonald', subject will he -Die meets at her home. At T p. m. the 1 Carroll. Madam Reeno De Beeno;
first meeting of th; Alpha Chapter of Mr<;
Constance MacPhall, Elsie
Gladys Grant. Miss Katherine Keat,
„ . „ vided for those who wl'hed to remain whieh Includes educational health
striking decorations reflecting the , 001
Not
* Christian,
th" newlv organized Alpha Omega Barker.
Misses Madeline Oo”don,
Ing Mrs Blanche Morton. Mrs.
Fales Circle. Ladies of the G A R for beano and cards. Mrs Florence
activities,
the
employment
of
publi
•
Society will take place in the vestry AUcr Parris* B"tty Rich, and Virginia
Marjorie
Glidden.
Miss
Fernemet Wednesday nightat the home
young as general chairman was asholiday season. Features were a (
• • • •
health
nurses,
assistance
ln
purchas

large star with the emblematic points j At tl,e Littlefield Memorial Church Chapin Class Tuesday evening with Bowe will be chorus girls. Music will
Browne Mrs Lydia Storer and Mrs. of Mrs. Mary* Rogers
and elected i j^cd by: Kitchen. Mrs. Mildred
Muriel Crie
| these officers: President. Miss Edith ;Sprague. Mrs. Hazel Bartlett, Mrs ing X-ray films, certain features of ln their respective colors by electric ' Sunday morning at in 30 Rev Charles Miss Gladys Blethen; circle tupper be furnished by Richard Gordon,
saxophone; Rodney Messer, violin
_____
Jackson; senior vice president. Mrs Eelle Bowley. Mvrcn Young. Ray- school health programs, and the use light, lighted wreaths in the windows Marstaller's theme will be “An Un- Wednesday at 6
and Harold Bates of Rockland, piano.
Ruth Mayhew Tent Monday will! Tx>ra Boynton; junior vice president. mcnd Anderson and Ellis Sprazue. of the portable X-ray machine. In and evergreen trees banking the | anticipated Reaction. There will be
the local schools direct benefit ts
A dance will follow the play.
have all-dav tacking, with picnic din- Mrs- Florence Young; chaplain. Mrs. pining rcom—Mrs. Etta Anderson, received ln the way of having tuber stage. Other honor guests were Mrs. j a sermonette for thc children. Church
UNION
ner. Supper at 6 will be In charge Mary Rogers: patriotic instructor. Mlss Ruth Harrington. Miss Susan
Oertrude
Morrow
of
Camden,
grand
School
will
meet
at
11.45,
senior
and
of Mrs. Priscilla Smith. Mrs. Doris Mrs. Bernice Jackson; treasurer, Mrs. Spear Mrs Ruth Levensaler, Mrs. culin tests given the pupils. One chaplain; Mrs. Ada Rollins, grand. Intermediate Christian Endeavor at
does not have to buy the entire lot of
Ames and Mrs. Sarah Thomas. The Ella Flye; secretary. Mrs. Susie Eunice Morse. Mrs. Alice Fitzgerald. seals, although of course this ls pre Esther; Mrs. Carrie Smith of Warren, 6; praise service at 7.15. The theme
Bethel Rebekah Lodge will present
committee was aided in soliciting
will be "Regaining Conscioipness."
occasion will observe the 53th an Lamb; conductor. Mrs. Grace Colson;
ferable. If you can't spare thc entir visiting deputy grand matron; and
the three-act comedy. "Aunt Jerushy
niversary of the founding of the guard. Mrs. Mary Sistalre; registrar. bv Mrs c Mavnard Havener and sum. buy 25.50, or even ten It all Mrs. Winifred Conley of Camden. Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at cn the War-path" at 8 p. m Monday
National order. Daughters of Union Mrs. Norah Benner; delegates to thc Mrs p p Bicknell, also in manv ways helps.
J past district deputy grand matron. 7 30. The Ladies' Aid will meet in the at the Town HaU. The play is being
Veterans, and supper will feature a State convention in June. Mrs. Boyn- bv‘ ,'hc Ward chairman. Mrs Charles
Many Chapters were represented in vestry Wednesdav evening for a coached by Mrs Carl Mitchell of the
birthday cake for the event as well ton and Mrs. Young. Installation will G Rewctt. An expression of thanks
the assembly. There was onc candi tacking and Christmas tree and the High School faculty, and the proceeds
Members
of
Ralpn
Ulmer
Camp
as a second cake for all members take place Jan. 8. at the home of Is made to all who helped in any way. and Auxiliary Wednesday sat down date and the work of the Chapter Woman's Mi'stonary Society will meet wiU help defray the expense of re
1935
I8S5
whose birthdays fall in December, Mrs. Susie Lamb, with Mrs. Jackson,
to an excellent supper prepared by received warm commendation frotr.; Piursday af,erw5on wlth Miss Mabel decorating the lodge rooms. Tlie cast
for whom there will be a special department registrar, installing. Dec.
Mrs. Larrabee and her inspection seavey. . , •
Mrs.
Myra
Watts,
Mrs.
Adah
Roberts.
cf
characters
ls:
Linwood
Carroll
as
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
table. Honor guests will be Grand 27 the Circle will have a Christmas
Mrs. Nelia Vose and Mrs. Annie Mrs. Evelyn White and S T. ConotanRev. John Smith Lowe D D. at thc Sufflc’ency Fish; Arthur Farris. Elder
Army veterans and widows of veter party at the home of Mrs. Jackson.
Trundy.
The
camp
later
elected
.
tine
gave
vocal
solos
In
a
brief
enter
Snuffels;
Ralph
Williams,
Hiram
Waldoboro, Me.
Unlversallst Church at 1045 will
ans. A pft-ogram in keeping with the Hall street, in the afternoon, with a
these officers: Commander. George E ' tainmer.t program.
hi.
Fish; Mrs. Helen
Cummings.
Little
122Stf
Lucu
Aunt
anniversary will be presented before tree, the Grand Army veterans to
Cross of Thomaston; senior vice com
Artistic
Memorials
in
Stone
the evening session, in charge of Mrs. be special guests. Capt. H. 'R. Huntmander. Joseph Dennett; junior vice
GEORGE A. JUDKINS
"Sing Unto the Lord,” Scott and |
■■
■■ ■
;
Eliza Plummer, patriotic Instructor, ley of Edwin Libby Post G.A R.. was '
FOR YOUR «€
commander. Otis Trundy; adjutant
"They That Trust In the Lord,"
and at intermission there will be a a special guest at the meeting Wed
BORN
quartermaster. James McManus of
GIFT SHOPPING *€ Warren; patriotic instructor. I. Leslie Funeral services fcr George A Jud
Christmas tree, for which members nesday.
DEAULIEU At New Bedford Mas-s . Dec
kins who died Dec. 5 were held Sun
are to take a small gift. At thc
1. to Mr. and Mrs C E Deaulleu
Fresh. Choice Stocks. Prompt
Cross; historian. W. A. Seavey; day at the First Baptist Church of
(Freda Herrick) a daughter. Denies
previous meeting the council was
The annual senior class play will
Service. Special Handling of Gift
surgeon. Dr. A. W Foss; trustee. which he was ao member. Rev. J.
Barbara
elected, comprising Mrs. Carrie be given at the High School audi
George Cross; chaplain. John S Charles MacDonald officiated Inter
MARR—At Warren. Nov 30. to Mr end
Orders.
House. Mrs. Irene Winslow and Mrs. torium Thursday and Friday eve
Mrs Henry Marr, a son. Robert Alien
Ranlett; officer of thc day. W A ment was in Fairview cemetery. War
Candies—of prestige and dis
Lucy Bucklin.
nings, next week under the direction tinction.
Glover: officer of the guard. M. R ren. beside his wife who died in De
Highest standard
of
of Miss Dorothy Parker of the Eng
MARRIED
Pillsbury; quartermaster sergeant.
of last year.
Garden club members attention. lish department, whose ability has quality. Whitman's, rage A Shaw’s,
George Miller; senior color bearer. cember
HISLER-WHITTIER. At Windsor. Nov t
Jan. 15. 1886, son of the late Ruel B
Send mc the name of your local gar been demonstrated in previous pre Lovell & Covcll Masterpiece and
AND
30. by Rev M W Russell Percival ;
Horace Vose; junior color bearer. W.
Mr. Judkins was born in Deer Isle
Durant's.
Hlsier. of Washington, and Miss Evelyn
den club president together with $1.50 sentations embracing plays, one-art
G. Robbins; musician. A. W. Rich and Abbie (Allen) Judkins. He had
A Whittier, of Somerville
Our Own Freshly Salted Nuts,
and vou will receive 1 vear subscrip plays, public speaking contests, etc.
ards. The Auxiliary, whose election
tion to House Beautiful. This offer This year "Adam and Eva" has been
attractively packed.
of officers does not come until Jan lived in Rockland for the last 20 years.
DIED
8.
was inspected by Mrs. Julia Ben-: having been employed f0J.ab°ut 15
is good for this month only as the chosen as the vehicle, a three-act,
Established 1840
Novelties, Favors, English Plum
regular price is $3.00
Write for comedy concerning tlie young busl-1 Pudding, Stuffed Fruits, Figs and
MATHEWS—At Bedford. Va
Dec 12.
nett of Biddeford, department presi-: veais by Arthur Shea Co, his services
Licensed Embalmers and
Fred W Mathews, formerly Of Rock
ChrL'tmas Gift specials.
Fred E. ness manager who deludes an exdent
who
was
accompanied
by
these
highly
valued.
He
is
survived
by
a
land aged about 7S years.
Attendants
That sense of unfailing freedom
Harden. Tel. 35-W. The Magazine travagent family into thinking that' Dates, plain and stuffed.
other department officers, Mrs. Mar- daughter Dorothy M. LowelI; a
HOPKINS—At Hallowell. Dec 6. Cora M .
Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccos,
John O. Stevens,
Alden Ulmer
Man. Rockland. Me.
150-lt
widow of Joseph Hopkins of Vinal
garet
Fogg
of
Portland,
senior
vice
granddaughter.
Nelhe
F
Lowell
o.
from
embarra.xsmcnt
so
essential
their father's business is ruined, and
haven. aged 74 years. Interment in
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews
president; Mrs. Alice Delite of Bidde- Rockland; and two brothers. Harry
thereby brings out the best there is . holiday wrapped.
to a properly conducted funeral
Vinalhaven
We handle S. S. Pierce Co. I ford, judge advocate; Bessie Monncr C. and Raymond P Judkins of Stonin them. Charles Merritt and Mar- I
BUCKLIN—At Vinalhaven. Dec 9 Addle,
service is made doubly secure
Day or Night Telephone
wife of L H Bucklin, aged 65 years
Products.
garet
Dunton
have
the
leading
roles,
of Biddeford, secretary; Mary Wood i ington.
A Splendid Christmas Gift and others in the cast, all admirably
Interment In Rockland.
through
our
modern,
perfectly
con

of Biddeford, treasurer. Members of
GIFT BASKETS
CI,ARK--At
Thomaston.
Dec
13.
Clifford
450
On Christmas Day let the arrival of
ditioned. ever reliable motor equip
fitted for their parts, are. Charles
Freeman Herrick Camp and AuxiA. Clark, aged 73 years Funeral Mon
THE HELEN “C"—2'i LB.
Representatives
in all large cities
Onr of our Gift Baskets sci'.t to
The
Courier-Gazette
with
the
news
day at 2 p m . from Cushing funeral
Mitchell, Glentia Rankin. Edward
i llary were special guests. Mrs. Benment.
home. 10 Knox St
(Please omit
in the United States and Canada
Hayes, Frances Young, Catherine j an individual or an entire family is I nett was warm in her expressions of from home speak cf your regard for
flowers.)
a most gracious remembrance.
Chisholm. William Anderson. Carl
approval. Sh° was presented with a that loved one away in a gift subscrip
ROSCOE—At Rorkland. Dec, 12. Bernice
AMBULANCE
150*154
M. Roscoe, daughter of Mr and Mrs
silver cake plate. The Camp and tion; $3 a year.
Spear and Robert Chandler. Attend : These baskets are carefuUy packed
Percy E Roscoe, aged 7 years. 2 months,
and
shipped
to
any
destination.
Service is Instantly available.
and encourage the young people ln
| Auxiliary will hold a joint installa
28 days. Interment was ln Thomas
Experienced attendanta on dnty.
Mail or Phone Orders Given
their splendid effort which ls a part1
tion on Jan. 8.
ton.
|
(Made in Rockland)
of
their
daily
training
under
Miss
j
Prompt Attention.
Leave Orders At The
Day and Night Telephone
Parker's excellent teaching.
CARD OF THANKS
A thoughtful gift—The CourierINC.
150Stf
This la to thank frlenda and neighbors.
153'154 1
Gazette, $3.30 a year.
450
Distinctive Memorials in
also Rebekahs. Ladles of the O A R . and
TEL. 662
To the loved one^ away from home,
Orange for thelr many kindnesses and
Granite and Marble
361 MALI ST. BOCKLAND, KB.
give a subscription to the home-town
floral
offerings
durtng
my
recent
FRUIT AND CANDY SHOP
December Clearance Sale of Dresses
9 CLAREMONT ST., ROCKLAND
Thomaston, Me.
East Union, Me.
bereavement.
paper. A gift card will reach them TEL. 640-M
ROCKLAND. ME.
at Burdell's Dies,.- Shop. Excellent
Phone 114-3
Phone 13-31
L H Bucklin
I35tf
148-15a« jUhristmas Day The Courier-Gazetie
VIA&lhaven
♦
values
—
adv.
$3.00 a year.
150‘154

_____________

LUCIEN K. GREEN

A FUR COAT
FOR CHRISTMAS

CARINI’S

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service

Funeral Parlors

PLUM PUDDING
50c

W. E. Dornan & Son,

WHAT-NOT
GIFT SHOP

CARINI’S

Russell Funeral Home

Every-Other-Day
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AT CASTINE NORMAL

{ STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY *j

ELMER ALLEN’S CHAT

LIGHTS MAKE ’EM LAY

AT PARK THEATRE MONDAY-TUESDAY

OUR HOMEMAKERS

In Which a Seagull Becomes
Friday afternoon, Principal Hall.
But Do All Poultrymen Know
Vice-Principal Ermo Scott and Critic 1
Familiar—‘ Roy’’ Tells a
How
To
Use
Lights
the
♦ j Teacher Edna Harquall. grades 7-8.
A MERRY CHRISTMAS
*1 spoke before an Institute of teachers 1
Whopper
Best?
from the Bluehlil district at the BlueBy Carrie J. Williams, Cen
hill Academy building. The general
According to newspaper reports,
"Most poultrymen know how to
theme of the conference Centered |
tral Maine Power Co., Home
during the last heavy gale, seagulls
around
•'Guidance.
”
Supt.
Carl
J.
use
electric
lights
for
poultry
and
Service Department.
were blown 103 miles Inland. Here's
Hedln of the Bangor State Hospital
clearly recognize their importance in
also addressed the general assembly [
hoping they will like the new terri
increasing
production during the fall
on "Educational Guidance of Nervous |
tory so well they will never come
and winter months." says H. L.
Boys and Qtrls." Other speakers from
Sr •»
V? v'
w
back There are so many of them now
Richardson.
Extension
Service
poul

the alumni body were Miss Ella Ccnthat they are actually a nuisance.
... .v
.
n Idon -1 and Mlss EUlalie Bridges '29.
try specialist. "However, observation
It s the spirit of Christmas as well
• • • •
They are so vicious they go into
leads me to believe that too few are
as the symbol of Christmas which I RUth Dority T9 has recently cornhenyards and kill the hens. If they
familiar with what constitutes cor
makes us tingle with Joy and happi- 1 municated to the school office that
had claws Instead of web feet, the
rect
installation
that
gives
proper
nesa at this time of year. The desire she 18 now employed in the town of I
feathered tribe would have to fight
distribution of light throughout the
to unread imod cheer and so satisfy. N«vton. Mass, engaged in depart,
pread good cheer and so satisfy mental teaching of Music and Read
pen.
for an existence.
ing and gratifying is this spirit of
and taking work at Boston Uni
“Properly constructed reflectors are
I A lobster fisherman told me a short
good will that we gladly let the versity.
•
absolutely necessary." Mr. Richard
, time ago that as he was hauling his
Christmas season occupy at least one
son continues. "Without the neces
traps toward the "triangle" one
Orett Robinson and Miss Helen Oilwhole month out of the year.
sary reflectors the entire room is
| morning, he noticed gulls flying
To be a bit different in the way of man. together with five students
likely to be ln semi-darkness unless
decoration this year of the Christmas I visited the High Schools in Belfast,
extremely high candle-power lights ]
about the boat. One became so
tree, adopt a blue and silver color Brooks. Searsport and Stockton on i
are used.
familiar It lit on his shoulder. As it
scheme Blue electric lights strung Friday. A feature of the traveling '
"Likewise, installations with re
received little attention, it became
among silver betinsiles and Icicle program has been the presentation
flectors of the wrong size and shape,
Heather Angel, Richard Waring, Frank Morgan
boughs give a stunning and delight- I of a one-act play-comedy that has
; more persistent and noticed the man
result in intensifying the light in '
in
“
The
Perfect
Gentleman"
ful effect. And then too. I think th? proved to be very popular with the !
certain portions of the pen. but leave
- had two ears, so bit a piece out of
old custom of burning a candle in various student bodies.
the dropping boards and a part of i
Son and potential daughter-in-law get a fatherly blessing from Frank 1 one of them The man knocked him
each window of your home on Christ...
the floor in semi-darkness. The light' Morgan in this scene from “A Perfect Gentleman." Morgan is co-starred
overboard and away flew the gull
mas eve is wry to,
Dorothy Dimick is now teaching in j
should shine to the back of the drop- |
Attractive boxes of home-made the first and second grades of the |
ping board as this Induces the birds ! with London's riotous Cecily Courtneidge in the rollicking tale of a bluffing with the slice of ear. This is a true
cookies, candies, cellophane wrapped training school. Philip Robbins of I
English major and a music hall star.'
to leave the roosts for feeding
i story, as I saw the men's damaged
Jars of pellles and Jams, fruitcakes and Belfast is ln grades three and four
"Studies at the Ohio Experiment
ear when he came shore.
plum puddings make ideal Christmas
Station conducted a number of years ;
I
• • • •
presents and here are some recipes for
Grades one to four are planning an
ago indicate that a reflector 16 inches
such Christmas gifts.
During one of my recent strolls
in diameter and 4 inches high from
exhibition of work done by the pupils
tn preparation of Christmas gifts
the base to the crown gives the best
down to Pierson's wharf, whom
Festive Fruit Cake
without cost during the coming week Kay Francis, starring In “I Found Stella Parrish." the swellest romance in results. With a reflector of this type,
1
should I see but Roy making a “bootTwo cups flour. *4 cup butter, 1 cup
• • • •
hung at the proper height, the cor
years. Kay is supported by Ian Hunter and Paul Lukas.—adv.
sugar. 1 egg '> cup sour milk, 1 tsp
jack”.
rect distribution of light is secured
4
1
Dec 18 the Bovs Glee Club spon
Z
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1
5
soda. salt. 1*4 tsp each cinnamon,
"What's that for, Roy?", I asked.
The light shines on the entire floor
sors
a
unique
child's
pageant
for
the
cloves, allspice, ginger. 1 cup raisins,
with nearly equal Intensity as well as
V1NALHAVEN
THORNDIKEVILLE
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"1 use that to take off my hunt
i
IO
1 cup (citron, orange peel dates, nuts, benefit of the Junior Red Cross
11
on the dropping board.
ing boots", he replied. "You know.
figs, or anything you have). 1 tsp each The various sections of the program
"Unless the poultry house Is more'
have
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and
Daughter
Club
will
Mr
and
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F.
V
Ettlinger
have
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lemon, vanilla, orange. Bake one hour
IL
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Elmer. I had lots of fun with a moose
IM
Wardwell to the individual boys and meet Tuesday night with Miss Muriel returned to Staten Island after spend- than 20 or 24 feet deep one row of
at 350 in loaf tin.
lights
will
be
sufficient.
If
pens
are
,
last week. I lassoed one on Barter s
I daily rehearsals with the little peo Chllles A Christmas tree will be fea- in« the pari season here Their son
id
1 19
Christmas Plum Pudding
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17
Fred came by bus to accompany them too deep for one row of lights, two
ple are ln progress
Point the day before the .three days
tured
rows should be Installed
Two or
w
One-fourth lb. suet chopped, 114
iw;
Seven Little Tailors me; honle
hunting season opened. I worked on
The
w
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b
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more
lights
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each
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are
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cup brown sugar. l» cup milk 2 eggs Chairman Clara Hamlin of NewMr. Van Sycle has moved from Bel
Thursday
night
with
A
A.
Peterson.
a
ranch two years in Wyoming. I
to
help
eliminate
shadows
well beaten. 1 cup seedless raisins I hi burg passed out chance slips to the
fast to make his home for the winter
"One watt for every five square
Reuben Carver is in Rockland for with his daughter Mrs Harry Pushaw.
It
left there and went to Montana
cup currents, one-third cup sliced students and faculty on Monday
IB
3©
3i
feet of floor space Is a good rule to
preserved orange peel, one-third morning announcing the annual the winter.
which I liked much better.
In
Mr and Mrs. W 8 Lothrop and Mr
sliced preserved lemon peel, one-third school Christmas party on Thursday
Miss Edith Nickerson returned and Mrs Lester Merrill were in Au , follow. For example, two 40-watt
35
Wyoming everyone appeared Jealous.
lamps
are
sufficient
for
a
20
by
20
cup sliced citron. «4 cup chopped al- Dec 19, ln the school gym. Ten cent Friday from North Haven for a two gusta Monday on business.
They took that attitude toward me
; pen. Where one row of lights is
monds. 1 cup flour, 1 tsp baking soda, gifts for everyone in school are to be weeks' vacation
1
1
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cotton have
1 tsp salt. S tsp nutmeg, 1 tsp cln- brought, and a genuine Santa will be
because I could rope a steer and tie
The American Legion held its meet- moved from Hosmer Pond road. Cam- way between the front of the house
W;
used they should be hung about halfnamon. '» up mace, 1 cup stale bread in evidence.
tFee Thursda.v at den to the home of their daughter and the front edge of the dropping
it up in 19 seconds. The best any of
4i
36
39
Mo
3b
37
crumbs.
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The Shoe
Mrs. Ada Upham where they will re- boards Where two rows of lights are
them could do it in was 29 seconds.
Mix together the suet, brown sugar
Everett Nason, faculty sponsor enMiss Mercedes Calderwood and main for the coming months.
necessary, they should, of course, be
At one of their rodeos I won a prize
m4
and milk, add eggs. Mix the fruit, tertained the boys fraternity on__________
M3
42
M5
Miss Hasel_________________
Marden of North_______
Haven
Linley Merrill has moved from his
peels and nuts with ’* cup of the Thursday evening at their bi-weekly were guests the past week of Mr and farm to his winter home in this place so placed as to give as nearly equal
of $50 for being the best cowboy
distribution
of
light
as
is
possible.
4b
4&
Bour Mix and sift the remaining meeting. Meeting at his home, the Mrs Langtry Smith
M9
47
with a lasso I soon got tired and
Fred Paige and nephew Howard
"Reflectors should be painted on
flour with soda salt and spices Add committee consisting of Bvron Eaton
The Washington Clubmeets tedav vr*m'iiL "o7 Bluehill were guests of
came back East. But to return to
XX
and Harry Smith presented an hour s for afternoon and eveningsessionsSr MertH during
themoSehunrt the under side with aluminum paint
51
50
5>
which gives an excellent reflecting
the subject of moose. I made the one
mixtuie. Mix well and turn in to a program on *Mathematics." Print with
with Mrs.
Mrs. Annie
Annie Benner
Benner.
, jng season
surface. While they are usually hung
greased 1 t quart mo.d. Cover and Hall and John Roberts of Belfast were
Mrs. Susan Hopkins is in Boston
1 lassoed fast to an oak tree, gave
1
steohen
Gillette
is
improving
from
1
5M
5b
”
,
55
steam 2*4 hrs. Serve with any , high scorers in the math puzzlers that where she will make her winter home. an operation which he recently un- about six feet from the floor, the
him a good bed of straw and left him
cord to which they are suspended
desired sauce. Serves 6-8.
W
came after the formal program had
Mrs Edith Vtnal is spending the derwent in a Boston hospital He is should be long enough to permit of
1
for the night. The next morning I
57
5d
59
”
’
—
g
Uest
Pecan Cookies
been presented.
holidays in Medford Mass
expecting to return home in ten days some adjustment, either higher or
took him a half bushel of oats, but
••••
of Mrs Marv Daniels.
One-half cup butter. 1 egg beaten,
Mrs John Pushaw and Mr. and j lower
bi
b°
to
my surprise he was gone. He had
14 tsp cream tartar, two-thirds cup
The Christian Association is mak- 1 Mrs A A Peterson and Mrs A. Mrs Wilbur Mills were recent busi
"Lights increase the length of the
brown sugar. 1 cup sifted flour, one- ing an intensive study of the life of M Cassie visited Wednesday in Rock- ness callers in Augusta and Water feeding day and so permit the birds
chewed through that ten-inch oak
third cup chopped pecan meats.
Moses at its regular Tuesday meet- land
ville.
to continue laying more than they
tree and made a clear get-away. You
Cream butter, add brown sugar and ings.
Mrs. F M White and Mrs H W
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) | VERTICAL (Cont.)
Mrs Abbie Merrill and Myrven otherwise would during the fall and
know moose are very fond of oak and
bknd well. Add egg and mix well |
• • • •
47-Extinction of civil 16-Vault
Fifield were Rockland visitors Friday. Merrill are in B’.uehill for the week winter. Total egg production for the
1-A quoit
rights (Eng., Law) 18-Directs anew
Sift flour with cream tartar and add
Mrs Orett Robinson has returned
Mrs Merritt Lenfest is in Thom5-Crack, at the tkin
maple trees I should have tied him
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Lothrop had a’ year is not increased by the lights.”
49- Pronoun
19- Made right
9-Look
wlth nuts to butter mixture Drop by from Massachusetts, where she spent aston with relatives
to a spruce tree because they dislike
_
callers Sunday their children Mr. and
20- Exitted
10-Permit
teaspoonfuls on greased baking sheet, a few vacation weeks
50- Advertisements
Dancing at Town Hall Saturday Mrs yjathan Bogle of East Union and
its smell. My lasso was still fast to
(abbr.)
22-Feminine suffix
Bak? in 400 oven 12-15 minutes Re------------12-Knock
night with Staff? s Orchestra.
Mr and Mrs. Leroy Croteau
the tree. It's a mystery to me how he
24- Taste
51- Put on
14- A tinging voice
move while hot. cool, pack in tight
Mrs
Benjamin
Martin
and
daugn(
\(
rs
svdnev
Crabtree
and
Virginia
SEARSMONT
53- Cover
25- Anger
15- Banter
tins.
got that rope off his head.
ter were in Rockl&nd last Tuesday on Dunbar were visitors Tuesday at the
54- Rate of motion
26- Large *
17-Sailor
Peanut Butter Cookies
Elmer E. Allen
a
. ... .. home of Clifford Taylor in Camden
28-Rogue
56- Summit
19-Study with care
Community Church Notes
Mrs Ola Ames entertained t." and attended the theatre in RockOne-half cup sugar. 2 tabsp butter,
Tenants Harbor. Dec. 9
31-Breathe noisily
21-Six
57Bind
Neighborhood
Club
Mondav
night
Morning worship Sunday will be
1 egg, 1 tsp cream tartar. >»tsp soda.
land in the evening.
when asleep
23-Act of abandoning 58- Measure of length
6 tsp milk. 1 cup flour, 14 cup peanut at 10 30; church school. 1145: Ep
34- Pecks
60- Pool
26- Exiit
A short time ago I read a story In
worth League at 6, with leader. By
Addie Bucklin
butter.
HEBO AND GOOSE
35Sick
27- A naval officer
61- Cease
GLENCOVE
a magazine which started with a
Cream butter with sugar, add bea ron Sweetland; choir rehearsal, 7 45
Addie. wife of L H. Bucklin cf this
36- Perchtd
(abbr.)
cabin cruiser bound to Maine. Quote:
ten egg. Dissolve cream tartar and p. m.
town, died Monday night at her home
37- Snared
29- Prefix. Asunder
Medicine and Training En
VERTICAL
Hubert Small. James Small. George "They were running straight across
The church school will hold a spe- on Mountain street, after a brief ill
soda in milk. Add together with flour
38- Rovers
30- Make a mistake
Small
and
Mi/s
Jennie
Small,
all
of
salt which has been sifted together cial Christinas service and social Dec ness Mrs Bucklin whose age was
39Terminate
from Thatcher's to Seguin, a 7031- A title
abled Couple To Skin
Add peanut butter. 'Decorate with 20. and on the program will be a tab- 65. was a devoted and faithful worker Auburn, were here to attend the
2- Exists
40- Period of time
32- A recipe
mile hitch, N
E." Somehow that
chopped marachino cherries. Drop by leau. short play and music by the ”7 peasant River* Grangeoi which funeral of Mrs Georgia Small
Gray-Arey
3- Series
41- Part of a plant
33-Craze
spoonfuls on greased baking sheet choir under the leadershiD of Mrs
char ter member She was
Mrs. Ervin Murch is a patient at did not seem just right, so I referred
4- 1uarpest
47- Sum up
34- Palett
the matter to our fellow Harborite,
Bake in 400 oven about 12-15 minutes. Bvers of North Searsmont. Santa ,
active and valued member of U* Kncx Hospital
48- Decay
5- Coagulated
38-Accountt
I Evidently the Father John's that
Date Hermits
Claus will be present and everyone k toan
Rebekah Lodge and of
Mrs Davld Burns and Carl Ea,on Capt Eddie, who has been cruising
50-Aspiration
6- Pronoun
42- A lofty mountain
j Hebo Clayter took for his cold gave
Three one-half cup flour. 1 Up required to assist him by taking a ten- the Ladies of the G A R. Deceased is were in Bastport last Sunday to vlilt
7Near
by
52-Likewite
not
43Vehicle
over that bit of marine highway for
I him ihe desired results for he
54- Wrong
44- Emmet
8- Large cask
cream tartar. 1 tsp salt. 1 Up soda.
J1/1
wl!1
°PP^- survived bv her husband: one son Mr Burns.
44 years in different steamers. (I
11-Coal container
55- Speck
45-Contume
j bloomed like a rose at the Cascade
S cup butter. 2 cups brown sugar. 1 'unity to present unperishab.e a. icies Austin BUCkijn of New Jersey: several
would like to know how many miles
j13-Tablet
57-Preposition
46- A dry measure
Newly Elected Grange Officers
egg. 3 tbsp top milk. 1 Up vanilla, 1 of
which will later be distributed grandchildren: also a sister Mrs Sim| Alleys. Vinalhaven. Monday night
j 15-Gained
he has logged in that time.) As he
(abbr.)
159-Act
cup chopped nuts. 1 cup chopped
*r
, mons of Rbckland
Penob-cot View Grange held iU started as deck boy and made the
t when he and his side partner Leon
The
Ladies
Aid
held
It
annual
dates.
Funeral services weTe held Wednes- annual election of officers Thursday grades, and for some years has been
“Goose" Arey gave the team of Gray
(Solution
to
previous
puzzle)
Christmas
sale
Mondav
night
at
the
Sift dry ingredients together.
day in Union Church. Elder E. F n;ght after a supper in charge of Mrs the senior captain of the Line, he
and Calder a goed shellacking. While
Cream butter with sugar. Add beaten Orange hall, and despite inclement Robertson of the Latter Dav Saints p]cra Maxey and Mrs. Margaret certainly should know the courses.
MINTURN
the Goose showed no great improve
egg Add dry IngredienU. alternate weather, realized a good profit and Church officiating.
Bearers were Maxey. The leaders chosen were:
c H O p s
A s p
He sent me a sketch of that stretch
9 o W
ly with milk Add vanilla, nuU and provided a fine time for all who at- Curtis Webster. C. Meservev F. Ames. Lloyd Richardson, master; Norman of coast with courses here given:
ment as was prophesied, from his
A
S
L
p
E
A
E
Mr
and
Mrs.
Lawrence
Vennie
and
O
E
_ a roll, wrap _
R
dates Mould In
in paper tended. Much credit for the success E A. Smalley and Herbert Cas-ie Crockett, overseer; Minnie Miles, lec- From buoy off Thatcher's. N '< E.
arduous training schedule, there did
T
p E E
E N L A R G E
and chill Cut slides and bake in 400 of this event rightly goes to Rev. C. There were beautiful floral tributes turer; q l. Oregory. steward: W K. 31 miles to York Harbor; same. N. E. daughter have returned from a trip
teem to be a difference in his morale
| L. Feaslee of Belfast and the group from neighbors, friends and relatives Clinton, assistant steward: Lizzie
i to Stonington.
y R A p 1 o
P
oven.
A
C
K
A
by N 59 miles to Portland Lightship;
for his chin was up all the time and
of
young
people
from
his
church
who
Miss
Louise
Stockbridge
is
passing
N
The
remains
accompanied
by
underMerton,
chaplain:
Golden
Munro,
Nut Caramel
E E D E D
O R N S
same. N E h N to Seguin Island. 75
A
_
.
. ,,
, ,
. furnished an excellent program of
his face had the smile that reminds
a vacation with her grandparents, I
A N v ■2.
A
R
One and one-half cup broken nuU muslc and wadin(f, on the food sale taker W. Y Fossett were taken Wed- treasurer: Helen Merrv. secretary: miles
E
R
Mr. and Mrs. William Stockbridge in !
one of the cat, when he has Just tast
He writes: “I think they must have
p E
(toasted almond, walnuts, pecans, committee were Mrs Adams. Mrs nesday to Rockland for buriel in Leroy Williams, gate keeper: Lizzie
R M
T S A R
Atlantic.
ed canary meat.
Brazil nuts), 1 lb brown sugar. 14 Howes: fanev table. Mrs Flora Dun- Achorn cemetery. Those from out of Gregory. Ceres: Lizzie Smith. Po had to change their course later ln
r
R
E
A
IN
R
N
P
Mrs. , Phyllis Staples of Swans
cup light com syrup. . tsp salt, l a ton
Moody: candy table, town who attended the services were mona: Electa Philbrook. Flora: Win order to go to Seguin."
But for a bad starting string the
R
P
E
1
N
A
S 1 E R
E
The last time I was over that Island spent a day recently with
cup light cream > cup butter, 1 tsp
Addle Templeton, Mrs Mabel Mr and Mrs. George Bucklin of Free nie Clinton, lady assistant steward:
Hebo would have come clcse to aver
T
1
Mrs.
Corls
Sprague.
C.
E
Oregory
member
executive
E
L
A
N
S
p
port.
E
N
course
was
with
Capt.
Eddie,
July
8,
D
A
almond extract.
Cobb: grab bag. Jennne Caswell and
aging 100 for the ten strings, but had
committee for three years.
Mix together sugar, com syrup, salt i
»
1933 We ran straight across from
John Martin, accompanied by his
D E C E 1 V E
p 1 E R S
Bertha Cushman.
This meeting was possessed of ex Thatcher's to Seguin, thereby saving aunt, Mrs. Rose Staples. Is visiting '
to be content with an average of 98
cream and butter. Oook over lowA C T
Cora M. Hopkins
N A R
E N T E R
ceptional interest, as the Master gave 18 minutes in running time over the relatives in Vinalhaven.
heat and stir constantly to avoid
Gray and Calder both fell off some
j
The
death
of
Cora
Margaret,
widow
T
N
S
O
R
E
a
T
G
S
R
THE STARS
a report of the State Orange session, Thatcher's to Portland Lightship
scorching. When temperature of mix
Alden Stanley is having repairs
but they say it was all right with
of Joseph Hopkins of this town oc and much business was transacted. course. We lost the 18 minutes next
|For The Courler-O&zette]
ture reaches 244 remove from fire,
made on his house.
them for the Gocse and Hebo to win
curred
Dec
6
in
Hallow-ell
where
she
Among accomplishments the oast morning on account of fog and hav
add nuts and almond extract, pour The frosty stars twinkle tonight.
Just once, for they will see to it that
Miss Maxine Sprague passed last
Above the city's garish lights.had _made
___ __her
__ ______
____ her son , year, the hall has been shingled: „
home w-ith
a
ing
to
take
the
Two
Bush
Channel
into a thoroughly oiled pan. Allow
LIBERTY
it is not done again.
c““'“
U.'a>Lia
weekend with friends at Swan6 Isto cool 2-3 hours, until firm but not
course to Rockland.
j land.
The third and deciding battle will
was born in Hebron but wm a resident netud from the {air. and all biUs
hard. Loosen candy from pan with Some are ln groups of Jeweled hue.
I went from Thatcher’s to Seguin
Mrs. Percy Clark met with a seri come off some night next week and
i Some aoftly burn In heaven s blue,
here for many years She was a
& substantla, balance re ln 1882 in a cabin cruiser, but with
Mrs. Bragdon of Sullivan is visit
spatula and turn upon a wooden
wovurn I In the empUrpled night they ahlne
member of the local Ladles of the ^aining in the ,reasury. Thus. Pe- sail, not gas. for propelling purposes. ing her daughter Mrs. Abby Stanley. ous accident recently when she was the gallery bovs are getting their
board. Slice thin and roll each slice Above the dark horizon line.
makers out to root for their
1 GAR.
nobscot View enters another yea- of For the run from Salem. Mass., to
Rev. Elton Timberlake arrived struck by a passing automobile and
or cut into squares and wrap with
favorite5- Uoyds
betting
to 6
Astrologer* of old could read
suffered severe knee injuries. She ^X^the
team ofis Goose
and7 Hebo
! The remains, accompanied bv her
^.Uve SUCC€SS, with high hopes Tenants Harbor I served as cook and Tuesday for a few days' visit.
fancy waxed paper. ,
Within the stars a newer creed—
granddaughter Doris Hopkins of this,
, „ouraee
a
bum
sailor.
Leaving
Salem
after
The future seemed an open book.
Mr, and Mrs. Abner Sadler enter was taken to the Waldo County but some of the local Ians wish they
town and her son Charles of Hallo-1 and coura«e;___________
Into the past would sagelv look:
dinner June 17. wind E.. at dark wc tained at cards last Saturday night,
Hospital.
I had some mazuma to place on them.
All present plans could plainly fee.— well, were brought here Tuesday for |
were
off
Thatcher's.
It
was
thick
the
|
their
guests being Mr and Mrs.
WOMEN AND GIRLS
These men that were more wise than we burial in the family lot in John
ROCKVILLE
Residents
from
out
of
town
who
FollowinK is the score:
following
day.
A
three-master
told
I can not read, though nothing bars.
Burleigh Staples and Mr. and Mrs.
The most practical Beauty Culture My future fate within the stars.
Carver cemetery, which tcok place on
us we were off Half Way Rock that George Moulton.
| attended the funeral of Willis J. ]00 gg 1()4_980: ,caldera-36. 86. 100.
school, largest ln New England offera
the arrival of the boat from RockHa]1 ™en, ins, weekend at afternoon. The next day we learned
Intensive training, reasonable tuition, Astronomers the stars have named
I Knowlton were Mr. and Mrs. Herbert joi. 107. 83. 103. 87 93. 97—943
positions with high wages, day and eve I Where each Is placed, for what each
we were four miles off Seguin, and
ning classes, all practise on customers,
is,*K’viJE Y-'-P- "•»
- to •
SOUTH WALDOBORO | Sly. Louis Knowlton of Worcester, Gray—85, 91. 83. 93 90. 94. 89. 79. 96.
Tuesday, with wind S W . we canted
famed:
slmplllled and modern methods.
How far from earth they whirl in space I weie uiaiiv ltv—vs--- —- -—•—
Mass., and Mrs. Guy Sterling of New i?2T902;
86 87'98- 93 91 90'
r,rv~*
Pomn
to N. W. and with a good breeze,
“ • ■
••
—*-*----— I OL
_ _ . ..
i Above the homes of human race.
91, 80. 106 -909
Write or call for Booklet.
The bearers were “Malcolm
Hopkins.
made Monhegan at 7 a. m. Later
Hampshire.
. They watch with fear the comet speed.
Willis
Clough
is
seriously
ill
at
his
Mrs O. H. Schofield and son Rich
Hebo and Ooose, 1889; Gray and
Charles Webster, Burton Vinal and
that morning we spoke to Sch. Susan
In fiery path disaster read.
home here.
HUB ACADEMY
! Calder. 1845.
While foolish I admire the stars.
i Herbert Mills.
Ross and those on board that craft ard, Mrs. A. J. Oenthner. and Mrs.
Mrs.
Ida
Barrows
has
been
confined
And
not
a
fear
my
pleasure
bars
It is reported that Gene Hall has
Of Hair and Beauty Culture 161 Massa
Deceased is survived by two sons.
told us if we had luck we would get Floyd Wotton and daughter were
Norman C. Tice
chusetts Avenue. Boston Approved by
bought some kind of an x-ray ma
Charles of Hallowell. Leon of Bcston; to the house this week with a severe to the Harbor by the Fourth of July, i guests Thursday of Mrs. Fred GenthWashington. D. C.
State ot Maine.
135-S-tf
cold
and
cough.
| ner at the village.
chine from Sears k Roebuck to get
j and one daughter Mrs. Cora H Shaw
Mrs. D. A. Sherer recently spent the sure. We reached there June 20
Mrs. Reginald Monahan and three
his glass arm into shape, while Scot
• of Seabrook. K H : seven grandchil
We didn’t come straight across
___
_____
day
with
Mrs.
C.
W.
Blackington
at
tie Littlefield has imported some
dren: four great grandchildren: and
from Thatcher's to Seguin. 75 .miles, i children of the village visited Satura
<ster
U
Mrl*
Alta
”
‘
cottrelT
’
of
HalloRockland
Highlands,
“special" liniment that is guaranteed
FLORIDA
a sister. Mrs w
£thel HaU
the
on that run! I am the only one of j day with her parents, Mr and Mrs.
to make the dullest scholar smart.
the four on the schooner who is i A. J. Genthner.
well.
port girls' basketball team to Portland alive today. You may treat this as a
Mr. and Mrs Freeland Vannah and
Mrs. G. T. Palmer were Rockland
Dr. ThurloW will be at Dr, Strat last Saturday.
boast, or an apology.
Miss Feme Whitney has resumed
• • • •
visitors Tuesday.
ton's Vinalhaven office from the arMr. and Mrs. G. H. Schofield were
! rival of the boat Mondav afternoon. her teaching here and preparation is
There are more than 50 islands in
in Rockland last Saturday
| Dec. 16 until its departure Wednes- being made for a Christmas tree anj Boston harbor.
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
entertainment by the children of the
Mrs. Harry Rodgers was called to
“There is certainly no greater
, day morning-—adv.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
village and school, to be held Thurs pleasure on a hot afternoon than Medfield. Mass. Tuesday by the seri
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
RATES:
day night .a the church.
that afforded by a sail down the ous illness of Mr. Rodgers’ aunt.
APPLETON RIDGE
Jingle
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilson
Smalley
and
harbor
of
Boston,
renowned
the
to Your hotel in BOSTON
June to
Mrs.
Gardner
Delano
visited
Tuesday
world
over
for
its
beauty,
the
number
October
Mrs
Evelyn
Pitman,
Mrs.
Grace
SWAN’S ISLAND
Booklet
and size of its islands, its majestic in Reckland.
All SOOMS WITH |ATl
Brown and Mrs. Ada Proctor were
fortresses, its bold headlands and
on
Rooms
among those attending the recent ReSpecxt weekly ret«l
Hotel
magnificent
views.
Poets,
authors,
Application
A public dinner and supper were
1 bekah Circle at Mrs. Adella Gushee s.
SOMERVILLE
Maselynn
and
artists
have
combined
to
sound
! The Willing Workers held a suc- served recently at the home of Mr.
Stamford
RADIO
1 cessful entertainment and .'ale Wed- and Mrs. Cleveland J. Trask for the the praises of Boston harbor, but the
Del. Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton R. Soper of
Corner Second Street
half has not been sung nor told."
SERVIDOR
1 nesday evening at the Grange hall. benefit of the Methodist Church.
H. H. Mase
N. Y.
Waterville were visitors Sunday at
TUB "••SHOWER
Max Ames of Rockland is guest of (A “Rhapsody in View,” author un the home of Mr. and Mrs. F. A.
A two-act play with ten characters
and First Avenue
Manager
known.)
relatives for a few days.
) was presented In a fine manner.
Turner.
* MANGER
Moderate Rates
Mrs. Roscoe Kent is in Rockland "The sea returning day by day.
Mrs Ada Proctor and son Ira were
Mr. and Mrs. Percival Hisler of
Restores the world-wide mart:
with her daughter Carolyn, who un
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
recent Rockland visitors.
Washington who were married Nov.
So let each dweller on the Bay
Mr. and Mrs. Artist Pease of Rock derwent a tonsil operation.
Fold Boston tn his heart.
30, have the best wishes of friends
north station
Mrs. Helen Parker has sold her Till these echoes be choked with snows here. Mrs. Hisler was formerly Miss
land. were recent callers on C. F.
•< STEPTRAIN-ROOM”
Or over the town blue ocean flows."
household
goods
and
will
spend
the
Newbert.
Evelyn A Whittier of this town.
Emerson
Mr. and Mrs. Urban Trask of Cam winter with relatives in Portland.
H. C. Brown and F. A. Turner made
Mrs. Adelbert Bridges went Satur
“Sicut patribus, sit Deus nobis.”
den and Mrs. Lottie Wentworth were
a business trip Tuesday to Augusta.
day
to
Rockland
where
she
will
re

Boze
visitors Sunday afternoon at William
Claude French of Windsor was a
Somerville, Mass., Dec. 10
ceive medical treatment.
Newbert'a.
business caller here Wednesday.
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Every-Other-Day

FRIENDSHIP

WEST ROCKPORT

Notices ot Appointment

Probate Notices

I. Charles L Veazie. Register of Pro- !
Marguerite B. Carroll
Mrs. W H Hahn was hostess at
STATE OF MAINE
for the County of Knox, In the !
Marguerite Burgess, wife of Henry the Llnaoln Home on Visitors’ Day.
To all persona Interested In either ol bate
State
of
Maine,
hereby
certify
that
tn
the estate-, hereinafter named:
M Carroll, died Nov. 18 at the Cen
following estates the persons were
Mrs. Etta Thompson and Mrs.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland. the
appointed
Administrators. Executors.
tral Maine Sanatorium ln Fairfield. Oertrude Burns were recent guests of
In and for the County of Knox, on the Ouardians
and Conservators and on the .
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll first met when Mrs. Nelson Sabien of Rockland.
19th day of November In the year of our j
— And The —
Lord one thousand nine hundred and dates hereinafter named:
attending Bucksport Seminary and
JULIA A ALLEY, late of Tenants!
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Oeele of
thirty-five and by adjournment from
soon after Mr. Carroll’s graduation Dutch Neck were visitors ln town
Bari W Wall Of |
day to dav from the 19th day of said | Harbor, deceased
Wakefield
Mass
was
appointed
Admr
11
years
ago,
they
were
married
and
November the following matters having
recently.
been presented for the setion thereupon | November IB. 1935. without bond Mary
I
made their home In this community
Mr and Mis, Sherman Prior and
hereinafter Indicated
It ls hereby ! Haskell of Rockland was appointed Ag't;
Their
marriage
was
a
happy
union,
Ordered:
I In Maine
daughter of Medomak are making
and the bride being of sweet and
That notice thereof be given to all ' INEZ L VARNEY, late of Rockport, j
Seven 4-H. Nobleboro; Maids of sunny disposition, easily endeared their home for the winter with their
Agriculture
persons Interested, by causing a copy 1deceased, Allda M Merrifield of Rockdaughter and son-in-law, Mr and
of this order to be published three weeks i port was appointed Admx.. November
Poultry in storage on Nov. 1 was Maine, Port Clyde; 81nglng Sewing herself to all who made her acquain Mrs Maurice Chadwick.
successively In The Courler-Oazette a IB. 1B35. and qualified by filing bond on
Club.
West
Rockport;
Cabbadetus
tance.
In
her
early
wedded
life
Mrs.
When selecting Christmas gifts do not
I considerable less than last year beMr. and Mrs Ira Oliver and Clay
newspaper published at Rockland In aald same date
County that they may appear at a
ROY J I-abranche. late of Rock- In* 63 million pounds compared to 73 4-H. Round Pond; Sheepscot 4-H. Carroll united with the local Baptist ton Oliver of Thomaston passed last
forget that The Courier-Gazette makes one
Probate Court to be held at said Rock- I |____
tn(j deceased Helen £ LaBranche of million last year and about eight mil- Sheepseot; Manhattan 4-H. Tenant* j church.
weekend at their home here.
land on the 17th day of December A. I
About two years ago her healtn
sdm’1' Nov,m' i lion pounds less than the live-year Harbor; Abnakls 4-H. Tenants Har
of the best, because of the great good the
Mr. and Mrs Irvin Fales. son and
D 1935 at nine o'clock In the fore
MWON 7
BA^Y
otherwise av*ra^
amount tein« ,*Ce‘Vfd bor; Seven Tree 4-H. Union; Junior began to fall and all medical aid
noon, and be heard thereon If they se?
daughter and Mr Fales' father. Capt
recipient gets from it.
Farmers.
Union;
Quintuplet
4-H,
Jo
“
^E?»n.ky.
*
ol
K
RockTJSL
<£
at
the
principal
markets
ls
also
l«ss
failed
to
stay
the
disease.
Mr.
Carcause.
Warren; Sunny Side Up 4-H. Waldo roll took her to her former home nt John Fales of Cushing. Mr. and Mrs.
R ANSON CRIE. late of Rockland. 1 ceased. Kate F Evansky of Rockland than last year.
Kenneth
Fales
and
family
of
South
deceased Will and Petition for Probate was appointed Admx . November IB.
boro; Medomak Poultry 4-H. Waldo Bucksport where she was tenderly
It is a Christmas gift repeated a hundred
....
Warren were recent dinner guests of
thereof, asking that the same may be,
, „ .
Edgar Smith of North Edgecomo, boro; Project Pushers, Walpole; and cartd for by her mother. later she Mr. and Mrs. Byron Thompson
proved and allowed and that Letters 1B35. without bon*F „ , ,
and
fifty-six times over.
FANNIE E WOTTON. late of Rock- .
. »veral imnrnvements in Jefferson Cheerio. Jefferson.
was removed to the sanitarium, i nd
Testamentary Issue to Kelley B Crie land,
deceased Ira w Wotton ol Rock- hfts made several Improvements in
Mrs. Sylvia Wallace has returned
of Rockland. he being the Executor land was appointed Admr. November his poultry plant during the past few
theic death claimed her despite all home after visiting relatives ln Port
Then, too, it is welcomed by every
named In said Will, without bond.
IB. 1835. without bond
montha He has Just completed a
For 1936. most of the subject mat c:forts to promote recovery.
Clyde.
ROSS R VINAL. late of Rockland, de
She leaves to mourn her untimely
BERTHA P SMILEY, late of Rock- new 24x50 double-deck brooder house ter demonstrations will be given
member
of the familv.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Emerson
Simmons
ceased
Will and Petition for Probate land,
rfcwviri
n KmiiBv
.
._
__ 
deceased
David o
Smiley. sjr
Sr,,( j> • w....
hich he plans
to Install a Mam
thereof, asking that the same may be wax appointed
through district meetings which will death, her husband, three young sons, were recent day visitors at the horn?
IB
executor
November
her
parents,
two
brothers,
besides
a
proved and allowed and that setters
moth brooder. He has installed a be an all day meeting for club mem
of Mrs. Frank Collamore.
The Courier-Gazette is “Knox County's
Te tamentary laaue to Bessie V Dailey 1835. without bond
Mr and Mrs Russell Davis and I
FRED N MANK. late of Warren, de 32000 egg Incubator which, together bers and leaders. State specialists host of friends The large gathering
of Rockland, she being the Executrix
Own
Newspaper.”
and
beautiful
flowers
at
the
last
rites
ceased. Albert C. Mank of Round Pond with a special hatcher, makes his and extension agents will conduct
named In said Will, without bond
son Robert of Thomaston were call
appointed executor November IB. total capacity 38000. This Is the
.u at-r-thf ^O,nc„ °f, v FI ers on Mrs EUa Thompson recently,
ALFRED I BABB, late of Thomaston, waa
these
demonstrations.
deceased Will and Petition for Probate IB35. without bond
father. T J. Carroll at East Warren.
x<rc Warwick
-u/arwtcir Vose
vnu. who
«hn has
h»« twwr
Send orders any time.
' second largest Incubator ln the state.
• • • •
Mrs.
beer,
NELLIE T VINAL. late ol Thomaaton.
thereof, asking that the same may be
were reminders that a dear wife guest of Mrs. Jennie Hall, has re
proved and allowed and that Letters deceased Harold W Vinal of Thomaa
Knox-Lincoln
4->H
Club
communl-;
!
and mother had departed. Burial turned to Thomaston.
Subscriptions may be started at once or
Testamentary Issue to Clara Babb of ton was appointed executor November; Poultry accounts summarized by
ties have been divided Into nine dis
Thomaston, she being the Executrix IB. 1835, without bond
Mrs. Hattie Springer Is in Portland ‘
the Extension Service are showing a tricts: Bristol District: will Include was at West Rockport
we
will hold until the day before Christ
named ln aald Will, without bond
OCBNA M BOYNTON, late of Vinal-1
Friends and acquaintances extend to pass the winter with her nephew.!
CORA S FOOD late of Appleton, de- haven, deceased Charlea E Brimmer of much better labor Income than last the clubs ln Bristol. Round Pond. So sympathy to the bereaved survivors.
mas.
year.
ISlnce
the
last
reports.
the
Earl
Stanley
and
Mrs.
Stanleyceased
Will and Petition lor Probate Vinalhaven and Samuel Boynton Shadle
Bristol. New Harbor and Pemaquld
thereof, asking that the same may be of Rockland were appointed executors following men have sent ln accounts:
Mr. and Mrs Paul Simmons have
proved and allowed and that revtars November 18. 1935. and qualified by E. C Hunt. Damariscotta Mills; Beach; Boothbay Harbor District.
been visiting Mrs. Simmons’ pare.its.
EAST WASHINGTON
We send a handsome Christmas card
Includes North Edgecomb. Boothbay.
Testamentary Issue to Thurman L Fogg filing bond on same date
Norris East Boothbay. and Boothbay Har
It Is reported that Charles Barnes Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Johnson In of Appleton ho being the Bxecutor
LILLA A MUNRO late of Rockland, Harry Wolcott. Camden;
announcing
the gift and the donor of it.
Thomaston
Waltz.
Damariscotta;
H
P
Lilly.
named ln said Will, without bond
Daniel Munro of Rockland
;. deceased
bor: Aina District: Includes White of Wiscasset has bought the lumber
Ira Simmons and family have
EUOENE F LYDDIE late of Rockland, was appointed executor November ,v. Dresden; F M Payson. Hope; Daniel field. North Whitefield. West Aina. I lot of Mrs Clara Htbbird near Razordeceased Will and Petition for Probate 1835 without bond
Andrews. West (Rockport: R. P Con Alna. and Sheepscot; Damariscotta vUle and lumbering operations will be moved from Medomak to the Charles
thereof, asking that the same may be
ETTA M O’BRIEN, late of Rockland.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Murphy house on the Bradford Point
proved and allowed and that Letters I deceased Harriet E O’Brien of Rock ant. Rockland. (Frank Waltz. Waldo- District: Includes Damariscotta Mills, "arted at once
Testamentary Issue to Helen M Lvddle land was appointed executrix November ooro. A total of 33 poultry accounts Damariscotta and Nobleboro: WaldoMr and Mrs C E Overlock were road.
of Rockland she being the Executrix 19 1835. and qualified by filing bond on has been sent ln by poultrymen of
Mrs. Charles Sylvester has had asi
boro District: Includes Jefferson, in Rockland last Saturday on a businamed In said Will, without bond
same date.
recent visitor at her home, her sister, j
the county.
Orff's
Corner.
Waldoboro
and
ness
and
pleasure
trip.
ESTATE DANA STEWART, late of
• • • •
CHARLES O
ERICKSON
late of
Friendship; Union District: Includes
A E. Johnston has employed Mrs. Lena Cushman of Meduncook. |
Thomaston, deceased Petition for Ad Vinalhaven. deceased Alma Erlckaon of
Mrs Euda Morton and son Albert j
ministration.
asking that John J Vinalhaven was appointed eaecutrlx
Farmers who are planning to plant South Liberty Burkettvtlle. Union Simon Turner to start out 50 cords of
Keegan, of Bath or some other suitable November 19. 1835 without bond
potatoes next year should get ln and Warren; Camden District: in- j hard wood near Orotton s Corner in were weekend visitors at their home
person be appointed Admr. without
here, returning Sunday to Portland.
JESSE F
CALDERWOOD late of touch with County Agent Wentworth eludes West Rockport. Simonton. | North Washington.
bond
Union, deceased Maud 1 Calderwood
Mr. and Mrs Charles Stenger who
Oscar Carroll of Rockville was a
SPOFFORD J CRAWFORD, late of of Union was appointed eaecutrlx There will be 25 meetings held in Camden and Hope; Tenants Harbor
Tempi ?s are invited as special guests
NORTH WASHINGTON
the county beginning In December District:
Thomaston, deceased Petition for Ad November 19. 1B3S. without bond
Includes
Port
Clyde, business caller tn this place recently have been visiting ln Philadelphia . Supper will be .served at 630. Josie
Stewart Piescott. Sewell Prescott
ministration. asking that Frank D
LUCY C
FARNSWORTH
late of and continuing through January. At Tenants Harbor and Georges River j Mrs Vida Ludwig has been a visitor have returned home.
Elliot of Thomaston, or some other Rock.and. deceased
Mrs. Etta Thompson was at the | Lawry. chairman.
and Robert Cunningham were busi
Boeton Safe De these
_ _________
___ potato
________
meetings_ the
bill will be Road; and South Thomaston dis- at the home of Mr. and Mrs A E
suitable person be appointed Admr . posit and Trust Company of Boston was ( p
The
entertainment
to
be
given
Monhome of Mr and Mrs. Oerald WoodXnlalned and assistance given
ness visiters last Saturday tn aWetrwithout bond
appointed Special Administrator October exP1“lnea ana assistance given ln trict: will Include Owls Head and. Johnston.
Allen Ripley and James Belcher. win of Oardiner last Sunday on a day night at the Baptist Church vllle
ESTATE ANNIE B BROWN late of 23. 1935 and qualified by filing bond making out applications.
South Thomaston.
promises
to
be
weU
worth
attending
Mrs. F. W Cunningham was
Friendship, deceased Petition for Ad- November 5. 1»3S. Charlea L HutchlnSo be sure to attend the meeting
Mrs Leila Turner of Burkettville | Jr., were recent business callers in visit.
Mrs. Randall Condon was a Rock stricken rt c?ntly with a severe lameMrs Melvin Lawry has returned I
mlnl-traton dbneta. asking
that son of Portland waa appointed Agent which Ls the most convenient for vou
William O Reed of Waldoboro, or some ln Maine
1 *nKn 15 lnc mo5t conaeinein iw you is the new leader of the Jolly Hus - Augusta.
land
visitor
Tuesday.
________
res., Dr Hahn of Friendship being
1 Circulars on the potato bill are tlers 4-H which has recently reorgan
Mr. and Mrs Ross Cunningham of home from Wollaston. Mass., where
other suitable perron be appointed Ad
LUCY A. CARVER late of North
she visited her daughter. Mrs Wll-1 Frank Oeyer who has been seriously consulted
ministrator with the Will annexed of Haven, deceased
Frank Beverage of available at the Extension Office. ized Mrs Carolyn Lelgher Is her as i Liberty visited Sunday at the homes
111 and attended by Dr. Hahn, is able
the said estate not already administered, North Haven waa appointed Admr c. t. a. Rockland. Call for Potato Leaflet.
No mcoT were reported shot tn this
sistant. Other new leaders so far I ot W M. Prescott and C. E Overlock llam Sherriff and Mrs Thoma. to be up
without bond
November 5. 1835 and qualified by filing No 1.
immediate vicinity and only one in
Mrs Jo*ephine Finley of South Sanderson.
are; Mrs Irving Rich of Union,
ESTATE FRED H BERRY late cf bond on same date
Addison O. Wallace, a lifelong citi
town Warren Lenfest and W A
leader of the Ambitious Maids; and Warren was guest of her parents in zen of this town, died MondayRockland, deceased
Eighth account
Atteat:
Falmer were effective gunners, the
filed for allowance by Union Safe De
CHARLES L. VEAZIE Register
With The Homes
Miss Shirley Bums, former club I this place a few days recently
WE
BUY
posit and Trust Company. Trustee
Roy Light was a business visitor Funeral services were held Thursday
fermer felling a buck deer and Mr
Miss Edna M Cobb. State home member is leader of the Rainbow
The Ladies' Aid held its fair and
ESTATE 6 MARION HEKKINO. late
Pa’mer a doe.
i Monday, in Augusta.
Workers
of
Waldoboro
management
specialist,
announced
at
of Buffalo. New York deceased Firat
Legal Notice
supper Wednesday afternoon and
Mi s Lydia Austin of the viUaae
and final account filed for allowance by
the Farm Family Living meetings
v‘»:ted Saturday and Sunday with a
Robinson Verrlll. Admr
Clarence E. Daniela
TO THE MAYOR AND ALDERMEN OF held last week at Burkettville and at
Legions Donation Day, 8unday. evening, with satisfactory results, a
goodly
number
being
present.
UNION
THE
CITY
OF
ROCKLAND.
MAINE.
schoolmate.
Miss Ruth Lenfest
ESTATE HENRY LEROY FARRIS late
JfcWFI.FR
Thomaston.
that.
"The
Dec 15, at Strand Theatre. AdmlsCentral Maine Power Company, a cor South
The Pythian Sisters meet next Tues
cf Warren, deceased First and final ac
Elb.-idge Lenfest suffered a severely
na
MAIN
NTRFFT.
ROCKLAND
purchasing
power
for
the
farm
family
poration
duly
organized
and
existing
count filed for allowance by Ralph «V __ _______ ____
__
The Community Club will sponsor! sion by foodstuffs or cash, all going day night for Initiations. Belfast,
sprained wrist Friday while cranking
7a u
under and by virtue of the laws ot the will be somewhat better for 1936
Farris. Admr
Camden. Thomaston and Warren
an obstinate car.
147*150
ESTATE JAMES A SMITH late of state of Maine and' having i'u"pribclpk'i i ?J£umim7'“Zh^’wld “"since ‘farm a card PartV Saturday night at the to local relief —adv
office
and
place
of
bu.lneo
i„
Au,u.t.
home
of
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Hawes
__________________________________
Thomaston, deceased First and final ac In the County of Kennebec, in said equipment may need to be replaced
count filed for allowance by Lottie A state, and authorized to transmit and as well as the familv maintained.
Raymond TTiurston and sister Mrs. :
Smith. Exx.

With the Extension Agents
Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

OLD

»’»>
n<*d for ^fully Belle KennLrt.on went Fridav to Brat- l
thought out discussions as to whether tlebro. Vt., whence they will go to ■
the farm business or the home or New Haven. Conn . where they will be
both will share In the use of any ad- be guests of Mrs.E C. Wayland
dltlonal cash available .’’
.Geneva Ttiurstonl.
At the Burkettville Planning MeetMr and Mrs. Alfred Hawes were |
ln* thesc officers and project leaders guests at a dinner party given Friday :
chairman Mrs Gladys at the home cf Mr. and Mrs Warren I
Linscott; Secretary. Mrs. Carolyn Feyler of Thomaston
Nctt'c Orin- j Mrs John williams recently visited 1
nell: Foocb. Mrs Florence Calderln R^kland
wood; and Assistant Foods, Mrs
Clarence
Leonard went to Portland j
Mattie Light; Home Management.
Mrs. Abbie Pomroy; Treasurer. Mrs last Monday.
Hclman Robbins Is operating Leon
Cora Maddocks.
South Thomaston elected these ard's express while the driver is on
leaders for 1936: Chairman. Mrs Jury duty in Portland.
Ruby Makinen; Secretary. Mrs.
Walter Burgess of 8cuth Union ar- j
Madeline Maloney; Clothing. Mrs. S [ rived Thursday from Togus H<>
B Aylward: Foods. Mrs Carolyn after a week’s treatment for mastoid
Davis; Home Management. Mrs. An
Under the auspices of Storer-Colnie Dennison; Librarian, Mrs. Htlen J lins Post, A. L.. three dances have
Rackllff.
i been held at East Palermo Orange hill
„
, „ ,
...
, with success. The Legion is grateful
The following communities u, ill jor
co-operation of members and
hold half-day planning meetings be- frlfnds of (hal vlclnlt
ginning at 1 O clock with a Square
this com
Meal, served at noon: Union. Dec 17
Irving Rich is the first .n th.
at Mrs Maude Calderwood s Home; munity to erect and light a Christ
Rockland. Wednesday, December 18 mas tree, which creates a gorgeous
at the Mountain View HaU with Mrs picture ln its varl-coiored globes.
Mattle Gardner as chairman. Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Cream en
Ethel Connon and Mrs. Alice Wyllle tertained three tables at dinner and |
are on the committee lor the dinner; bridge Saturday night. Honors went j
Appleton, Thursday, Dec 19 at the to Mrs. Zena Nelson. Mr. and Mrs. j
Orange hall with Mrs. Alice Hall as Clarence Leonard and Charles Smith.
the leader tn charge of the meeting Other guests Included Mr. and Mrs J
East Union will have an all-day William Thomas, Mr and Mrs. Clar- |
meeting beginning at 10:30
A ence Williams and Mr. and Mrs. Al
| Christmas dinner will be served by fred Hawes
! Mrs. Emily Pushaw and Mrs Lura
Norwood.
Miss Lawrence. Home
Author Dhcw-ws Shipping
Demonstration Agent, will talk on
The Community Club met Tuesday j
"Farm Family J-iving” In the morn- afternoon at the High School audi
ing. In the afternoon the program of
torium. Mrs Loretta Rich, program
chairman was fortunate to secure
Ing feature looked forward to each Lincoln Colcord of Searsport as guest
year ls the Christinas Tree.
speaker. Mr. Colcord ls an author
I of sea stories and of the famous 8teln
4-H Club Notes
Song He cho'e as his subject "ShipSunshlney Seven 4-H Club of olng Background of the Penobscot
Nobleboro Is the first club to hold Bay Region."
both a preliminary and a final JudgAs Mr Colcord was born on a sail
ing contest toward the 1936 club year. Ll«« sbio off Cat** Hom and spent the
The final Judging was held December first 15 years of life on ship board, he
7 at the home of Mrs Ruth French. w’« well qualified for the Interesting
Mr and Mrs. Edson Wellman entar- local leader. Both hemmed towels talk on the origin and growth of the
and cup cakes were judged by the shipbuilding Industry in Maine. With
tained last Saturday. Mr. and Mrs. girls. Beatrice Sidelinger is the Judg- Warren as the first shipbuilding cenArthur Withee. Mr. and Mrs Walter lng champion in the sewing project ter in this section, the speaker exWithee and son Oeorge. This occa- and Eileen French in the cooking plained how the industry develoty*d in
sion was to celebrate the birthday an and housekeeping project. An early ether coastal towns and affected the
niversaries of Edson Wellman, and club tour has already been scheduled, growth of inland communit'es. This
daughter Phyllis Dec. 7. and that of
• • • •
| region has new lost its maritime hold
the youngest daughter, Elsie which
Nineteen clubs reorganized for 1936. and a complete economic period has
fell on the previous day. Cards were have held one or more meetings, sent parsed out of existence,
played and later cake, ice cream and ln a program of work and at least
The Girls’ Glee Club under the dipop com served.
five cards by Dec. 9, so will be rection of Mrs. Marion Clark fur-!
awarded a free gavel to be used for nished two fonvs. "Maranlena” and
conducting better 4-H business meet- : •gtein Song." Mrs. Eva Pevear wac
MEDOMAK
ings. The clubs are: Wide Awake 4-H admitted to membershio. Hostesses [
Bristol; Helpful Handy Home Hus- were Miss Florence Thurston. Mrs
Mrs. L. J. Winslow of Gtlendon tiers. South Bristol; Lively Little Hattie Leach. Mrs. Sadie Cunningvisited recently with Mrs. L. W. Osier. Ladies, South Bristol; Happy Home ham and Mrs. Grace Williams.
Miss Louisa Shuman ls in Camden Handy Helpers, Damariscotta; Lin
to spend the winter with her sister. coln Girls. New Harbor; Sunshlney
NORTH WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. Norris Carter of
Thomaston were callers Sunday at,
George Hughes is in ill health.
the home of Mrs. Verge Prior.
Donald Mank has returned to his
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Carter and
home here and with Wesley Tolman
Freda Collamore were Rockland visit
Is cutting wood for Charlie Burgess in
WONDERFUL
DISINFECTANT
ors Saturday.
Union.
and
Dr. and Mrs. John Martin of Nor
i Dr. Fogg and Dr. Campbell per
wood. Mass., were recent guests of
DEODORANT
formed an emergency operation upon
Dr. Martin’s father. S. D. Martin.
I Mrs. Martin Kohlinen last Saturday
Sick Rooms
Mr. and Mrs. Will Munsey of Wis
at her home where she is resting com
casset spent last Sunday with Mr. and
Bath Rooms
fortably.
Mrs. Clara Collamore.
Kitchens
Walter Feyler spent Sunday after
Mr and Mrs, Harlow Oenthner of
noon at C. W. Mank's.
West Waldoboro visited Saturday
Garage Floors
Mabie Crawford attended Pomona
with Mrs. Eugene Oenthner.
Concrete Floors
Grange last Saturday at South War
Mrs Florence Osier and Mbs. Carrie
ren.
Wallace were visitors in Rockland re
Stone Steps
White Oak Grange recently elected
cently.
Refrigerators
these officers: Master. Clifford Allen;
Maurice and Oeorge Keene are with
overseer. Clifford Robinson; lecturer.
relatives in Bucksport for a visit.
Drain Pipes
Iza Mank; chaplain. Emma Kalloch;
L. W. Osier recently made a busi
Garbage Pans
steward, Dyson Jameson; treasurer.
ness trip to Portland.
Fred Jameson; secretary. Alma Jame
Toilet Bowls
scn; assistant steward. Lloyd Jame
Legion's Donation Day, Sunday,
Lavatories
son; Ceres, Rubv Allen; Pomona. Eva
Dec. 15. at Strand Theatre. Admis
Takes all unpleasant odors away Robinson; Flora, Margaret Tolman;
sion by foodstuffs or cash, all going
gate keeper. Warren Gardner; LAS.,
Once Tried, Always Used
to local relief.—adv.
I<7*150
Orace Jameson.

ESTATE NELLIE A KNOWLTON, late R^ki^d M^neC'Vn
cf Camdsn deceased Second Account the general statute, relating to that
filed for allowance by John A Cunning businest. hereby petitions for permission
ham and Joseph Emery Executors
±
*,nd
ESTATE CLARA A. MACDOWELL. late wire. tSgKhTr with thTni^aA^vS?
ol Washington, deceased
Firat and
final account filed lor allowance bv tuning and supporting wires and fix.
Mabel R
Mathews and Maude E thi” f^nowmw1 n^i Uh?^w?vd. aloU2
Mathews. Executrices
tne following named highway, and
ESTATE WILDER W PE^RY late of public roads In aald City of Rockland
pole on 8outh 8treet on the north
Camden, deceased Final account filed One
tide of highway opposite Calvin
for allowance by Mildred P Putnam erly
Beal residence
and Charlea A Perry. Exrs.
CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.
ESTATE S MARION HEKKINO. late
By H P Blodgett Dlv Mgr
of Buffalo. New York deceased Petition
Dec 11. 1935
for Distribution presented by Robinson
Rockland. Maine Dec 12. 1935
Verrlll. of Portland. Admr
Upon the foregoing petition. It la
ESTATE JENNIE MILLER of Union
ORDERED: That a hearing be held
Petition for license to sell certain stand-1 thereon at City Hall In the City of
Ing timber and wood, situated ln Union, Rockland, on Monday the alxth day of
and fully described In said Petition, January. 1936. at 7 30 o clock In the
presented by Will C. Miller, of Augusta. afternoon at which time and place
resldenta and owners of property upon
Odn
ESTATE ANOELO T1PEDINO. late of the highways to be affected thereby
Union deceased Will and Petition for shall have full opportunity to show
Probate thereof, asking that the same cause why permit should not be granted;
may be proved and allowed and tnat and that public notice thereof be given
Letters of Administration with the will by publishing a copy of said petition,
annexed be Issued to Herbert L Grinnell attested by the city clerk, together with
of Union, or some other suitable per this order of notice thereon, once a week
for two successive weeks In The Courlerson. without bond
ESTATE WALTER wheeler late of Oazette.
^o?
iM^ubhc.^n
B>xkpor*
ockpor* deceased Petition for License to be fourteen days before said hearing
to
!S
Leforest a Thurston. Mayor
said Rockport, and fully described In
M S Dick.
,ald Petition, presented by Myrtle
John Bernet.
Wheeler. Admx
M P Lovejoy,
ESTATE MERTIE L SIMPSON, ol
W J Sullivan.
Rockland
First account filed for al-;
M M Condon.
lowance by Elisha W Pike, of Rockland.
R E Bartlett.
Odn.
Alderman
A True Oopy
ESTATE H W FIFIELD. late of Vinal
Atteat:
haven deceased
First account filed
E R Keene. City Clerk
for allowance by Ambrose A Peterson
150-8.-153
6: Doris F. 8hlelds. Trustees
ESTATE ALTON T RUSSELL, late of
Rockport, deceased
Petition for Ad
WEST WASHINGTON
ministration asking that Olivia Carroll,
of Rockport, or some other eultable j
------person be appointed Admx . with bond
Mrs.______________
Cleo Bartlett. Mr
Mr and
_______
ESTATE FREDERICK A RIPLEY, late'
of Hope, deceased First account filed and Mrs. Granville Turner, were
lor allowance by Prank h Ingraham, oi visitors Friday in Augusta
Rockland. Trustee
M
ESTATE MARION J evansky. late
“ f
J??}1” T ]
of Rockland,
deceased*ork________
.........................
will be __planned An interestAllowance, presented by Kate F Evan- funeral of Mrs
sky. of Rockland, widow
North Jefferson.
EJSTA’l'E ANGUS MCRAE. late of
Rockland, deceased. Petition for License I
an^ Mrs. Walter Withee, Mrs.
to Sell certain Real Estate, situated tn Arthur Withee and son Willard. Mrs.
Tremont, in the County of Hancock. Maud Hibbert and son Royal were in
and fully described in said Petition
„ -J.,*
presented by 8tella M McRae of Rock- Augusta Thursday on a visit,
land. Admx.
Percival Hisler of Washington and
ESTATE ANGUS McRae, late of Miss Evelyn Ada Whittier of SomerRockland. deceased Petition for Dis- vill. „..r„ marr|pd Nov 30 nt Ridoetrlbutlon presented by Stella M McRae vllle were ma„wov. „al
of Rockland. Admx
i way farm in Windsor, by Rev. M W.
Witness. MEI.ZER T CRAWFORD. Es-, Russell.

’ countyJURock°and°Maine:OUrt tOt
Attest:
CHARLES L veazie. Register
144-S-150
DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE UNITED
STATES. DISTRICT OF MAINE
(Southern Division.)
In the Matter of FULLER-COBBDAVIS. Debtor
In Proceedings for the Reorganization
of a Corporation. No 19871
ORDER OF NOTICE ON FINAL RE
PORT AND ACCOUNT OF
TRUSTEES
The Trustees In the above entitled
matter having presented their final re
port and accounting with vouchers, with
their petition asking that the same be
allowed and that they as Trustees be
discharged and th’elr bond cancelled. It
ls hereby
ORDERED, that a hearing be had at
the Federal Courtroom ln Portland, on
December 20. 1935. at twelve o'clock
noon, at which time and place cause. If
any. should be presented why said pet
ition. report and account ahould not be
allowed and approved: and that notice
of said hearing be given by the Trus
tees by publishing a copy of this Order
twice In the Rockland Courier- Oazette,
the last publication being at least four
davs before said 20th day of December.
1935.
_____
JOHN A PETERS.
Judge. U 8 District Court
Dated at Portland. Maine,
this 9th day of December. 1935.
149-1W

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB'T Co.
Service to Vinalhaven, North Haven.
Stonington. Isie au Haut, Swan’l
Island and Frenchboro
Effective Oct. 1, 1935
Winter Service 1935-1936
Dally Except Sunday
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
Eastern Standard Time
Read Up
Read Down
P. M
A M.
Lv.
Swan's
Island,
Ar. 6.00
5 30
Ar. 4.40
630 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 3.30
7 30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 2.45
8 15 Lv. Vinalhaven.
Lv. V30
9 30 Ar. Rockland,

120-U

Cote’s Magic Water

Can be
Used
For

GOLD

I like the
NEW CHEVROLET
the best of air

'/CHEVROLET

”1 KNEW, the moment I laid

eyes on it, that this beautiful new
1936 Chevrolet was the car I wanted to own.
’’It’s so good-looking, so comfortable, so safe
and so thrilling to drive—without being the

least hit expensive—that 1 can readily under
stand why so many people prefer it to all
NEW PERFECTED

HYDRAULIC BRAKES
tht taftst and smoothest

9vr developed

SOLID STEEL one-piac*
TURRET TOP
a crown of beaut/, a fortrtss of safety

IN NEW BODIES BY FISHER
the mosl beautiful and comfortable bodies
ever created for a low-priced cor

HIGH-COMPRESSION
VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINE

at lowest cost.
"I’m certainly glad 1 bought one. It suits
me perfectly. I think you will like it better,
too.”

IMPROVED GLIDING
KNEE-ACTION RIDE*

NO DRAFT VENTILATION

others.
"It’s just what Chevrolet says it is—f/ieon/y
complete low-priced car—giving all good things

CHEVROLET MOTOR CO., DETROIT. MICII.

giving even better performance with
even less gas and oil

ALL THESE FEATURES AT
CHEVROLET'S LOW PRICES

495

the smoothest, safest ride of all

SHOCKPROOF STEERING*
making driving easier and safer
than ever before

PEASLEE & ROSS
VINALHAVEN, ME.

6

A/

AND UP.

New Greatly Reduced

/0 G.M.A.C. TIME PAYMENT PLAN
The lowestfinancingcostin G.M.A.C. history.

Compare Chevrolet s low delivered prices.

SEA VIEW GARAGE
689 MAIN ST.

t int price of New Standard Coupe
at Hint. Mirhiean. U ith bumpers, t/mre tire
and tire lock, the lit! price it
additional.
•Knee- tetionon Matlet \I,idclt onh .S3> addi
tional. Prices uiioted in tbit adtertitemenl are
list al Flint. Michiitan. and subject to change
without notice.
d General Motors I aloe.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 1250

BARKER’S GARAGE
UNION, ME.

Page Six
ROCKPORT.

WALDOBORO

USED
CARS
Bought and Sold
MILLER’S GARAGE
RASKIN ST.,

Every-Other-Day
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STAR

THEATRE
Waldoboro

SHOWS AT 8.00 P. M.

TUESDAY, DEC. 17

“Nevada"
A splendid pirturlntion of Zane
Gray's treat saga of the Old West

THURSDAY. DEC.

19

“The Crusades”
Starring LORETTA YOUNG
One of the great spectacle pictures
of 1935
SATURDAY. DEC.

21

“Special Agent"
A feature with the virile GEORGE
BRENT and BETTE DAVIS, filled
with action and a zestful story of
the laws battle against crime.

MATINEE SATURDAY
Starting this Saturday. Dec. 14,
and every
Saturday
herrafter
there will be a matinee at 2.30.

153-151

MONDAY-TUESDAY
HIS MERRIEST ROLE!
Ainnier than he raj in *‘Naughty
Marietta'* and *‘The Attain of
Cellini ”! It't a comedy howl!

•1

5. o

GENTLEMAN
FRANK MORGAN an*
CICELY COURTNEIDGE
xmu
TODAY
“LAST DAYS OE POMPEII'

Telephone 409
Matinee. 2.0(1: Evening 6.30. 8.30

Comique Theatre
CAMDEN. MAINE
SUNDAY, DEC. 15
STAGE SHOW

PAT PATTERSON
and LOIS DEXTER
The boy and girl from the range

and their

“Round-Up Rangers"
Company of Five
ON THE SCREEN

‘Hands Across the Table’
with

Mrs. Cora Upham and Mrs. Orra
Mr. and Mm William C. Flint have
I been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Burns will be In charge of the picnic
supper to precede the stated meeting
Becker ln Portland.
Mr. and Mrs Elroy Gross, who have cf Harbor Light Chapter OES. Tues
been visiting relatives here, have rc- day evening. A Joke Christmas tree
will also be a feature of the social
i turned to Bath. N Y
I Chester Jones is at Mrs Jessie hour following the business session.
A tidv sum was netted by the Bap
Aehorn's where he will pass the win
ter.
tist Ladies’ Circle as a result of its
F. A. Hovey has sold the remainder annual Christmas sale and supper
i of his goods ln his store to a Portland held Wednesday afternoon and eve
firm and will go out of business. ning at the vestry. Those in charge
Much regret Is heard at the pa--.ng of were: Fancy articles. Mrs Ella Over
lock. Mrs. Eliza Jones. Mrs. Christine
one of the oldest firms tn town.
Miss Dorothy Crowell has returned Currier; aprons. Mrs Josephine Wall.
! from Beachmont, Mass. where she Mrs. Rena Carroll; candy. Mrs Ma
has been visiting relatives for several rion Richards; mystery tree. Augusta
Shibles: supoer committee Mrs B H
weeks.
Paul. Mrs Maud Walker. Mrs Nina
Miss Clara Gay. who is passing sev Carroll. Mrs. Ella Overlook.
eral months tn Thomaston was guest
At the recent annual meeting of
Tuesday and Wednesday of Mr and
Fred A Norwood W.R.C. these offi
Mrs. J. T O.iy
Abner Eugley and Miss Freda Claire cers were elected: President. Mrs
were married Nov 23 at the Baptist Maud Peterson: vice presidents.
parsonage by Rev Elorace M. Taylor Vellie Simmons. Maud Davis: chap
lain. Emma L. Torrey; treasurer. CaMrs. Josephine Storer. Mrs Mary ctlda Caln: conductor. Addle WcntMatthews. Mrs Alfred 8torer and i worth; guard. Nellie Alexander.
Miss Marion Storer were Portland
Tlie Bov Scouts will meet Monday
i visitors Tuesday.
The smelt shanties have been at 6 30 p. m. at the Baptist vestry.
moved on the river and make a little
Miss Nathalie Jones of the Ballard
winter colony on the ice.
Business School is employed this
A matinee today at 2 30 will be held week in the office of Senter-Crane Co
at Star Theatre and every Saturday in Rockland.
hereafter. Three great pictures are
Extensive alterations and repairs
scheduled for next week. Tuesday are being made on the Oribbel houe
comes Zane Orey's famous epic of ' on South street recently vacated by
the Old West "Nevada " Thursday Clinton Shibles and family.
brings "The Crusades" probably the
The December meeting of the Rock
greatest spectacle of 1935 built
around the romantic figure of Rich port Garden Club was held Wednes
ard the Lion Hearted and Saladln day evening at the selectmen's office
On Saturday George Brent and the Plans were completed for the work
beautiful Bette Davis will appear ln to be carried out by the Civic W’elfare
"Special Agent " Stcrv of the gov Committee, under the supervision of
ernment's war on organized crime. Mrs. Nina Carroll, chairman.
Baptist Church: George F Currier,
Miss Abbie M. Buck of Augusta was
speaker at the Tuesday afternoon minister: Morning worship at 11
meeting of the Woman's Club. Miss o'clock; children's story "Tony takes
Buck, who has done constructive work a Tumble;" anthem bv chclr: sermon
for health apd welfare in the State, is "The Ministry of John the Baptist:"
an absorbing speaker and a favorite church school at 10: Christian En
with Wald:boro audiences Princioal deavor at 6; subject "Keeping Christ
Spear. Harold Salisbury. Miss Dorethy in Christmas;" evening praise service
Wa-hburn. Mrs. Carrie Perrv. Mrs. at 7. sermon "The Oreat Premises:-'
Lillian Boggs Miss Orace Yorke. Miss Tr.tchflp Club will meet Monday eveAgnes Creamer. Miss Lois Harkins. ning at the home of Mrs Robert MaMiss Althea Kaler. Miss Mildred gune: Ladies' Circle will have an allBrooks, the Rev. Mrs Gibson and day meeting Wednesday at church
Supt A. L Shores- were guests cf the vestrv: prayer meeting Thursday at
Club. Miss Nancy Miller sang de 7. followed by choir rehearsal.
Word has been received ot She
lightfully with her mother. Mrs M
Louise Miller at the piano. Refresh 1 sudden death tn Boston of Leroy Gar
ments were served bv the hostesses. diner a former resident cf this town
Mrs Dora Howard Yorke Mrs Ida Funeral services wctc held Wednes
Stenger and Mrs. Maude Clark Gay day in Bcston.

THOMASTON
'

Mr. and Mrs, Herbert Washburn
who have been guests of Mrs Charles
H Washburn, return home today.
Each person attending the Baptist
Ladies' Circle next Wednesday is re
quested to take a gift, net to exce«a
fen cents ln value, for the Christmas
tree in the evening. Supper at 6
Mrs. Margaret Spruce of Cumden
was a visitor in town yesterday.
Mrs Georgia Robinson has tecovered somewhat from a sudden illness
which developed a few days ago.
The Baptist Mission Circle meets
Tuesday afternoon with Mrs Minnie
Wilson. Main street.
The Ftiendly Club meets Wednes
day with Mrs frank Hathorne at
7 30. to make ready Christmas bas
kets.
F. H. Jordan is making his winter
home in Miami. Fla.
The Morse Corp, has 20 men em
ployed An Iron keel has arrived from
Bath and work will soon be started
on the five cutters recently contracted
for John Alden of Boston.
Virgil R. Young was one of the 34
men who took the State examination
for registered pharmacist in Augusta
Thursday.
Services at the Federated Church
Sunday will be: Church school at 9.45
a m ; morning service at 11. subjec;
"The Otft of a Son." Music will in
clude a "selo by Eldred Patch, “Th,
( Birthday of a King," Neidltnger. and
an anthem “Praise the Lord." Lwoff.
evening service at 7. when the theme
for study will be "Ood As Lord of the
Universe."
The Beta Alpha Club meets Mon
day night with Mrs. Blanche Ler
mond. Main street.
Joel Miller and Virgil Young, clerks
in McDonald's drug store, went to
j Augusta Wednesday to take a drug
gist examination
Fred Redman is confined to the
house by illness
Mrs. Arthur McDonald. Mrs. Eliza
Walker. Mr and Mrs Donald Hanly.
. and Mrs Pauline Ocod.nan of Concord. N C. passed Wednesday In
; Portland
Elliot Washburn of Portland It
visiting relative* in town.
The basketball game drew a large
crowd Wednesday night and resulted
in these scores; Thomaston girls 70.
Maine School of Commerce 11; in the
boys' game. Thomaston 50. Castine
Normal School 26
Misses Hazel M Harrison and Grace
Mtlier. students at Farmington Nor
mal Schoo!, are spending the Christ
Dcoember Clearance Sale cf Dresses mas holidays at their homes.
December Clearance Sale cf Dresses
Local fex hunters are preparing a
at Burdell's Dress Shop. Excellent at Burdell's Dress Shop. Excellent petition to be submitted to Commit■ values—adv.
values.—adv.
oner Stobie. asking repeal of the law'
which prohibits the shooting of foxe>
in Knox County after Dec 15
Fishermen report smelts plentiful
SUNDAY—LEGION ANNUAL FOOD SHOW
in the river and are awaiting ice
thick enough to support their smelt
houses.
Jchn Meehan & Son's granite plant (
MONDAY-TUESDAY
at Clark Island, closed Dec 6 for the 1
winter. Ten local men are affected.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gillis and
family have moved from 28 Orem
"I loved you-shared
street to Beechwoods street.
• • • •
V
my deepest secrets with youTimely Talk At Trade Meeting
and you crucified me on Hie worlds
The Board of Trade met Wednes
day night in the Baptist vestry where
front peges. Now you've learned to
25 partook of a fine supper prepared
and served by the Beta Alpha Club
love me - and I'm ^oin^ to crucify youThe president introduced as guests
Jame.-, Booth of Bocth Bros Granite
by proving Im even .
Co. of Tenant's Harbor and New York:
Ernest Tash. the new manager cf the
worse than you
First National Stores; Putnam P
Bicknell of Rockland; Herbert Wash
*
painted me !"
burn of Portland: and others from
Rockland.
It was voted to notify officials who
rf
have charge of the movement to im
prove highway safety, that this ac
tivity has the suppert/pf the Board.
Major Blaney for an hour held the
o-O h'OO* bn ow» bo«M Mt**.
close attention of his audience as he
spoke on the causes cf war and the
outlook for peace among the nations.
He referred to the account in the
Bible regarding the controversy be
tween Abraham and Lot over the di
vision of the land which lay before
them, and from it deduced the theory
that economic unrest is a cause of
war. Germany. Italy and Japan were
KAY
cited as the most likely to produce
FOUND
war as result cf their economic con
I?A PARISH
ditions. A regrouping of fhe nations
may evolve out of the present status,
and Germany, Italy and Japan are
the most likely to be the aggressors.
"FRECKLES"
• • • •
with TOM BROWN. (AROI. STONE

Fred MacMurray and
Phone 892

Carole Lombard

Shows:

Matinee 2. Evg. 6.30. 8.30

three: shows

aM Pi
>....*

Cont. Sat. 2.00 to 10.30

2.30. 6.30 and 8.30

Ill Everybody’s Column

MOOS E MEAT

'

LOIN ROAST............... ................................ ............ lb

.40

CHUCK ROAST....... .............. .. ............... ............lb

.25

STEWING ...................... ....................... '............ lb

.20

FOR MINCE MEAT.. • ••«••••••••••••••••••••**•*••*•*

.20

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.

PRICED

$

Af> LOW AS
l.hit price* at Punliar.
liPtin
$hl.i for the 5i» and fT.W for the l.inht
faubject tn change without not ire).
Standard group of arceaaoriea extra.

Tel. 1000-W

712 Main St., Rockland

___ _

K*******,»***,*»*»w

WOMAN wanted for general house
work. Write A Care Courler-Oazette

STEAKS......................... .............................................Ib

.50

ROAST............................ ............................................ lb

.30

STEWING...................... ........................ .:................. ib

.20

POSITION as chef or order cook want
ed. Best of references. HORACE PARRY.
Orace St.. City.
POSITION wanted doing housework in
small family. ALMA KANOAS. Spruce
Head. Me . RFD Box 9
148*150
POSITION wanted bv a young man
In or around Rockland Write A M A.
care of Courler-Oazette._________ 148*150
POULTRY wanted" L POUSTy 138
Llmerock street. Rockland. Tel. 377-w
__ ________________________ _______ 130-tf
WIDOW with girl 12 wants housekeep
ing position Address A. K care of
Courler-Oazette_____
150" It
LOADS or part loads wanted. Merrill
A Robertson Express Service to Boston
and
vicinity. CHES.
ROBERTCON,
Waldoboro. Tel 28-4. special egg service
147*2

DUNN & ELLIOT CO.
TEL. 5

STORE OPEN SATURDAY EVENING
•

A BENEFIT SHOW
s'eteen cf this town, and Mrs. Eleanor
M Cullen of Rockland
Mrs. Lfah F Davis cleverly carried
out decorations tn red and green sug
gestive cf the holidav season, each
with a miniature Christmas tree.
Crepe paper streamers, favors and
white crepe paper aprons worn by
the waitresses added much to the gen
eral scheme. The meeting followed,
and during a recess the officers of
Gt ace Chapter presented a playlet
"The End cf the Path" and the
worthy matron. Mrs. Emma Young.
presented the worthy grand matron a
corsage bouquet and a gift as an appredation cf her services and also
Mrs Vera M Feyler a gift, who has
been acting as secretary during the
abstnee of Miss Edith Lenfest.
Among the guests were Orand
Chap'-aln. Mrs Gertrude Morrow, of
Camden, and Grand Esther. Mrs Ida
Rollins, of Belfast. Chapters reprersnted were: Primrose, of Belfast.
Anchor of Searsoort: Seaside. Cam
den: Wiwuma. Waldoboro; Lakeview.
Jefferson: Oclden Rod. Rockland;
...
Beach. Lincolnville; Ivy. Warren;
Orient,
Marguerite.
Vinalhaven;
Unicn: Marion. Gardiner: Naomi. St.
George: Annette. Saco: Beulah Cum
berland Mills: and Star in the East.
Hampden.

household- furniture Including 3
bedroom aeta. dining room set, two
parlor stove*. one Glenwood range,
chalra. etc These articles ean be teen
at STOVER FEftD MFC1 CO. Rockland
Tel. 1200 Come and make offers. Buy
at your own price
___
150-152
STOP—LOOK--LISTEN! Then come as
fast as possible to the home of "More
For Leas'' where we are offering the
greatest value lb our history for the
remainder of December Special prices
this week as follows; Fancy No 2 yellow
corn, cracked corn. meal. feed, dairy
ration, egg mashes, etc . etc. You can
save at Stover s where you can buy the

■ *1.50
----- per bag; line
cracked corn or meal.
granulated sug»r *5 33 per 100 pounds.
251b bag *1 39 101b. bag. S6c. all sugar
packed in sanitary white cotton bags
Farmer's Favorite Dairy Ration. *, 53;
Stover a Pride high grade 20’. dairy
ration. *1 83 Stover's Forcing Egg and
All-Mash or Orowlng Feed *190. MF’,
Egg Mash with Nopco XX Oil *2 00
Fancy Green Mountain potatoes. 27c pk
*107 bu. native Johnson yellow eye
beans. 98c pk; Purity Salt. lO’.b, bag
15c pork salt <(or salting down porki
75c bag: fish »*It. 75c bag. our wtiol*
stock ts being *o!d at greatly reduced
prices Do your buying where you can
, save the moat money. We carry a
complete stock of everything ln the feed
and farmers' supply line. Including
milk bottles, milk cans, milk palls,
filter discs, etc. etc
Check up with us
on all prices before buying elsewhere
Here Is a real opportunity to save lrom
an independent dealer who Is maktnc
lowest prices to the farmer In southern
Maine
You don't have to pay the
other fellow's bad bills. Here we sell
CAMDEN
entirely for ca’h at lower prices than
can be found elsewhere, grade for grade
Mrs. Lena Hatch will entertain the No orders too large, no orders too smal!
We sell by the pound, by the bag by th
Woman's Baptist Missionary' Circle ' ton, or by the carload. STOVER FEED
Tuesday afternoon, at 2:30.
MFG CO . 86 Park St Tel 1200 Ware
Camden Lodge. Knights of Pythias house hours: Open dally 7:30 a. m.. to
meets Monday evening with work in I 5:30 p m Saturdays to 7 p. m. loo-152

the third degree.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT. Alcohol
Mrs. Charles E. Cleveland was
Unit. Bureau of Internal Revenue
hostess Friday to the W.C.T.U. at he.' Tax
Notice Is hereby given that the automo
home on Mechanic street.
bile listed below »'•» seized in Rockland.
The Sewing Circle of the Knox Maine, by officers of the United States
Guard and turned over, to the
Temple. Pythian Sisters meets Tues Coast
Alcohol Tax Unit. Bureau of Internal
day afternoon. Each sister is asked Revenue. Treasury Department, lor
to take an article for the Christmas violation of the Internal Revenue Laws
Sedan 1929 motor number A2499456
tree Supper at 6 30 will be followed , Ford
serial number A2499456 seized October 25
by the regular meeting.
1935
All persons claiming the above
■Mrs. Annie Small will entertain seized automobile should appear and
make
to the Investigator In
Lend-A-Hand club Monday at 7:30 Charge. claim
Alcohol Tax Unit Room 211
at her home on Pearl street.
Federal Court Building Portland. Maine,
Mrs Harry Pendleton was hostess [ on or before January 15. 1936
150-S-156
to Friday Club this week.
Comique Theater bookings: Today,
BRING «K SEND YOLK
double program with Zane Gray't
' Thunder Mountain." and "Behind !
WATCH REPAIRS
the Green Lights:" Sunday. "Hands
To
Across the Table;" and on the stage
L. P. Burns, Union, Me,
a company of five in "The Round- ,
Care
Up Rangers;" Monday. "Hands
Across the Table;" Tuesday and John Williams or John ruiiningham
Work Guaranteed
Wednesday. Wallace Beery and Prompt Service
150-152
Jackie Coogan in "O'Shaughnessy's
Boy."
Mr and Mrs. E D Crockett of ,
SAVE FUEL
Lewiston are guests of Mrs. Crock
ett's sister. Mrs. Etta Bracey.
* [
BAKE QUICKLY
Arthur, the nine year old son of
Mr and Mrs. Philip Leonard, was
Put in yuur kitchen one of the new
struck Thursday night by an auto- (
mobile driven by Mrs. Donald J
Richards and as result, one leg was'
btoken. Several persons who wit
nessed th? accident said it was un
avoidable. as the bov darted in front
of the car so quickly it was impossible
to bring it to a stop. The accident
St. Johns Church Notes
occurred at the Junction of Frye and
'
The Woman's Auxiliary met at the Bay View streets.
Mrs. Addle Newton is critically ill1
home of Mrs P B Franklin Thurs
day evening at which time final plans at her home on Washington street.
The receiver's sale for the La Folle
were made for the Christmas sale
which will take place Wednesday al's110?
at 9 o'clock Monday
1 p m. In the parish hall. Chairmen merning Never before ln this section
has
such
a
remarkable
opportunity
were chosen, each to have a helper:
Choice articles table, Mrs. Laura pt ented itself for the buying of
Loucks; aprons. Mrs. Flora Rice; Chr sttnax gifts at such slashing discooked food, Mrs. Albert Hall; Christ c*unt3. The splendid, high grade gift
mas cards, relizious pictures, etc,, stock cf the La Folle must be sold at
Mrs. P. B Franklin. Following the cnce —adv.
The flr<* of next year will find the
meeting, refreshments were served by
Mrs. Franklin, assisted by several Western Union office located in new
members. The ladles are to meet with ouarters on Main 'treet. in the buildthe men Tjesdav evening in the in8 nc'v cecupied by the Megunticook
The best rtnge that can be made.
pari'h hall to decorate booths.
i Fr?ts. Miss Maude Thorndike will
Trade In Your Old Range
The afghan which the Auxiliary contlnue as lccal manager.
made ls on exhibition in Senter Crane
store in the middle showcase near the
TENANT’S HARBOR
Priced from
W up
elevator. Much credit is due Mrs.
Flora Rice who put it together and
The heme of Mrs. June Wat*s was
Pay only $1.00 each week if you wish
added the finishing touches.
the scene of a happy gathering Dec.
There will be a corporate com 6 when friends gave her a surprise
munion of the men Sunday at 9 30 pound party.
Sandwiches, cake,
a. m. This will be followed bv church cecities and coffee were served. Those
ROCKLAND, ME.
school at 10 45. In the evening, ron- present were: Mrs. Minnie Benton,
llltf
t'nuation cf the Bible Instruction Mis. Kathleen Thcmp-sn, Mrs Janet
C<^se at 7 30
. ,
Smith. Mrs. Daniels. Mrs. Allen CcnThe men met in the parish hall arv. Mr William Barter. Mrs Emma
Wednesday night for appointment o' Williams, Mr:. Vina Whitehouse. Mrs
FIRST Cl ASS
officers who were: Trustees, Jo-eph Pierson. Mrs. Gertrude Brown. Mrs.
TRUCKING
SERVICE
Crittenden. Albert Hall. Hollis Young: Amelia Tavlar. Mrs. Sara Dudley. Mrs
AND FVRNITL'r:: MOVERS
clerk. Fdward I Stone: treasurer. Bernice Fredrickson. Mrs M. Cook.
FOSTER'S TRANSFER
Albert Carter. Plans were laid for Mrs. Harriet Barter Mrs. Samuel
the winter season. Following the Davies. ,Mieses Hazle Dudlev. Virginia '
W. R. FOST ER, Prop.
business meeting, the remainder of Barter, Julia Hawthorn and Thelma I Tel. Thomaston Ijk-3 Rev. Chg.
the evening was spent socially.
Jrhn'on. Mrs. Nancy Watts was un
able to attend.

GLENWOOD
RANGES

Eastern Star Inspection

Members and guests to the number
SUNSET
cf 120 were present at the annual In
Mrs. Lyndell Oreenlaw and chil
spection of Grace Chapter. OES
held Wednesday night in Masonic dren went recently to New London.
hall. Mrs. Eunice W. I arrabee of Conn., for the winter.
____ _______
_____ B officer
| 'rhf‘ Chu’ch Aid held its Christmas
Belfast
was inspecting
Supper was .served in the bannuet £.aI' C c 4 a: t*le M- whall. In
hall at 6 30 o'clock by Mrs. Winnifred tlle evenin? tllcre was a short enterSlader. Mrs. Cora Knights. Mrs Flor- tainment and (tames were enjoyed,
enc? Gardiner, Mrs Leila W. Smalley
Mrs' Carrie Hutchinson of Stoningand Mrs. Marv Jones, assisted by Mrs t3n wa£ a caller Sunday on her
Dorethy Young. Mrs. Margaret Lake- daughter Virginia Cale,
man. Mrs. Edna Young, Mrs. Bernice
Miss Martha Haskell spent last SatKnights. Mrs. Blanche C. Lermond, urday with Mrs. Earl Perez.
Mrs. Blanche Vose, Mrs. Pave Stetson'
Mr- und Mrs- Thomas Cole visited

Mrs Hazel Young and Miss Helen Sunday with friends in Stonington,

.
To Be Given By Lions ( tub at Cam-

Legal Notice

Burpee Furniture Co.

PONTIAC
SIXES and EIGHTS
FOR
DISTINCTION

‘t --

VEIdSON

$59

tttae

DOOS for sale Pox Terrier puppies 8
. co right I.EI.A O SPAUintNO,
md’en Me.. Belfast RD.
148*150
!„ Tf!
[HEREFORD oxen for sale, good worksize 4. between I/mg C6ve and Harjuias
m ,et- . 5 years old. 6 ft 8 ln. L. F GLEASON
t4 j
farm. EVA STEIN. Long Cove.
150-lt
149*151
NOTICE is-hereby given of the loaa ot'”' LARGE warm comforters for sale, all
deposit book numbered 78 and the owner patterns, all colors. CALL IO37-M
as said book asks for duplicate m ac
149*151
cordance with the provisions of the
CALL or write to L 1 Morrison. 71
State Law KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.
'Willow
St..
Rockland
for
J.
A
B-ewsteRockland By Earle McIntosh. Treas
or Ski Suits. Men's and Ladies
144-8-150 Trow
’port Coats and Shirts of ail k'nds

WANTED

THOMASTON

PILES
And other rectal diseases
Treated Without Pain
or Loss of Time

DR. JAMES KENT
TEL. 1078

33 LIMEROCK ST.

• k4

<■

.50

WADSWORTH ST.

FOR SALE

♦ LOST AND FOUND !

................. ................................ ............ lb

STEAK

——————g
____ __ . . „
»

•
♦
I

ROCKLAND
1278tf

•len; Comique Theatre Dee. 22

148-150

•ONE pair used medium, weight snowMoes 12' -48'y for sale; ln good condi
tion. O. H. CRIE Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
150-152
HARD coal. *15. coke, til; Pochontas
lumpy. *9 25; Pochontas nut op,,1,1'
for stoves! *9.75;
Drv fitted hard wood,
147-tf
*10 J B PAULSEN,
Tel. Thomaston
>4-2.____
j_
149-tf
HARDWOOD lots tor sale; also blue
berry land
OSCAR OREENROSE Box
53. West Rockport
148*150
A good solid Investment Be, erage.
Parlor and Restaurant, for sale, ln Port
land. good central location, doing good
business, well established, with the
rtght kind of customers would make
ideal business for man and wife tha*
can cook, price *900 Must ,e cash.
Write J. O. LYONS. 80 Portland St.
Portland, Me.
_______
147-152
CHRISTMAS aprons home made, good
cloth and many patterns 50c each. 120
Llmerock St. City._______________ 145*tf
BEST dry hard wood under cover"
fitted. *9; Junks, *9: soft wood and
slabs. *7; kindlings T J. CARROLL.
Thumaston. Tel 263-21 Rockland 145-tf
OLD growth dry hard wood lor bate,
fitted. *9; Junks *9; 4ft lengths. *8;
fireplace. *9, S. PETERSON. Granite St.
Tel. 528-M
,
139-tf
BOY'S Overcoat inewi size 14 yrs..
color gray. 120 LIMEROCK ST. City
132*tf

There is no let-up of activity on the i *
part cf the Camden-Rockport
sgvil Lions
Lions 1j .
rps-k | P*p
1
Club throughout the year,
tr. and JustL
I U LL 1
,
now* the members are bending
nding their
efforts to make a success <of the third I EIGHT room house and garage to let.
1 annual benefit show which
itch will be | at 66 Rankin 8t, Ready Jan 1. Inquire
j held at Comique Theatre. Sunday, i ** <4 bankin 8T~'or Tel. 202
150-tf
3 room furnished apartment to let. at

Dec 22.

1

The club hopes that farmers will'
8t • Inoul>'e Lillian bick150*152
attend this show taking generous
82 Llm'rork «
ouantitie, 01
of vegetables'
storelreerg*rs^-X SIX
ln double house
quanuurs
vegetables, storekeeper-,)
,ft room
f,u>hapartment
and electrlclty
A
are a.cked to contribute as well as the a Pillsbury. Tboma-ton. Tel so
fuel dealer'. Donations of canned 1_____________________________ 150*152
goods, vegetables, etc., in any quantity ! furnished heated second floor
Will bo gratefully received, nthera apartment to let, 14 Masonic St 150-152
mav contribute money at the box I Room to let. man prefe rred the
1 1ICKNEI.1. 493 Main St.. Apt. 4. Tel.
'903-W
148*150

( Lust-.

Mr. Kurson. owner of the Comique. —— ----- ------------ ——— ------- j___ _
7 room house to let. toilet and lights
donates the use of the theatre and at 22 crescent st. low rent. Tel. 1162-R
the staff will serve without pay
148-150
Metro-Ooldwyn-Mayer of
Boston p*
room apartment to let. 750 MMn
and the Paramount Pictures Dis-1*'- Opp J a Jamesons co Hot water
trtbuting Corp of Portland each fur- few^ JU^trV.r.g0;1 ‘a" A
—. ------ garage.
nishes a feature picture and comedy Hamilton. 29 chc.-tnut st. Tci. #8s-j.
138-tf
gratis.
The show includes two headline
FIRST floor spartmept to let. modern
conveniences
102
Union
st
.
corner
features and a comedy. Three shows
prove Inquire MRS. ROSE. 100 Union
will be run. one in the afternoon and Bt . Tel 1049-J
_______________ 141-tf
two in the evening. The double fea
FURNISHED or unfurnished 4 room
ture Drogram brings Jeannette Mc ipartment to let. INQUIRE 11 James
Donald and Nelson Eddv and an all- Ftreet__________________________ 145-tf
star cast ln “Naughty Marietta.” also
TWO apartments of 4 and 5 rooms
Zane Grev's great story "Wagon With bath, heater, garage and garder
Inquire 12 Knox St. Tel. 156-W 145-tf
Wheels" and a three-reel comedy.
HOUSE of six rooms for rent, recently
Admission to these shews will be by vh-novated.
furnished or unfurnished, at
voluntary contributions cf foodstuffs Spruce Head Plenty of firewood for the
of anv kind, exccot Derlshables.
i.fd’ting Rent reasonable tel. rock__________________ Z_______ __________ __ ,TanD 793-W after 4 p m
123*tf
<55-5•cj
iimeHawni
1 ecrwwre
71'.1; "lUfoS; Hill street,
’ficcs'fe■«>«!« vmvnv

nVE

i
|

1
[
;
J

|

half house
of Orove and Union Sts. Apply
294 BROADWAY. Tel 104-M
132-tf

£rner

H.H.CRIE&CO.

New Goods

♦ MISCELLANEOUS ‘

Just Arrived

1 NOTICE On and after thia date, I will
[.not be responsible for any bills other
Slhan those contracted for by myself H.
3? MacDonald. Dec. 5. 1935 ________
Stable Blankets
$X95
PIGS killed, good work, prompt f.crvRaw Hide Shoe Laces. 20c and 25c 5
Mce. MASON JOHNSON. Tel 13S
118-150
Candy Thermometers............ $1.25
Auto Lights
.?'( up f . DRIVER wood working tools, all styles
I and types, lathes, drills, saws etc oes
( them at our store CRIE H.5RDWARE CO.
ski
79c up
I 808 Main St , Rockland.___________ 145-tf
Electric Buiba
.......... 2 for 5c up
WATCHMAKER All kinds; watches.
Wood Carving Tools
82.25 up Knocks repaired Call and deliver S A.
.Macombcr. 23 Amesbury St. Tel 958-J.
Lobster Twine ...................... 25c up
147*159-tf
China Nest Eggs
.................. 5c rDRESSMAKINO, alterations and plain
Coleman Mantles
2 for 15c i tewing. MRS JAMES HALL. 28 Orace St.
B____________________________ 145*150
Can Openers
........ ......... 10c up
..LEARN a pleasant profitable trade.
Steel Wool ......................
10c up Lfetpert Instruction plenty of practice.
'RALLs Barbor School 873 Washington
Snow Shovels
10cup fgt Boston. Mass
146*157
ILADIES—Reliable nalr good* at RorkToy Wheelbarrows
.......... 25c up
lai
and Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall ordera
Boat Lights
83.10up >olBelted. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 518-J
145-tf
Fittings for Copper Tubing 2c up
Electric Sockets
Aerial Wire, coil
I 'ad-in Strips

.

lt.itt-.rics

THE ANNUAL MEETING OE THE
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK

.......................... 15c

19c- Notice la hereby given that the an

Switches ..................................
.........25c up
5c
....... ............. 3c up

Electric Irons

N1.00 up

Tree Outfit* ............................ 39c up

Fuse Plugs .................
Oil Heaters

5c

.................. 86.75 up

Dog Collars .............................. 10e up

Copper Tea Kettles
81.25 up
Sled Rails
.............................. $1.25
Velocipedes
8245 up
Toy Steam Shovels
81.00 up
Mickey Mouse Rocker ............ S3.50
Ironing Beards
50c up
F urnace Cement, can
20c up
Drive Calk Horse Shoes, Calks.
Extractors and Punches
Kcnnibcc Canoe, special at $54.50
Electric Corn Poppers ................98c
Willow Clothes Baskets ........... 85c
Watch Future Papers F'or New
Lists of Goods Received
•MODENF. PAINTS A VARXISHES
Iron, Steel. Bolts. Worth Tools

H. H. CRIE & CO.
hardware
SYNDICATE BLOCK ROCKLAND

nual meeting of the stockholder* of the
Thoma-ton National Bank will be held
<at their banking rooms on Tuesday,
January 14th. 1936. at 10 oo o’clock a. m .
Jor the purpose of fixing the number
and electing a board of director* for the
’ensuing year and of transacting any
“'ther business that may legally come
efore them. Per order H F. DANA,
ashler Thomaston. Maine
150-8-5
NOTICE Is hereby given that the
nnual meeting of the stockholder* of
Tie First National Bank of Rockland
vWlll be held at Its banking rooms on
gTuesday. January 14. 1936. at 10 o’clock
Hi m.. to fix the number of and elect
.'ll board of directors for the ensuing
Ui’ear, and to transact such other busi
ness a* may properly come before th<*
Bneetlng. Per order. JOSEPH EMFRf,
flashier. Rockland. Me.. Dec. 14 1935
_____
150-S-5
JiOTICE: Seizure No. P. 22. (District
«o. 16099» described as Buick Coupe.
Model 1930. Motor No 2579182. Serial No.
K403457. Body No. 2742 One kit of tools.
JAny person claiming this Automobile
must file claim and give bond at Custom
.House. Rockland Maine, within twenty
Ways from Nov 30th. 1935. otherwise the
Automobile will be forfeited to the
United States Government
John H Dooley. Collector of Customs.
1____________
144-S -150

tad

A WAN
! 'W-UJL
FIND 1IT/

PWA
Persistence ^ill Attain
Yrs, it will attain many things, but be persistent in the right
direction. Don't persist in paving rent, month after month. It gels
you nowhere. At the end of any term of years you are just where
you started. You have gained nothing, and the landlord still waits
for his payments. Decide to be Vour own landlord. Then persist
in reasonable payments on a hmne loan from us, and in ten or
twelve years you have attained fhur hearts desire, a heme ot your
own. Look over our plan. You will like it.

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASS’N.
18 SCHOOL STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

CAMDEN AGENCY AT ALLEN’S INSURANCE OFFICE
l I
141Stf

i

Every-Other-Day
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SMASHING REDUCTION OF PRICES
RECEIVER’S SALE
V

OF THE HIGH GRADE GIFT STOCK OF

LA FOLLE' SHOP, INC, CAMDEN, MAINE

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
BARGAINS FOR CHRISTMAS

GREAT STOCK-LOW PRICES

SALE BEGINS MONDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 16
DOORS WILL OPEN AT 9 A. M.

ALAN L. BIRD, RECEIVER

Ethel Griffin. Mrs T. V Mathews, play. They arc expected to arrive next' ent were Mr and Mrs Irving Orant,
There will be circle supper at the
Owen Orant. Mr.
WARREN
Mrs Fred Mathews, and Mrs. C. Frank Saturday to spend Christmas here I Mr and Mrs
Universallst vestry Wednesday with
and Mrs. J F. Dyer. Mr and Mrs.
-------.
Berry;
entertainment
committee
Mrs.
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Haskell.
I Mrs. E. R. Veazie as chairman. Her
Frank Waterman. Mr and Mrs. H.
Rev. H. I. Holt spoke Tuesday eve- Dana smith. Sr. Mrs. Leroy Norwood
.Mrs^Donald Weeks.rMbs Mvrtle*Her-|nu\g,^,f°Icth.eLion^ Clut) lnCa!nd,ehnJ and Mrs Chester Wyllie.
Neal Burgess. Mr and Mrs. Mervm
Snow. Lester Sherer. Lawrence Grant,
NORTH HAVEN
rick. Mrs Ralph Calderwood. Mrs. !"nd. .W^1^5sdBy afternoon al the
Mr- Arline Oenthner is ill with
and Lloyd Whitmore Games were
James
Diamond.
Mrs
Harold i R<xx-jnd Club
bronchitis Her place in the finishing
played and refreshments served Mr.
Marshall Mr- George Palmer. Miss
The annual meeting of the Farmers room of the mill is being taken byMr and Mrs Charles Bray arc and Mrs. Gregory received several
Adelaide Holmes. Miss Therese Mutual Fire Insurance Co. was held Mrs. Janet Robinson.
visiting out of town friends for a part presents.
Smith Mr A E Orff Mrs Howard this afternoon (Saturday) at Glover
....
of the winter.
Dunbar, Mrs. A. S Peterson. Mrs. hall for the reports, election of officers
Ralph Gillis and Kenneth OlUls
per
To Take Lead In Play
Miss Edna Gregory motored to
Ing departure, and
nd arrival.,
a
thia depart Farmington Thursday and returning Eva Pease. Mrs. Arthur Marsh, and;and ether business.
Congratulations are in order for, were in Rockland Wednesday to meet
ment especially deilre. Information of
Mrs.
A.
B.
Huntley.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Barrows
re... .*
. „ b ,,
j
their brother. Capt. Roderick GiUls,
•oclal happening, parties, muilcal*. etc yesterday was accompanied by her
-------I turned Tuesday from Wilmington. Miss Marguerite Ha.-ked. eldest daush.;arrjvlng ,rcm
Note. »nt by mall or telephone wtll be sister. Ruth. Emma Harding and
Shakesoeare
Society
meets
Monday
Mass.,
where
they
had
been
guests
gladly received
ter
of
Mr
nnd
Mrs.
S.
F
Haskell,
who
A surprise party was given Wednes
Hazel Vasso. students at FarmingTELEPHONE ------------------------- J7g or TM ton Normal School coming home for at the home of Mrs. Maude Blodgett fcr two weeks of Mr. and Mrs. Wal- has been cnosen lor vne leading part day night to Mr and Mrs. Harland
wlth
Mrs.
Edith
Blaney
as
leader
for
[
itce
Barrows.
the holiday recess.
in the three-act play "I Leave It To Gregory. In honor of their eighth wed
the reading of Act 1 of King Henry
Sidney .Vlnal has the telephone 28-2. You," by Noel Coward, to be given ding anniversary, at the home of Mr.
Mr and Mrs Freeman S Young
the
Fourth
Part
II.
The
program
icks ough rop
Mrs.
Phyllis
Faster
of
Pleasantville
Winners at the card party spon
Thursday night at the playhouse con and Mrs. W Sampson. Those preswill leave by motor Monday for Sara
wtll feature a c* bate on -Prince
sota, Fla Mr Young will again be in sored by Miriam Rebekah Lodge Henry s the Hero" with Mrs. Blaney-. is bearding w.th Mrs. Laura Robinson nected with the Leland Powers Bchool
of the Theatre in Boston. She was
the employ of M L. Townsend, real Tuesday evening were L. F. Chase, Mrs. Ruth EUingwood. Mtss Lucy- lor the winter.
The sermon topic Sunday morning
Mrs Harry W. French. A. R.
estate
THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES
Rhodes and Mrs. Helen Orne par- at the Congregational Church will be chosen from several seniors.
Bachelder. Mr. French Mrs. Higgins
.
Miss Haskell often figured in dra
"A Prophetic Photo of Christ;" the matics in this community, and last I
Mrs
Inez
Ames,
and
Miss
Ruth
'
“
c
‘
P
alln
KMrs. J. Marden dt3hon of Portland
evening service will be a further study
year took the lead and directed the
has been guest for a few days of Mr. Davis in pivot. The committee lii!
charge was composed of Mrs Belle
Mrs. Carl Chrisloffersen was hostess of th? psalms, entitled "Pzalm cf a play "Presenting Polly." sponsored
and Mrs. M R. Pillsbury.
Lewis, chairman. Miss Eva Rogers 1° fhe T Club last evening.
Triumphant Messiah."
by the Woman's Club. She began her j
Mrs. Albert Ordway is a surgical dramatic training after graduating
Mrs. Ochea Sidensparker. and Mrs.
-------HANDSOME PLAIDS
Junior Harmony Club is to have an Cora Davis.
Wgrren Hlgh
,933 gs
Itooevik Club has called a special patient in a private hospital in WaterFOR MEN OR WOMEN
important business meeting this aft
_____
•
meeting lor Friday afternoon. Dec 'U<rs«
..Th.
Ana.k" the protegee of Adelyn Bushnell. ano
ernoon at 4 at thr Universallst vestry.
The cantata The Herald Angels ,
.
„
school as
Mrs Vera Studley Bailey and 29. at the home of Mrs. Leola Noyes,
AU officers must be present
will be given at the Baptist Church I
m>»ers ocnooi a->
daughter Jeanne leave the coming to work on Christmas seals.
She will graduate next
auditorium at 7 o'clock Sunday eve- J
week for San Pedro Calif., to spend
June.
Mrs Aiphonso Blum of Frenchboro the winter with Mrs. Bailey 's mother,
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin L. brown leave ning. The musical numbers for the
HAND MADE—CHOICE OF
Her sister. Miss Beatrice Haskell.
was dinner guest Wednesday of her Mrs. Jasper Akers.
' shortly for St. Petersburg for their Christmas season will be sung by a
COLORS, MISSES AND CHILDREN
cousin. Mrs. John O. Stevens
usual winter sojourn.
«•»» o,». .„h
C. S. Buxton of New York is spend
ing
a
few
days
with
his
sister
Mrs.
Mrs.^Alice Mank entertained XCS
E. B. HASTINGS & CO.
Wednetday afternoon conducted the J°ln Marguerite tn Boston to see the
Club at her home on Broadway A B. Huntley, at The Highlands.
mite
box
opening.
Picnic
supper
was
■
—
■
Tuesday evening.
enjoyed, after which 35 ladies attended
Mrs. Richard Lufkin entertained at
Parent-Teacher Association meet cards Monday evening in honor of
the prayer service. Rev. J. C. Mac
ing will be held Monday night with her mother. Mrs. Charles Hall. Mrs
Donald of the Rockland First Baptist
demonstrations both by elementary- Hall, who was presented with a guest,
Church was also present.
I
school and in the features of the new- prize, also carried off first honors,
The Quintuplet 4-H Club will meet
lighting tn school and home by Miss others being won by Mrs. WUU
Wednesday with its leader, Mrs. Ber
Priest of Central Maine Power Com- I Lufkin and Mrs. William Payson.
tha Meservey, ln Pleasantville, for a I
pany
Christmas party.
,
Onp. Baptist Church.
Main St.
Mr. and Mrs R. L. Jones will cele
Committees have been chosen for j
Has new importations that should
At Pleasant Valley Grange Tuesday brate their golden wedding Monday, be seen. New Persian and India
the supper and entertainment in con- k j
night the program will be the singing by keeping open house afternoon and i Prints, for tableeovers and wall nection with the annual inspection of. ”
of Christmas carols and the Chr^t- evening at their home at 462 Old
Ivy Chapter, O.E.S.. to be held Fri
panel«. Ivory Carved Elephants
mas tree Each member will take a County road.
day evening, the inspection by Mrs
and Small Animals. Carved Ivory
gift for the tree and any other they
Eunice Larrabee the worthy grand
Pendants, etc.
may chcose. A box will be ready to
Mrs Edward Ewing of Stoughton. He also roll the wonderful Plum
matron of Belfast. Supper committee
receive gifts for a brother shut-in.
Mass , arrived Thursday, called by
uw.wt-e r
includes Mrs Elmer Jameson. Mrs.
Pudding, best ever, in 50c and t5c
the death of her sister. Mrs. J. A.
Leroy Smith. Mrs. Ncra Russell. Mrs.
ran,, home made in Rockland.
Mrs. Helen Gill Perry has returned Burpee.
from a few weeks' visit in Boston and
a
vicinity, and will be with her daugh
Mrs. Fred Achorn. Mrs. John
ter. Mrs. W. Seymour Cameron, for Thompson. Mrs Maurice Athearn
the winter.
Miss Margaret Bowler. Mrs. Brewster.
Mrs. A. D. Morey. Mrs. Margaret
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas McKtr.ney Knowlton, and Mrs. Boynton Shadie
returned Thursday from a trip U> i won honors at the card party given
ft
Boston, accompanied by their sou ‘ Thursday afternoon by Edwin Libbv"IfIRAMBIf TUI UTTIRS 01 IACH (INI THI ANSWCA
ft
A
TIN
WORO
tiNTINtt
ONIVCNI
WORD
TO
IACH
tINt
Victor, on his way to Whitinsville, Relief Corps. It was the last party
Mass., where he has employment.
ft
tn the scries, and Mrs. Streeter Webs- i
1*1
SCRAMBLED
WORDS
|
CORREtTWORDS
rjlH.tH.TIE
ter won the captal prize, a pair of
ft
KLO
-Rounds Mothers' Class met Thurs silk stockings.
ft
day evening at the home of Mrs
NYL N
Rhama E Philbrick. sewed and made
Mrs. Richard Lufkin was hostess to |
ft
plans to fill stockings for Miss Cor Q T. Club Wednesday afternoon.
RAGE N
ft
tf
bett to distribute at Christmas time.
NER SUB R
There were 15 present. Hostesses
Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane gave |
ft
tf
were Mrs. Philbrick. Mrs. Charles G a dinner and contract Tuesday eve
IRA
ft
tf
Hewett. Mrs. Chauncey Keene and ning at their home on Beech street. I
SING LESS B
Mrs. Archie Bowley.
ft
5?
Chapin Class will meet Tuesday J
OT
ft
-jfe.'C,
Mrs Stanley C. Boynton underwent evening at the home of Miss Gladys
*
an appendix operation at Knox Hos Blethen. Holmes street.
H TE
ft
if
Iced, repaired, re- If
pital Wednesday.
Her condition
cored, you'll
yuu
Tlnd '
tutu
ft
AGE RE.IV
shows improvement.
Epworth League's monthly social
| I ts
o> r 1 g l n a! E
strengthd restored. W
at the Methodist vestry Thursday
ft
SEW HE HOU
The Masonic Assembly Thursday- evening was in the form of a Christ
tf
.3
evening brought out the usual Jolly- mas party with a tree and appropri
ft
crowd which makes these events out ate exercises. The affair was largelystanding in winter social activities. attended and very enjoyable.
<5
MONDAY-TUESDAY
Hosts were Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Prizes listed herein will be awarded for
if
what we Judge to be the most accurate,
Allen. Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Jameson,
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will hold
the neatest, and the most original
STRAND THEATRE
Mr anti Mrs. Sumner Perry and Mr. an afternoon card party Tuesday at
ft
solutions mailed or brought to us with
and Mrs. Elmer True of Hope. The Add Fellows hall at 2. with Mrs.
in 48 hour, following publication of this “I FOUND STELLA PARISH”
It
is
graceful
with
the
true
Radically,
gloriously
new
and
AmericanModern.
advertisement. Dupllcale awards will be
next assembly will be Dec. 26. tha Lota Smith in charge.
with KAY FRANCIS
paid to tying contestants, anybody, ex
hosts to be Mr and Mrs. Carl Work.
cept our employees, may compete. It is
beauty appeal.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl E. Freeman, Mr.
not necessary to make any purchases.
The card party at the Bok Home
PARK THEATRE
Vse the form above, or a separate sheet.
and Mrs. Fred Trecartin. and Dr. M. for Nurses Wednesday evening for
Write your name and address plainly.
C. Stephenson of Union.
THE PERFECT GENTLEMAN"
the benefit of the incubator fund.
It Is the Answer To Your Christmas Problem
WINNERS OF OUR LAST PUZZLE
Knox Hospital, had as winners: Mrs.
with FRANK MORGAN
CONTEST
tf
December Clearance Sale cf Dresses G. M. Derry. Mrs. William T. Flint of
at Burdell's Dress Shop. Excellent Thomaston, Kennedy Crane, Miss
First Prize—Nathan Peasley. 1 5 Shaw Ave.
if
values—adv.
Anne B. Blackington and Miss Miller;
Second Prize—Marion Ludwig, 62 Limerock St.
bridge. Mrs. Jane Foley. Mrs. HenryAt Al’s Hairdressing Salon—Spe Jordan. Mrs. Kimball. Mrs. Fred Jor
150'lf
cial! Haircut, shampoo, marcelle or dan. Mrs. Streeter Webster and Mrs.
John Chisholm. A cake sale was also
finger wave, $1.—adv.
149-150
held tn conjunction. The committee
* no /aii
■jpiwr-tfo
/motofts
semizife A
A Christmas gift that will last tn charge comprised Mrs. Arthur W.
TEL. 980
ROCKLAND, ME.
313-325 MAIN STREET,
REFRIGERATION - OIL HEATING ENGINEERS
throughout the year—The Courier- Doherty, chairman. Mrs. Sanford W.
W DISTRIBUTORS
OF
FINEST
FUEL
OILS
Gazette. $3.00 a year. Attractive gift Delano, Mrs. Isidor Gordon. Mrs.
Zl LIMEROIK STREET
ROIKLAND. MAINE
Harry Berman. Mrs. J F. Burgess and
card accompanies first issue —
Miss Ellen Daly.
150'15$
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To Wish You and
Yours

V

The Merriest

Christmas
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SCOTCH WOOL SCARFS

You Have
Ever Known
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MEN!
Why Not a
Clean Suit For

Christmas
Our Special

39c

BERETS AND SOCKS

THE WHAT-NOT
SHOP

nt

8

Until Jan. 1,1936

Distinctively New!
Startlingly Different!

luwa pant

SUITS

&

Cleaned and Pressed

if

29c
v$> <$> <§> S®>

if
if
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Two Tickets to Each Theatre
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t
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FORD

MAP THE APS

M'lOON SAlfS and S[RVIC[
A
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SEE THIS AMAZ’NG FURNITURE
Designed by Russell Wright

Built by Connant-Ball

Stonington Furniture Company
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HUNTING SEASON REVIEWED

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

LONG, COLD WINTER PREDICTED

U

A “Poor Sport” Deservedly Censured-Open
Season On Moose Unlikely Next Year

FOR ROCKLAND!

What our llghtkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
The day's news from many lonely outposts along
Maine's waterfront.

As another successful big game Like horse racing and automobile
hunting season nears its close in driving, it is subject to the abuses of
Maine the annual indoor sport of
and ne'ydowells who abuse
any enterprise or form of diversion in
post-morteming the hunt is well un- rhich they participate There are
The lone dark rock stands out agalntt Thomas McPhee last week for the derway
many hunters who will go Into the !
the >ky
One of the season's mo t unfortu- wcods and open fire on any moveHigh o er Ita lummlt white-winged tea w’inter. Mr McPhee will leave soon
to spend the coming months in Bos nate occurrences took place on the ™en‘ of bushes or sign of life with
birds aall.
And Hick the azure ether aa they fly
ton.
the hope of hitting a deer. Attempts i
Above the splendor of the mlat-cloud
A new rudder post is being made Kennebec river between Farmingdale will probably be made to curb careless
veil.
for
Millard
Robinson's
boat.
1
and
Randolph.
A
deer,
attempting
to
—Thaddeua Pomeroy Cressey
hunting as time goes on and people
Mr. Colbert. Mr Beal and Mr.
the river, was chased success- become more aware of the toll of
Jaccbson
were
visitors
ln
Boothbay
j
.
.
___
____
.
......
human life.
Maine Development
Portland Head
,
Harbor recently, calling on old fuy from one sbore t0 ^e other by Commission cfflcials recognize deer
Keeper Roy Meyers of Ram Island frlPnds
a rain of bullets from hunters on
hunting as one of the State's prime
Ledge, visited Mondav with F O Hilt
Mr Colbert Thomas McPhee. Mr both shores Finally emerging exresources.
Mrs. Martha Sterling. with **-r Beal and Ouy and Millard Rcbinson hau'ted on RandolDh shore the doe
• • • •
sister Mrs Charles Sterling of Peaks
forw5
K
hau',ed
Randolph shore the doe
The indoor sport» of telling the
Island spent Tuesday ln Portland
ln hauling uo his boat on Fisherman wxs Immediately snot down It hapR. T. Sterling recently gave an in- inland fcr the winter.
pened within sight of the main high home folks about the hunt appears
to grow better each year, according
teresting address at the Young Peo
way.
to the stories which reach the news
ple's Christian Endeavor Scciety at
The feeling aroused by the Incident papers A particularly striking story
the Williston Church in Portland
Saddleback l^dge
An unusual sight greets our eyes as
Here I am back on the job again ls summed up ln a communication was submitted by one local hunter
we look in the harbor and behold four after 20 days spent In Lubec with my ! from one who signed his name as who was reported to have been sepa
^’Jg craft waiting for favorable ^ly J^f%y V°f ~ln feU durlng "FairPlay. ' Reviewing the Incident. rated from his companions tn the
woods He discharged three of his
* Jusulon't know how lt got there, but
While vacationing. I saw Earl Ash- he concluded. "A human being who four last shells as salutes, only to
the idea ls in our heads we were to by of Channel Light and learned that ! would not give a poor dumb animal sight a huge buck With the fourth
.
. u, , . ... .w he brought the buck down and immeget a large amount of gcod weather his marksmanship
reached a fine .
_____
more chanc* for hU llfe than “»*>• dlately ran to bleed the animal As
in December and here we sail along deer as target.
__ ____
Quodv Village received a visit from gave thls decr should never be allowed he reached the buck, the animal startgolng fast, nearly half the
me nth
chwked"off. and where." oh where, is me during my stav in Eastport where to carry a gun " There was some ed struggling to its feet The valiant
the sun?
t had seme repairs made on mv store compensation in that a hunter paid a hunter then seized the buck by the
* • • •
Th*v,behaI' 2ui;r
fine for not registering the deer, apa"d *y dMs
The I-neknids
i thank vou. for which I m mightily
., , ,
.1
....
\ Iheld lt down unt11 hls companions arThe t uckoids
; thankful.
I patently feeling anything but proud rSved on the scene and shot the deer
Here Is a news bulletin from our
large dredges are ln use on the of hts kill. But the unfortunate im- j This story, when printed, brought a
Light, which for some time has been dcwn s,u ftt Lubec and one can hear presS;on created by the episode be- delegation of hunters to the new? pa-seen and not heard'
thelr whlgtles all night from where I
md-vble tn the mind* nf manv per
wlth
,hat no auch
We don't have a telephone to con- ,,ve The LubfCorange entertained
came lndfLble ln thc minds
many thing could be possible Yet a nearlv
nect us with the outside world, but wc the Quoddy engineers recently with
T*114 3 I* lment was expressed identical story appeared in a Boston
do have our radio which we greatly , nrc^mm" clam stewdancing, etc. I vividly to a quartet of Bay State | paper a week later, ln which a Olouenjoy.
I had the pleasure of digging the hunters who passed through a town cester hunter held a doe down until
help came.
last year, thetr trailer sagging under
An experienced Augusta hunter
substituting for the keepers, has re- were only 22 quarts, but believe you
turned to his home ln Ellsworth.
me. 22 quarts means something to a a tcn of slaughtered deer and mcose tells of an occurrence In which he
Misses Juanita and Myrtle Seavey novice Well, they tasted good, any- taken tn New Brunswxk The jeer tried to seize a buck bv the antlers
spent last weekend with their parents, way
"murderers." passed down a line of only to find himself flying through
Mr and Mrs. Harold Seavey
A stiff blow has been whistling pedestrians as the hunters drove by. the air and landing on hls back while
the animal did a lively toe dance
The tender Hibiscus called at this about here most of the time since I
This year they returned for another about him with his knlfe-llke hoeves
station Die. 2 and landed lumber for returned.
He says he would never take another
repair work.
Mr Sampson Inspected the station ton.
chance with a live buck
Mrs Josie Alley and children Josie Dec 5.
The toll of human life the actual
and Richard have been spending a
Mr Mathie will pass the holidays at
Thc annual season when residents
ferocity of an occasional wounded
few davs here as guests of Mrs Alley's hts home
ln cities and towns along the Maine
I buck and manv other factors enter
sister. Mrs Foss
I was recently presented with a
Superintendent Sampson inspected copy of “Lights of the Maine Coast" highways see hundreds of cars pos? ln t0 make deer hunting a sport that
through, their running boards heaped cannot be clashed as Ti lid's plav
this station Nov 12.
hy one of our summer visitors.
Mr Seavey got a nice deer while on
Having recorded most of the hap- high with game, create the impression Th-re are hundreds of people who
his vacation. Justin Foss Jr also shot finings hereabouts. I conclude, wishrct b a very difficult would Uke to take a shot at a deer but
one. They were both much pleased
and happy holidays to tna’
ma>
"
°
would not dare venture into the
or sporting preposition to get a deer. woods ard take their chances with
all Keepers and their families.
with their hunting trip
The sentiment is not uncommon that that 1000 to 1 ratio.
Keeper and Mrs Foss have returned
Prcbablv the most disagreeable
INTEREST IN JERSEYS
almost anyone who can aim a gun
from a 15-day vacation which they
aspect of the whole procedure of
enjoyed The greater part of the time
can
get
a
deer,
and
if
he
can't
shoot
going hunting is coming back without
they passed with their daughter Mrs These Cows Now In Greater Demand one. he can buy one.
Than In Past Five Years
a deer and explaining whv. A South
Albert Anderson and her children
The reply from the successful hunt Portland hunter told it to hls wife
who are attending school at Brooklin
E'erett B. Hilton of Anson promi er is, "All right let's see you go out this way: "Ycu see. I’ve got a deer
They also visited friends at Beals.
Jonesport and Machias, and were nent Jersev cattle owner, has been and get one! You go out and tramp up there, but it's hung up on a tree
callers in Bangor.
, elected to membership in the Amerl- through the wcods all day long for a five miles into the woods, and it was
too big to carrv out. TO go back next
Everyone here is talking Christmas I can Jersev Cattle Club, the national
week, perhaps sighting a dozen and week and find it because the trail is
U^fcU^h^p-”
mal“ 811 ' r?anlzatlon of owwrs of Purebred
net hitting one And if you still b’azed If I can't find lt. the warden
As I am writing I am listening to a Jer9ey cattle accordlne to Lews W think it's not sport, come and tell said he would get it."
A week oassed at the end of which
speech from our President of thc Morley, executive secretary of the orme"
the hunter told his wife that snow
United States
ganization. New York. N. Y.
Probably the mest sporting angle *ad oovered uo the trail markers, and
Old man winter has visited the
Mr MorleV reports widespread inCuckolds It has been plenty cold ’erest ln Jersey cattle among the to the whole subject, from the deer's 'he reolied that she had lo6t her
and the signal was in operation for dairymen of the country There ls a pQint of view, is the fact that the hankering for venison anyway —Ken
vapor Thursday and Friday
greater demand for Jersey cattle now
h d
but thev nebec Journal.
We are sorrv to hear cf Keener than during any time in the past five iUn
n°l 0 ly ' ,
'
Staples' illness and hope for an earh- ; years.” he fays. "and the number of’hoot eachother ln large numbers,
LEARN BY MAIL
recovery
purebred animals which are reglsLastyear 13 hunters were killed ln
As news Is running low’, we sign off tered with the American Jersey Cattle Maine, in a season when between
with best regards to everyone along C’ub
iIJ?reased steadily for the
14(xx) d
15 000 d taken Merchant Marine Academy
the coast
past year During the seven months
'
,
.
.
To Instruct Boys and
• • • •
j since April 1 this year, the number of In ether words, nearly one hunter wa
Ram Island
registrations recorded has increased ’ killed for tach thousand deer, which
Young Men
____ _ ..
.
. S6*S and transfers, or sales, recorded u a fairly sDort.ns preposition, conKeeper Robinson and son Mihard have increased 58% over the same
'
n
v,.u, v.
The American Nautical Academy.
were in town Monday for supplies and period in 1934 "
sidering thc d.nerence >n vaiu. oe
mail. When they were leaving the
'__________
tween human life and animal life.
National
Training
School
for
^r°iei.,a?d
Legions Donation Day. Sunday,
During the war human life was Merchant Marine Officers Washing
I2ston McIntire
°
b> Dfc 15- at arand ™««tre. Admis- valued by the Government at 110.000 ton, D C.. announces the seventh an
Keeper Robinson and sons Ouy and sion by foodstuffs or cash, all going ^^^’^“^Xent8 i^ran«. nual offer of a course in nautical
instruction by mai; in their own
Millard helped haul up the boat of to local relief.—adv
147" 150
, while the value of a deer according home to boys and young men be
' to unauthorized reports of how much tween 10 and 23 years of age who
\*ou have to pav for one if you can't wish to become acquainted with the
shoot one. varies from $5 upwards advantages offered by the United
Calling the average price $10. the edds States Merchant Marine as a career.
| are even
The purpose of the course is: First,
The risk does not compare unfa as a foundation for those who wish
vorably with bull fighting, a much to become officers in the Merchant
, more brutal form of slaughter than Marine and devote their lives to a
' deer hunting. In Spain it takes 6000 career in the sendee; Secondly, for
horses' lives every year to kill about those boys and young men. who,
1300 bulls. The best information though not desirous of following the
than can be obtained on the human sea. still wish to obtain a general
element is the report than “human knowledge of ships and the life at
sea.
life 1s rarely sacrificed.
There is no tuition charge for any
For a State which has less than thr
average of bank robberies, gang wars of the courses offered by the
ng, and no cbligation for
and torch murders, the deer hunting future merchant marine, military or
season produces an annual thrill that naval service of any kind is incurred
more than satisfies.
by the young men
• • • •
Thc instruction includes, in so far
Maine was second last year in is it is possible to teach them by
human lives lost during its hunting mail, the following subjects: General
season. New York was first with 17 characteristics of ships; Daily routine
deaths. The total for the country and duties in connection with life
was 87. This year Maine has re on board ship; Use of life buoys;
corded 17 deaths and 14 injuries, ac First aid; Signals (International and
cording to incomplete reports What Morse Code); the Compass. Log. and
with better times providing sports Lead; Ground tackle and deck sea
men with money to buy rifles and man ship; the Duties of lookouts;
bullets, and with it much easier this the Watch in port and at sea;
year to shoot one in the back yard Cordage; Boats, types, etc.
Examinations will be held at stated
of a farmhouse, the total kill will
probably climb up high enough to intervals and boys receiving a passing
maintain the proportion of 1000 deer grade will be allowed to spend a
period of time during their summer
to one human life.
Big game hunting came in for a vacation on board a training ship of
sound rebuke last week when a the Academy in order to gain prac
warden in the southern part of the tical experience. There is no cost
State made a speech in which he for instruction nor for living quar
said that shooting moose is no more ters on board ship, but a charge of
sport than shooting an old horse. 39 cents is made for meals.
Students receiving instruction in
He described the forest monarchs as
lazy, stupid animals. He squared the Apprentice Class, or correspond
ence, Course are eligible to apply for
himself with the State by pointing out a scholarship in the Regular Course
that moose are distinctly important which covers a period of three years
as a tourist attraction.
Game cruising and studying on board ship.
wardens as a whole are emphatically Following the completion of these
on the side of the animals, looking three years of sea service, and having
first to their care, although in their passed the Bureau of Navigation ex
capacity as employes of the State amination. cadets become Third Of
The new G-E Radio is an achievement of the worldthey cannot forget the importance of ficers in the Merchant Service of the
big game as a recreational attraction United States.
famous "House of Magic". The wonder-working
to out-of-staters.
Boys and young men who desire
scientists of General Electric have given this set im
Moose hunting, which was legal in to secure this instruction by mail
provements that NO OTHER RADIO CAN OFFER.
three counties for three days this should write to the American
year, will probably not be allowed by Nautical Academy, National Train
You can afford it—because our terms are so low.
the next Legislature. About 50 of the ing School for Merchant Marine Of
animals were shot during the open ficers. Washington, D. C.
season
in Knox, Lincoln and Waldo
FREE DEMONSTRATION, NO DOWN PAYMENT
counties, making a large slice in the
total population of only about 2000 MODERN
WOMEN
Malne' As the an‘ma] NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due
to colds, nervous strai n. exposure or similar causes.
which adores the State of Maine Chi-ches-ters Diamond brand Pills are effective,
Seal, the moose will be preserved as reliable and give QUICK RELIEF. Sold
long as the last one can be encouraged all druggists for over 45 years. Ask for—<
ELECTRICAL SPECIALISTS
to hang on.
PHONE 721
142 MAIN STREET
CHICHESTERS PILLS
ROCKLAND
Deer hunting, king of sports in the
"JNI SIAMONO *
northern climates is here to stav

/nt tfe

“HOUSE OF MAGIC”

HOUSE-SHERMAN

INC.

“c-

Realm of Music
By Gladys St. Clair Morgan

"i bLlI

It is heartening to receive letters
from old-time friends, but lt gave me
a heart-pang to note Mt Vemon. as
it brought back to me so forcefully
the loss of that helpful friend. Dion
Woolley, who made hls home ln that
town How I miss his friendly Inter
est. hls cheerful letters so filled with
musical anecdotes and suggestions
and ideas! What hls death a musical
prop was taken from me. as I had
come to rely on hls encouragement
and advice to no amall extent.
• • • •

ances. The entire company of 64
dancers and a symphony orchestra
will come to Portland with Its com
plete scenic and lighting equipment,
and will present three of the most
important ballets in its repertoire
Organized in Monte Carlo under
the patronage of the hereditary
Princess of Monaco three years ago.
the company includes some of the
most distinguished dance proteges of
the late Serge Dlaghilev. whose
famous Ballet Russe was disbanded
at hls death In 1929. This brilliant
Russian ballet, more specificallyknown as Colonel W. Basil's Ballet
Russe. ls the most popular theater
art of them all. combining as It does
drama, comedy, music, decor, and
dancing. Col de Basil's company Is
the direct inheritor of that art which
produced Nijinsky and Pavlowa. The
Colonel, a former military man of
old Russia and lately the director of
the Russian Opera in Paris, organi
zed his ballet a year after Dlaghilev
died.

And speaking of the Ballet Russe,
Musical Courier recently carried a the concerts are held it was most In it ts gladsome news to note that this
picture of Winifred Christie, noted teresting to watch this dancer at famous troupe is coming to Portland
pianist and exponent of the Moor practice the afternoon before the I City Hall on Wednesday. March 28.
Double Keyboard Piano, which holds concert, as I was able to do between ln Its only Maine appearance The
particular interest here, for with classes. I saw the Ballet de Russe ballet is now on the longest tour
Mme Christie is shown her manager. at the Metropolitan recently. It was ever undertaken in thia country by a
Dorothy Pillsbury Stetson, who has beautiful and has quite taken New repertory ballet company, covering
often been a visitor in thc home of York When I say that only stand 110 principal trans-continental cities
her aunt. Mrs Lilian S Copping The ing room was left every' (*at in that en route to the coast. They played
same picture also appeared in the bam of an opera house filled on the to capacity houses for 18 perform
Musical Leader (Chicago), accom last night of thelr stay in the city, ances In New York, and a similar
panied by the following:
you may be sure it was well received." triumph in Boston in seven perform
“We had a delightful afternoon
with Leopold Godowskv and Wini
fred Christie, the pianist who plays
the Moor' Double Xej"xJard Plano
exclusively and who begins her
recital tour this month under the
management of Dorothy Pillsbury |
Stetson, who was among Mr Ood-!
owsky's guests.
Miss ?hristle ls,
engaged to play the Tschalkovsky '
concerto with the Cincinnati orches
tra (Eugene Goossens conducting) 1
next January, and this promises to
be one of the highlights of the sea- j
son. Mr Oodowsky's reaction to the.
instrument Invented by Emanuel
Moor is uncommonly interesting. We
gained the Impression that the I
master pianist regards this piano as
the instrument of the future since j
effects not possible on the piano now !
universally used, can be obtained on
the Moor Double Keyboard. Mr 1
Oodowsky emphasized its potential j
value to future pianists, explaining j
that the most difficult works written ,
fcr the piano of today could be played j
with a great deal less effort than V
now possible Mr Oodowsky's com- J
prehension of the mechanism and
construction of the Moor Piano and
hls breadth of vision gave us a slant
on what may be the future of the
piano."
Those who were privileged to hear'
Mme. Christie in recital and lecture at
Bowdoin College last winter recall
many times her impeccable artistry,
her authority as a lecturer, and her
gracious charm.
. • • .
|
Among letters laid aside for future
attention I come acioss one from f
Helen Bartlett Follett, a former1
Rockland girl now living in Mt. J
Vernon. N Y. Miss Follett encloses
a program of Rachmaninoffs piano
recital given there under the auspices
of the Mt. Vernon Teachers Ass n. And
what a wonderful program. Varia
tions in E major by Haendel, Three 1
Sonatas by Ccarlattl. Chopin's Sonata I
in B minor, for his first group, and
for the remainder. Nachtstuck by
8chumann. The Brooklet by Schu
bert-Rachmaninoff, Scherzo (from
Midsummer Night's Dream) by
Mendelssohn-Rachmaninoff.
Etude
by Rachmaninoff. Spinning Song
from “Flying Dutchman" by WagnerLiszt and Magic Fire Music by
Wagner-Brassin, and Waltz by
Strauss-Ta usig.
The pianist, who is being received
If your wife has wanted a Hoover — and what woman hasn't? — you
with more acclaim this season than
ever was greeted by an audience of
1400, and the reviews agreed that the
can give her one this Christmas for a price anyone can afford. The new
program "revealed a versatile genius
whose consummate technical skill
Model 300 Hoover is a sensational value. Not a junior model, but a
and interpretative ability breathed a
vital spark into all the works per
formed ’’ One of his encores was the
full-size, quality-built Hoover, with Positive Agitation, electric Dirt
ever popular "Prelude in C sharp
minor.”
Finder and many other exclusive features of convenience or efficiency.
• • • •
Miss Follett writes: "The course of
Telephone for details of our convenient terms. Small carrying charge.
concerts sponsored by the Mt. Vernon
Teachers Association Includes five
concerts, the first of which was
Handsomely wrapped in Red Cellophane
Rachmaninoff. The others are to be
Maganini
Chamber
Symphony,
. .•. all ready to put on the Tree!
Gladys SwarthouL Trudie Schoop's
Comic Ballet, and Viola Mitchell
(violinist). The cost of the course is
centrai
maine
$5. This Ls the third series. Last
year we had Krelsler, Dusolina
Oianinl, Russian Symphonic Choir,
POWBI^tOMMHY
and a noted ballet dancer who ls In
the
film
‘'Midsummer
Night’s
STORES**
Dream.” Being in the school where

«

GIVE HER A HOOVER

AND YOU GIVE HER THE BEST
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